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That

astt a fact

The Board

, PREFACE /

Canada is a multicultural

and as a desiTable social

of Education for the city

Society is recognized
4

gpal by Canadian people.
a

of Toronto mut face

both the. reality andI the goal. a.

There are two major factors for consid ratich4 first,

within the City of Toronto's public sc,c51 system, the vast

majority of children come from extra,Anglo-canadian cultures

and for more than half of these children, English. is not

their first language. *Secondly, the school system has not

been oriented toward multiculturalism in the past.

The 1970 "Every Student Survey" told the Board that

school achievement was 'a function of/economic status. The

Survey included data which demonstrated that the children

most handic4pped by the_school system were children who

were recent immigrants of lion-British origin, and whose

parents had low econOmici-status. Since that Survey was

Conducted the numbers of immigrant children in the City

of Toronto's school system haVe .increased ; especially English

speaking students from extra Anglo-Canadian cultures.

This situation challenges the Board of Education for

the City of Toronto to realize 1wo fundamental goals. First,

to provide' equal educational .op ortunities to all children,

and secondly, to do so without loss of the child's personal

identity and cultural integrity.

0 0 0 0 3
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To accomplish these goals, the Board established

a Work Grdup on Multicultural Programs to investigate

and make recommendations for the implementation of

,policy and programs to realign the City of Toronto's

school system to be responsive to its multicultural

population.

We" recognize that no body of recommdndations'can

themselves enact the changes in attitude necessary to im-

. A

element ac,new philosophy. However, we believe that only

through 'a continuing process of, discussion, explanation,

and program implementation can a school system adapt to

the changing needs of its school communities. The Work

Group regards school - community interaction to be an essen-
..

tial component-foi the system's responsiveness to its

population.

It is clear .c) us that the education system must play

a role in developing a true multicultural society, and all

that implies. If a multicultural society and the equality

of educational opportunity are to mean anything 'then a

child's cultural heritage Inugt not be a handicap.

The Report of the Work Group on Multicultural Pr7rams

is. a DRAFT REPORT. We are circulating this DRAFT REPORT to

stimulate discussion and to aid us in the preparation of\the

Final Report.

Between May 20 and June 7, the Work Group will hold

a series-of hearings and meetings in order to discuss the

n.0004
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policy and progr4ms recommended in the Draft Report.

After June 7, the Work Group will reconsider the Draft'

Report in light of the discussions and hearings, and

will present the Reporttfor,final approval to theoBoard
-

on dune 19, 1975. At that meeting, the Work Group on

Multicultural Programs will also propose the establish-

ment of a committee to d( rsee the implementation of

O

9

the Report.

Marty people other thair the trustees on the Work
A

Group are responsible for this Draft eport. We would

like to thank everyone who contributed

formally or informally, verball

our thinking

by written brief.

(These briefs'will be available for eference in the

Education Centre Library:) The time that we spent at

schools, and at meetings and events of various ethnic

communities provided us with a greater understanding of

our task; we thank all the people who were involved in

those sessions.

In particular the Work Group would like to recognize

the tireless efforts ofi-Ed Kerr and Mel LaFountaine, who

focussed discussion, prepared documents, and played a

crucial role in the preparation of this Draft Report.

Lilian Ciamaga, the Board's Research Librarian, pro-
,

vided us with hundreds of pages of background research mat-

erial and articles, which served not only to educate us but

also to document our concerns

=
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Ceta Ramkhalawansingh, who joined the Work Group

staff in February, played a variety of roles through the

course of our activities.

Special thanks go to Rosemary Sawers,Anne Felton,

Marnie Somers, Marjorie Mills, Donna O'Connor Vicky

D'Costa, Julia Haasz for secretarial assistance.

In conclusion, we expect that this Draft Report

will provide a focus for the resolution of many of the

issues which we have identified as being vita

education of immigrant children.

to the

We look forward to the discussions that will take

pla6e during the next few weeks.

Signed.

0.4
Dan Leckie, Chairman
Trustee Ward 6

Alexander Chumak
Trustee Ward 1

cs-fistiod/it
Sbeila.Meagh6r
Trustee Ward 9

..0011.0116,

Irene Atkinson
Trustee Ward 2

111.1~1

Judith Major
Trustee Ward 5

Frank Nagle°
Trustee Area 3
(Representing Separate
School Electors)
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"A policy of multiculturalism within a bitingull framework commends it-
self to the Governmentof Canada as the most suitable means of assuring the
cultural friedom of Canadians. National unity, if it is to ean anything incab
the deeply personal sense, must be founded on corifid ce in one's own
individual identity; out of this can grow respect for that of others and a,
willingness to share ideas, attitudes and assumptions. A vigorous policy of
multiculturalism will help create this initial confidence. It canoform the base
of a society which is based on fag. play for ali.".

Statement by
the Prime Minister
house of Commons,
October 8, 1971.

"The Greek Parents of Jackman Avenue School are both willing and anxious
to become as Canadian as it is possible foi any ethnically unique people to '

beCome. They are reluctant, however, to engage in the negative process of
deserting (or to become the' instrumenis of their children deserting) the heri-
tage of their national origins. MuCh rather, they prefer to assume the concretely
positive stance of gaining a new culture and, in consequence; a new language.
To lose one heritage for the purpose of winning another is inconsisten?with
basic tenets of growth & development. The Greco-Canadian can be a strong,
proud, healthy and happy Canadian, but the truncated personality whose
Canadianism isjaght at the total-expense of his initial heritage is an alien ,

to himself. It is for this reason that this proposal foundsitself on the prin-
cipld of Bicultural Immersion and the involvenkent of students in a rich
Bicultural Growth Environment.

0

O

Proposal from the Greek Community
of JackmanA Frankland Schools
to the Toronto Board of Education
for the Greco-Canadian
Bicultural- Bilingual Program.
July, 1973.

00009
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INTRODLCTION

Quite apart from the practical and immediate reasons

that led to this inquiry as identified in Section II the

intent of this Introductimis to induce ,the rev.ler to look

re deeply atothe basic reason that limit tnis Board'41.

ability to provide for Toronto's multicultural satiety the

ve 4

education it Aquires. Admtttedly, the following statement

is written in a form that will not appeat'to all readers.

For others, it may well prove intetesting.
Q

Some are certain

to find it incomprelie Bible and decide to by-pass it entirely.

'Hopefully, some wil find it challeyging.

N
The Work Grpup's issue paper, The Bias of Culture iden-

tified ten general issues which not only constitute a large

segment o the multicultural issue as it relates/ to edutation
0

-lout which Spell out ten specific reasons for the inquiry itself.

1: The issue of Cultural Identity in both the children
and the adults of ethnic couwunities of other than
Anglo-Canadian origin:

a) The inherent competition for the child'
,cultural allegiante;

b) The implications of language differences
between the home and the schoolit

c) The impabt of cultural difference on the child;

The issue of Streaming, and
.

3. The School's Reception and Placement of the New
Canadian student; ,?,

.

1,
. 1
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4. The question of AsCription.which shapes decisions
asto the placement and subsequent school and life
careers of immigrant children.

5. The iSaue of Teachgrs' 'and School Principals'
Perception of the Ne%4 Cannian student.

. The issues of Extra Anglo-Canadian Ethnic Groups'
Perception of the local school and, by dxtension,
the school system.

, /L.

7. The nature and character of the Schalbls' Contact
with Extra Anglo-Canadian Ethnic Communities.

8. The character;: organization and-operational func-
tion of the School System's. Support Service's

9. ExtraAnglo-Canadian. Ethnic Teachers in the school
system and their. promotion to,posieions of respon-
sibility.

10. The issue of multicultural programs in the school
and assumptions apd questions about Ghetto-ization.

A

'As critical and as potent as the ten general issues

are they Cannot exist as anything other than a general

social and culWx.al ferment4which is itself an effect
I

of a deep working cause. The conditions identified in

the ferment are merely symptoms.

* It has been axiomatic that the most serious lap1se

to which any examination can commit itself is to confuse

the amelioration of a condition with the elimitiTtion
0
of,

-ita cause. To leig..the Cause-unattended is'to'inyite it

.

to Oritinue to, generate conditions of such forde tInd rate

O

<1>
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- that they mist eventually overwhelm all attempts to manage
,

them. Stated more specificall, to identify the issue

paper's content as the caue of the Work Group's concern

would be to miss
4

the multicultural issue as itrelates to-

'the educational endeavoui n this city. at iseue is

identifiable in the issue'paper's title, The Bias of .Culture:

Th* operational -base of the Toronto school sysOfeis

peculiar to the specific culture and society which created

it in precisely the same way'that school systems of other
s,4)

cultures ,are peduliar to the specific-cultures n4 societies

which created them. Thus each System fs-unique only insits
. .

functioning particUlarities and effects, rather.thafi-in the

fact of its existente.
4

What is perfectly clear.to the members of, the Work, GrOup,

.on Multicultural Programs is t4t in .Tgionto, as eliewhere,

this operational base owes its formation to a set'ofdecisiOns

which are buried in the history of the school system's.deve op-

ment. °Stated simply they appear the following decis ons:

1. o found an institution which will effectively assume

e responsibility of transferring from the adult,.

membership of the society to the young, all that the

culture of a given society implies.

I

Therefore,

2. To elect to provide schobling for their young as distinct

from education.
O

Therefore,

To ensure that the culture which the school represents



'is both compatible With.the dominant cultural posi-

tion of the society which built it, and which is an

accurate reflection pf that culture.

It is important toiivoid-confusing.CAUSE with BLAME.

since it is not the intent.of this Report to locate.blame

for the multicultural issue:,-Whether they are ultimately'

kt1.
cotpetent or incompetentiefor goRd or ill, conscious or

unconscious, ultimately feasible Cit impractical , "some such

set of decisions as ou,:lined here account 'for the establish:-

meat of all school aystems, inclilding the Toronto system.

Appropriate conjecture *ould prompt the observation that

the decisionsmust certainly have "seemed like a good idea

at the time"
0

It is imperttive to recognize however, that the opera-

tional base is in fact,.., the cultural bias of the population

which supports the entire school system. The critical obser-

Vation is simply that apart frank any qualitative comment

one might have to make about the fact itself, the school

system fs likely to remain viable and secure AS LONG AS THE

COMPATIBILITY REMAINS BETWEEN THE CULTURE IT REPRESENTS AND
a tr9

THAT OF THE. CULTURE WHICH SUPPORTS IT.. It need hardly be

stated thatthat a reverse likelihood is inevitable if the cul-

eural operational base shifts. The viability and security

of the school system degenerates more or less proportionally

to the degree in which the culture of the school and the

culture of the society it serves becomes incompatible or,

in some cases, merely different.
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It need only be observed, without lengthy dissertation,

that the cultural^base of Toronto has shifted drastically

since the era of Egerton Ryerson. If any qualifications are

necessary, they woulh be only that the rate of shift has

accelerated at an unprecedented rate since the end of Wdrld

War II. Compounding the difficult) is the changing nature °

of the shifting process itself. Not only has it effected
o

,a change in the balance of the city's culituralbase so that

the dominant culture finds itself represented in a forty
.

seven percent minority ofithe total. population, but the

Fifty three percent majoriLy represels a conglomerate.

,`'\ of some fiftyextra Anglo-Canadian minority groups.
o

The shocking recognition for the BO-ard of Education

for the2CitY,of1,Toronto is that within the space of a decade

its CULTURAL BASE HAS BECONE.INCOMPATIBLE with the cultural

base .of the society which supports its endeavour. This

situation automatically rings in toe dull intractibility of

institutionalism. Within the institutional frame of refer-

ence, the determinant of any response to requirement is more-

the function of traditions and the rule of ordek which iden-

tifies the institution that the requirement itself. An'in-

stitution's competence is its capacity to react in terms of

a fixed order of stimuli. What is notable about the charac-

ter of Institutions is that their severely limited capacity

for response to requirements. which fall outside their fixed

frames of reference exists precisely becauSe incompatible

1)0014



requirements rob themlif precedent, tradition and rules

of order to inform their ecisions. The robbery, in its

turn places.an enormous, stress upon the institution` itself.

Forced to derive its insight into the ways and means of

accomodating a strange requirement, the institution is in

the position of depending upon a reactive capaCitir rather

than upon a response capacity. At that point, the require -

ment becomes "a. problem".

Since school systeths are culturally derived institaions

with all the.characteristics institutions displayit is only

a matter of almost instant perceptiot to recognize whatchap-
.

pens, when a shifting cultural base grerates unexpected, '

unprecedented, multiple and complex ecpectations mod of

which fall outside their fixed frames of-reference and there-

fore, beyond the reach of reactive capaipy.

In Toronto, some concrete examples of what this means

are available.

a) It required just over filie years from the time of the

system's initial official contact between the now

familiar "Grande" proposal and its realization as an

experimental program at. General Mercer School.

The proposal for Chino-Canadian Bicultural-Bilingual

Program for Orde Street and'Ogden Public Schools re-

quired eighteen months for realization. °

c) The same kind of program in a Greek-Canadian format.

will have required two and a half years before it is

operational.

OO15
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It is important to recognize the these 'three examples

represent a conscious, conscientious and deliberate attempt

of a school system to respond to concrete, articulated ed-
.

ucational requirements of specific ethnic groups. It would

require an entire dissertation to desc:ii! bethe various dim-
,

ensions of the concerted efforts to generate responsiveness
% I

in these cases. It is only pbssible to observe that by no.

means the least of these dimensions would be the impedati

impact-of the Toronto. School Syited'S%awm dUltural history\

This fundamental incompatibility between the single
Q.

cultural base of the school system,s,bperation and the multi-
! it

cultural base of the community ie serves accounts: for the

massive Multicultural program,question in the Toronto school

system and the Work Group's.direCtion of address. The "elim-

ination of the cause" and therefore "the dissolution of the

condition" that cause has generated rests '±:n a conscious

effort to. develop a new responsive capacity which-in its turn,

will function to effect a realignment between the system's

operation and its multicultural base. .'Obviously, there are

massive impliCations in 'this 1:freed:on of address-since the

intent is not to dislodge or dismantle the educational endeav-

our but to reaffirm it through the provisiongof all thenew

support structures, auxiliary staff and resources possible.

The text and the attendant recommendations which this

segment of the Work Group'_s submission introduces to its
v

readers reprgsents an attempt to assist the Board of

00016



Educat4n for the City of Toronto and its staff in en;a
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icating the cause of its multicultural dilemna.
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THE MANDATE
T,2

On April 17, 1974, the RECTAL COMMITTEE RE:, EDUCATING )

NEW. CANADIANS met to consider the disposition of the New

Canadian Reception Program and Staff of Main Street School,

since the ?chQOl was scheduled for demoliti. The Board's

administrative staftrecommended dispersal of staff and

program tQ a maker of local school based centres in the

D East end,pf the city. Numerous and vocal representations

from students, parents, and graduates resulted in a rejection

of this recommendation. Instead, the program and staff were

transferrer to Greenwood School. Among other decisions made

at that meting was a recommendation:

1

That the Chairman 'of the Board convene A Committee
of.. teachers, trustees, parents,,,administrative
personnel, and students immediately, to study the
philosophy and programs that will be adopted by the
Board towards the New Canadian students and that an
interim report be made to the Board by September,
1974.

The 'Board adopted the recommendation on May 2, 1974.

A subsequent re po e to the recommendation resulted in the

formation of an ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON PHILOSOPHY AND PROdiAMS

FOR THE NEW CANADIAN POPULATION.
c$

On May 23, 1974, the new committee brought its recommen-

4., dations to the Board for conO.deration:

1. a); That the Advisory Committee on Philosophy and
Programs for the New Canadian Population be
renamed the Work/Group on Multicultural Programs.

b) That the Work Group consist of °Trustees Atkinson,
Cressy, Leckie, Lister, Meagher, and Ross.

00018.
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c) That the Work Group's Terms of Reference be:

i. To investigate and explore the philosophy,
and programs related to the City's multi-
cUltural population. This must include
consultation and involvement with'st4ff,
students,parents, anI the community at large.

ii. To examine current practices related to
the operation of-the 'Board's multicultural
prOgrams.

iii. a). T6 rec6mmend to the Beard long-range
-.policy related philosophy and programs.

b) To recommend to
.

the Board implementa
tion procedures for the above.

c) To consider the financing and structural
-needs determined by the proposed policy.

That the Work Group divide itself into 2 sub-
committees:

Chaired by Trustee Ross: Sub-committee on,
Operations.

ii. Chaired by.Trustee Leckie: Sub-committee
on Philosophy and Programs.

That the Sub.-comiittee on Operations report on
Item (ii.) of the Terms of"Reference;
That the Sub-committee on Philosophy and Programs
report on Item (i);
That the whole Work Group consider Item (iii):

f) 'That the following budget be approved for the
Work Group: $12,000 - $15,000 to provide for
the services of a staff members at the level
of principal or equilialent, for six months;
$5,000 - $7,500 for the provision of part-time
secretarial assistance, for a peri6d in excess
of sixvmonths; $1,000 for advertising and supplies.

00019
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III

THE CONSULTATION PROCESS

For,details on the Work Group)s.progress and activ-

ities to.January, 1975; please refer to the-YEAR END REPORT

ON THE ACTIVITIES AND PROGRESS OF TH2 WORK GROUP ON MULTI-
, .

CULTURAL PROGRAMS, Appendix B-

After the Christmas breed the Work Group's activity

intensified, and expanded the' consultation process. At the

first meeting in January of the new Boad of Education for

the City of Toronto, the mandate of the Work-Group was re-

-newed and three new trustees were added. (see Appendix. B,

page 8), The Work Group struck out in some new directions A

as well. Since the time of that report the. Work' Group:

1. Continued to acC6pt briefs Uom interested groups

e. and individuals,- from schools and from various'ethnic

communities;

2, Continued to hear oral presentations from school

and community groups'as well as frcim individuals;

The Chairman of the Work Group along with'staff

met reg,)ional-officers of the Multicultural Branch
. /\

'of the Department, of the pecretary of State; 1

The-Chairman of the Board and the Chairman of the

Work Group travelled to Ottawato consult with Mr.

Stewart Goodings, Mr. Michael Andrassy, and Ms. Phyllis.

Fien, stiff me hers in the department responsible

for, the adMinistration of the Fedefal Government's

Multicultural Programs, (Appendix H)';
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5.* Continued correspondence with. Mr. John Munro, Federal.

Minister'of Labour; Mr.'Hugh Faulkner, Secretary Of
.

.State; Mr. Robert Welch, Provincialllinistet of Culture,

and Recreation; and Mt. hlordat Wells, ProvincialMinis-
._ .(..

,

ter of Education; 2

:

Readers will recall an observatiim the Work Group , 0

Made in its January Oport (page 8) on the progress

it had made in attempting to engage Government Min-
.

istries,An serious discuss on about the possible

relationships which might exist between decisions,

the Board mi. ht make in the area okniplticultural-

ism and present or future Provincial.and Federal
I

policy in the same area:

"Results of attempts to. engage Government
Ministries and Party Caucuses in this fash-
ion have not proved encouraging. The Work. .

Group is now endeavouring to set other more
diversified strategies in motion.to bring
about these critical 'contacts."

To develop more effective contact and especially
O

subsequent. communication with Government Ministries, the .

Work Group addressed a special letter of request for"con-''

sultation to 12 Provincial and 10 Federal`' legislators rep-
o

resenting Toronto constituencies along)with,a series'of

questions for response. The intent in approaching the

problem in this fashion was to-formally initiate a personal

contact'as the first phate of an attempt to engage the two

levels of government in solid interchange centred on the

questiowof education in Toronto's multi-ethnic community.

00021
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l'fhp,second phase involved each of the trustees on

the Work Group in an undertaking eo contact the

egislators personally and to pursue 'the issue in

terms of the question sheet which accompanied the

original letter. The letter, the question sheet

and the names ofthe 22 legislators are available

for'examination in Appendix C;

On May'3, the Chairman and otlier trustees' of the

Work troup met with members of the,'Pederal govern;

went- Taho'represent constituencies in the Mettopol-
,

itan Area (METPAC) to discuss the many interests

and concerns associated with the issue of:education

for a multicultural urban complex;

8. Trustees of the Work Group assumed the initiative

in bringing staff into meetings with ethnic groups

in (their wards for the purpose of clarifying the

intent and interests of the Work-Group, providing

advice c"the formation of briefs and generally en-
.

couraging participation in the Wdrk Group's under-

taking;°

9, Trustees and staff continued to meet with various

departments such as the Guidance Department Heads

and Student Service personnel for discussion and con-

°sultation centering on the nature and implication of

specific support functions relating to the school

system's involvement in the education of immigrant

children;

016022
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. 10. There were special meetings with Area.Superintendents

and;Assistant Area Superintendents as well-as meet-
,

ings with the Director and the Associate Director;
%

-11. 4 Work Group trustees and staff met With numerous Secon-
I

dary School staffs upon invitaticip to clarify under-

standing, respond to questi66 about the Work Group's
. .

procedures and intent, as well ee to disduss any con-

cerns which they -felt required erticulationi

12. Work Group staff met with Mr. Lary Van.D , Counselling

.Consultant, Ontario Regional Office, Federa Ministry

of Manpower and Immigration for a lengthy explo tory

discusse& centred aroun4 those areas of multicultural-
,AJ

ism in which his offia and the Boakd of Education for

the City of Toronto share concern and interest;
o

13.4 Work Group staff met for some time .with professor

Dante Torelli, Education Officer of the Italian Consul-

ate in Canada, for discussions and exploration

of possibilitiei for co-operation between the

Board and his office in the development of Italian

language and culture programs which might become avail-

able for the children of Italian parents inn the public

schools. At present the Consulate supports programs

in the Separate School System; /

14. In'leccordance with a separate method the Work Group
44-4

developed to generate as candid an information source

as possible, trustees and staff attended meetings of

specific ethnic minority groups: These meetings were
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,

.

.designated as "listening-in" sessions% :The0 purpose
,

,

:- ' \
was to permit the Work Group

.

to listen to ethnic groUps
r, r'

4

N. 1
discuss,the issue of multiculturalism and education .;

.o

,
but not to participate in the actual,diacussion, see-
Appendix D;

In addition tZithe more or leis specific activities '

directed.taward the achievemtnt of as.'broad a consul:

tativebase as possible,..trusteel'and staff either

individually or in various combinations participated

in countless Professional Development Day seminafs,

panels and -other^ forms of communication assemblies

in elementary an secondary schools which devoted such

sessions to discuoion of the multicultural issue, For,

example, every member of the Work Group spent all of

Federation Day invol4ed in various teacher workshops

across the city; to

16 The Work Group met with representatives of the Metro-
/

politaniorontO Police Departmen't's Youth Bureau and

Commun#y Bureau to explore the general Issues of the
IN.

city's muVbicultuial population in an effort to deter,

mine common areas of concern and to ascertain the

ntaure of police experience with the relatively new

urban cultural configuratibn;

17. The Chairman of the Work Group and staff met with

Mr. Malcolm Rowan, Deputy,Minister inithe new Provin-

cial Ministry of Culture and Recreation to request

the material co-operation of the Ministry in-the
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Board's 'endeavour to meet the gr6wing educational
.

needs' of Toronto's multicUltural community;
.

18. Members of the Work'Group'met with the Inner City
N -

Work Group to exehange'information on theftinvolve-
.

ment in multicultuial affairs of both-gtoups as
0

it relates to the inner-city syndrome and to discuss

issues of 'mutual concern/po,both groups;

19. The w6A Group met wit `,the FrenchsWork,group to

discuss' the critical issue of' compulsory French

Language Instruction for extra Anglo -4nudian minor-

ity students. "As a r sult of the meeting, the Work

Group on Multicultural Programs submitteda formal

position paper to the French,Work Group.(Appendix G)
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IV

THE RESPONSES'

o. s

, That the general issue:of education in,a multi:-
. ,

1

.. ,

cul6ral. society assumes a_position of majorsighificance
4

in Moth tie schools and in. the generaTethniecommunity
. *

of the city is reflected in the sheer weight.and di#sraitY

of 44ponses to the Work Group consultation endeav6ur.

jnalI 128 writte"f6subm4sions of obserVationsI

opin :ons,.concerns equests, suggestions:' and recommen-
ti

dations came to the Work GrouP for consideration.*

O

1. ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS,

OTHER.ELEMENTARY BRIEFS-(individual
'teachers and, principals, groups of
teachers, Federation,,,etc.)

20

.15

TOTAL ELEMENTARY 35

2. SECONDARY SCHOOLS

OTHER SECONDARY BRIEFS (individual
teachers, librarians, principals;
vice - principals,. department heads,

. students; eta,) 147

TOTAL SECONDARY 22

* Briefs received as ofiApril-23, 1975.

00026
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CENTRAL (155 allege Street)

SUPPORT SERVICES.

CURRICULUM (General)

CURRICULUM (E.S.L.)

17

TOTAL CENTRAL 28.

TOTAL SYSTEM BRIEFS .

COMMUNITY; Individual, Informal Groups,
Organizations

Black -3
Chinese 5

East Indian 1

Greek 4
Italian
-Japanese 2
Lithuanian
Native People 1

Polish
Portuguese,
Serbian
Slovaki n
Ukranian
School-C
Organi

Others (

Opportunities for Youth

5

5
3

1
1
1

pity 3.

ations
dividuals) 6

° 5

T TALCOMMUNITY BRIEFS 43

TOTAL WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS

ELEMENTARY 35..

SECONDARY 22
CENTRAL 28
COMMUNITY 43

411101111111
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Of the groups, organizations and individuals from the

system and the community who had subMitted written

presentations, 31,appeared before the Work Group to

discuss their submissions.' These sessions centered on
DA

specific details of the liriefs and provided the trustees

.

with an opportunity tq test various possible alternative

structures atd strategies for resolving specific4multi-

cultural issues. It should be understoodsthat a:brief
tea,

in the definition of this report consists of submissions

which range from comments and recommendations typed on a

single sheet of paper to a fully developed thesis,

docuMent of considerable density and complexity.-
4?"

In'addition to the 128 written briefs,'there were 11

other formal but unwritten submissions, addressed to the

WOrleiGroup directly. Ten of these respondents were

indi ideals. The exception was the Area Superintendents

and ssistant Area Superintendents who met as a body'

with the trustees.

Of liaterest in relation to the written briefs

Which the ethnic community submitted is an observation on

the range of coverage they actually represent. The record

that some 13 ethnic minority groups account for 29 written
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briefs tends to be misleading. The Italian submission,

for example, represents the, opinions of three distinct

'groups. The Ukrainian community, another example,

delierately set out vi avoid a proliferation of briefs

originating from distinct groups and organizations within

the general community and made that intent known to thy;

Work Group. As a result, the single Ukrainian brief is a

composite presentation from numerous separate organization,:

Which make up a major segment of that community. While

it is virLally impossible to calculate precisely the

.number of separate organizations within a given ethnic

minority group, it is possible to realize that by and

large the briefs on record represent federations and asso-

ciations which function as "umbrella" groups each of which

can consist of anywhere from two (2) to twelve (12) or
or.

more separate ethnic organizations.

If the number of written and oral presentations pro-

vide some immediate quantitative indication of the

significance .which the schools and their cisin nities

assign to the subject of the Work Group's examination, the

work of consultation which has not resulted in formal suL

missions has functioned to provide further quantitative
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amplification of that significance.- The Plistening-in"

or "eavesdrop" sessions described as one of the consul-

tation strategies in.the preceeding section, involved

discussions with six (6) ethnic minority groups at seven

(7) meetings. The Spanish Speaking Latin American

Community called, ti.lo (2) separate meetings for this

purpose. In effect, these sessions served trustees as

a vehicle for more personal and affective understanding.

of the multicultural issue as a whole. In that sense,

thtse sessions are also Che'soutct of the "briefs"

whieh formed part of the context for the Work Group's

deliberations.*

-To record all the casual and random visits of all

Work Group members to schools where they participated in

Professional Development-actiiities, special seminars

convened through the-initiative of an individUal school

principal- or ,staff, or where they delivered lectures as

a result of a private invitation would prove to be an

impradtical, if not 1;0:Possible, undertaking. However, it

is possible to record the more deliberate andeformal

visits. These visits were the'results of formai approaches

from school staffs and principals Co the Work Group as a

* Written reports of some of these sessions are available
in Appendix D.
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whole on one hand, and specific Work Group initiatives

which requested fhe opportunity to observe New Canddian

Programs on the other. This category records visits to

eight (8) schools for the specific purpose o observing

all phases of New Canadian Programs in, operation ani six-

teen (16) visits to sdhools for the purpose of, discussing

education within the context of the schools' direct

experience with children of immigrant parents. Since the

visits which were directed specifically to program obser-

vation involved:fairly'lengthy and sometimes intense dis-
.

cussions with staff on both the issue. of Engliahkas a

Second Language Learning and the question of,appropriate

response to the educational requirements of a multicultural

society, they also fall into the"category of consultative

visits. For the recorI, that fact registers twenty four

(245-)formal visits to schools. As do each of the

a

"listening-in" or "eavesdrop" sessions, each of these visits

constitute another brief for the Work Group's consideration.*

* For a list of schools in this dual category and some
reports of visits to them, please see Appendix F.
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WHAT CONSULTATION. TELLS US

The first and Clearest observation available to the

WOrk Group as a result of its consultation. process is that

the body of submission resist traditional analytic

procedures.

As .a consequence, atteMpts to develop any form of

graph or other grid' which might provide some visible

taxonomy of opinion and recommendations from the sdhools

and the multicultural community 'would register nearly as

many different categories as there are recommendations and

opinion. A perfect example of this resistance occurs in
/ '

the case of assessment. Virtually every presentation

agrees that some,forM of new approach to the assement

of immigrant children's previous-educational experience

is imperative if the. school 'System is to improvt student

placement accuracy. 'However, what assessment means, where

. it should occur, how it Must proceed, generates a virtually'

endless number of assessment categbries each of which

could very easily register only a single suggestion or

recommendation. So prevalent is this condition that multi-

plying categories produce6 a hopeleisly.complex taxonomy
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I.

of such mammoth proportion that it loses all value for the

deliberation process.

Nevertheless if the detailed nomenclature of the brief

is confusing and inundatihg, the mesaage.is clear and

unmistakable. Multiculturalism is an organic reality-

which forms the basis for the orderihg of all human affairs *4.

in the Toronto community at large. 'Multiculturalism is
4

w

not an organic working reall.ty which forms the basis for

the ordering of the Toronto school system s
k
operation.

,..

Furthermore, the text which consultation has produced informs.

Us quite categorically that MULTICULTURALISM is action.

Its referent is not so much populations of separate and

distinct characteristics as it is relationships between

the di tinct characteristics themselVes. The distinctions

are act ve. The school system and the distinct charac-

teristics of the population it inherently represents is

inextricably involved in this organic complex of relation-.

ships.

It is an active force in the organic complex of

relationships identified as MULTICULTURALISM. The amor-

phous, multiguous configuration of the text which consul-

tation has written is nothing more and nothing less than

the resonance resulting from the total action.
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A not too surprising'characteriptic 'of distinctidn

itself, ps it relates to the concerns of this report, is
x,

P

the role an individual's or a group's race plays in the

dynamics of -MtiLTICULTURALISM. The habit of'identifying

.

visible minority groups on-the basis of race rather

than in terms of national origin'is inherently to risk

terminology, a racist habit.. Thus, it is the stated

intent of this report to include the understanding that

the 'social context of the Toronto Board of Education's'

`undertaking is MULTIRACIAL as well as 'MULTICULTURAL.

The multiplicity of messages which arise from briefs

and from schndand community meetings, provide an under-
.

standing from which it is possible to detect "core issues"

within the organization "multiculturalism' Theyare

expressions of co-ordinates of-the action which identify

MULTICULTURALISM itself..

The Work Group has classified these as:

THE, ISSUE OF

1. ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE;

2, EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY DEFICIENCIES;

3. MAINTENANCE OF ORIGINAL CULTURES AND

LANGUAGES;

THE THIRD LANGUAGE;
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MULTICULTURALISM AND THE GENERAL

CURRICULUM;

6( SYSTEM SENSITIVITY;

7? COMMUNITY-SCHOOL' RELATIONS AND THE

MULTICULTURAL SOCIETY;

THE RESPONSIRILITIES AND ROLE OF SENIOR-

GOVERNMENTS .



ISSUE 1

ENGLISH AS,A SECOND LANGUAGE

With the exception of the'Greco-Canadian and the

Chino-Canadian Bilingual/Bilingual Immersion Programs,

which were only recently established, the Board's response

to the issue of education for the children of immigrant

parents has by nd large assumed the traditional form of

providing them kith Engligh or Second Language classes.

While the strategies and the techniques the system employs°

have moved from a position of strict language instruction

to that of a more organic and develo mental character

which reorientedkthe thrust from.languag teaching to lang-

-uage learning, New Canadian Programs remain, at this writ-

ing, outside the context of MULTICULTURALISM.

What consultation, especially with schools and admin-
.

istrative staff, tells us about E.S.L. programs for immi

grant children generally is that they remain underdeveloped,-

fragmented, inconsistent, by and large haphazard, and as a .

consequence, inadequate. This is perhaps because they have

functioned as a form of address to a side issue in the con-

text of the school system rather then as a form of address

to a "core issue" in the context of MULTICULTURALISM which

forms the actual base of the system's operation.

The chief source of opinion, related to present New

Canadian E.S.L. programs consists of both regular grade-

and E.S.L. teachers,, some school principals4, general curri-

culum staff and New Canadpn departmental staff. A general

synthesis of thii opinion is that, by and large, most reg-

r



ular grade teacheriand many E.S.L. teachers have not

understood the philosophical base of the New Canadian

Program Department's Cultural Immersion 'policy; that

the system has not provided adequate resources or oppor-'

tunities for, their understanding of the philosophy, or

any clarifica.tion of either general strategies or speci-

fic methods related to its implementation. This opinion

is most apparent at the intermediate and senior divisions.

Many teachers, though tilty spoke to the validity of

Cultural Immersion as a pr iiiciple for English as a second

0 language learning, have nevertheless made it clear that it

is one of three principles necessary to form an effective'

English language learning program base. These two addi-

tional'priciples are: )

1. Integration of material and language learning

elements which reflect the students' own

cultural heritage;.

2. IntroduOtion of reading, writing, grammar and

syntax at appropriate levels as the immigrant

it

student's school career progresses.

Apart from this observation, teachers generally have

submitted the opinion that since the very beginning of "New

Canadian`Program", the operation itself has laboured under'
4

handicaps which the system would never have tolerated-in any

other of its educational endeavours. They describe these.as:

1. Insufficient number of E.S.L. teaching staff;

I
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2. Insufficient number of consultants;

3, Generally inadequate initial teacher education

at teachers' college .in,

- world cultures'and life styles
- 'sociology and anthropology, communication
and human relations

- strategies and techniques;

4.. Insufficient in-service education opportunity

in the area of New Canadian Programa;

5. Inadequate communication and explanation of the

the Board's New Canadian philosophy and policy;

6. 'Fragmented and uneven authority in the administra-

tioncand implementation of the Board's New Canadian

philosophy and policy.-

7: The low status of Neit7 Canadian teachers resulting
. .

from the longotanding.-and'systemuldebabit of\too

often shunting teachers'of leSa than average com-

petence into.S.L. classes;

The longstandfig and:general.habit of utilizing

New Canadian teacherskaa '''casual" or "occasional"

staff to "fill in" for,absent regular grade teachers,

at the ekpense of the New Canadian student. Includ-

ed in the observation is the practice of utilizing

t'.S.L, teachers to reduce P.T.R. in regular grade

classes;

9. The use of E.S.L. allotment numbers to employ 'tea-
4

chers for other segments of the school and/or area

program operation;
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10. The lack of any comprehensive system-generated

publication which could provide advice, explana-
.

tion, alternative program possibilitiet, and gen-

eral methods and techniques .applicable to an est-

ablished philosophy and policy.

11. The influx of immigrant students from English

speaking countries (e.g. West Indies, Pakistan,

Guyana and Trinidad) is a source of increasing

?

concern because:

a) There is .virtually.no well developed and

co-ordinate resource available which would

enable an appropriate response to this influx,

b) The established priority system for the alloa

cation 'of E.S,L. teachers from the general

Metro teacher establishment,

c) Thgabsence of any special E%S.L. teacher

establishment in addition to and outside of

the numbers-of actual teachers generated

through the provincial and subsequently through

the Metropolitan Teacher All cation Formula;

12. In terms of its own access to resources)) its size

and itS line relationships with the system as a

whole, the present establishment of New Canadian

Programs (Department) lacks real capacity to gen-

erate

.s

adequate solutions to the general problem of

which the preceeding observations' and comments are

specific dimensions.
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Since the majority of E.S.L. teachers work in the

system's eleMentary panel, these observations apply most:

generally- to New Canadian Programsat'that level, bit it is

weighted In the. intermediate and senior diViSiongwhere

there are ethnic minority student_populations of apprec»

iable density. °

At the secondary school level staff, pri cipals,

vice - principals, and a majority of the few teat ers who

are specially designated as E.S.L. teachers are in general

agreement with the elementarl level on the need for increas-

e4 assistance and more competent E.S.L. teaching staff.

Some secondary schools, guidance staff and. Area Superin--

tendentg see the solution to the E.S.L. issue,in the estab-,

lishment Of reception schools which would fuAction in .much

the4ame manner as the-Greenwood School in the eastern half

. of the city.

Level I, II and III schools voice a special concern

in relation to the staffing formula and it arises froM the

now familiar Provincial and Metropolitan expectation that

E.S.L. staffing will depend on teachers that are available

after other subject areas have been provided for. Because

such schools are already staffed at a particular P.T.R. to

accomodate the special,requitements of Level IT-and III

students, accomodating.E.S.L. students in reality means,

shifting teachers and students to the certain risk of detri-

pent or discontinuation of the programs which inSist on'at
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least as low a P.T.R. as the E.S.L. Pkogram. The already

ltmited option of "packing" some subject classes in order

to generate teachers for withdrawal E.S.L. classes is not

as readily available to Level II and II secondary schools

as it is to others.

The Senior and Adult Immigrant Student and Cultural Immersion'

It has been noted that the operdtional.princtple of

direct language learning through experienbe in the Culture

generating the language finds general, agreement as one cour-

t in th development of language and academic proficiency.

Howevarr, many f the respondents raised questions of program

development compatible with the needs and expectations of

pone

senior .add-adult students. The questions.arise-in relation

to the emphasis that should be given to other areas of communi-

cation skills, in.addition to oral langudge competency. What

stress should coding/decoding (readtng and writing) and the

decOrum subjects (grammar and syntax) receive?

The requirement, as the Work Group's consultation defines

it, is to promote program strategies and structures which will

effect the integration of language competence development

with the development of reading and writing (language transfer)

and-grammar and syntax (decorum) as_the student moves from

the primary through the junior and intermediate levels to

the senior division of the school system. Obviously, depend-,

ing upon the level at which they enter the system, some form
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sr
of response adjustment is .necessary! to acdomodate their

particular needs in'all four areas of language learning.

The Toronto school system has established a number

of irregular hour New Canadian Programs (E.S.L.1) in

addition to its regular in-school program. \Summer sessions

for elementary and secondary school' students and both sum-

mer, evening and day programs for adults are available as a

New Canadian operation. There are day sessions for adults

operating in 4 centres as well as evening sessions for adults

operating in 13 centres during the regular school year.

The Work Group's observation of these priagrams and its

discussions with staff have deuftloped some understanding in

relation to needs and possible adjustments.in this segmetit

of New Canadian Programs. Staff and administrative people

who operate the normal year and summer day sessions for

adultsand summer sessions for elementary and secondary school

students center their concerns around many of the items list-

ed in this section of the Report as concerns of staff and

administrators involved with the regular in-school New Cana-

diiin Programs. The requirement for more material resources,

access to consultant assistance, more human resources for

in-service teacher development, more access to concrete

suggestions on methods and techniques through consultant

contact and certainly more initial teacher education courses

in adult education, cultural understanding, language learning
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theory, etc. all arose as matters for serious consideration.

While observation ofthese various programs demonstrated

that a flexible Cultural Immersion program operates success-

fully in full time day sessions for adults, the part-time
O

evening sessions do not appear to be as successful.

The fact that evening sessions are evening sessions,

with all this imports for both adult students and teachers,

may be the operative factor accounting for the difference

and for suggestions that the programs might improve if they

fell back on the more traditional, indirect language learn-

ing theory involvi4g tightly organized instructional methods

as an operational base.

Deliberation on the information, observations, conclus-

ions and recommendations which cohere around the "core issue"

of New Canadian English as a Second Language Program makes

it evident that fundamental adjustments are, imperative for

two significgnt reasons. One is to provide a new direction

of thrust in an effort to locate the endeavour itself in the

context of MULTICULTURALISM as a continuously active

process whichiorders all affairs of the Toronto community

at large. The other is to develop operational cohesion

and direction to programming as a whole in an effort to

provide it with a viability which in its turn will generate

imaximum English language learning opportunities for the

city's multi-ethnic population in termg.of access and effect-

iveness.
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Obviously, these adjustments involve some restatement

of E.S,t.(philosophy, close attention to E.S.L. teacher

staffing procedures; redevelopment and reorientation of
*Iv

support group services, E.S.L. teacher education and quali-

fications, in-service opportunities, development of appro-

'priataluidelines, material support, and overall reallign-

ment of budget allocation procedures.

The Work Group,has initiated some limited measures as

first steps toward fulfillment of these requirements. During

the past qix weeks, trustees of the Work Group have spent a

considerable proportion of their time in delineations address-

ed specifically to the Metropolitan School Board staffing

and budget formulae. As a result of these deliberations,and

discussions it is now expected that there will be an increase

of E.S.L. staff in Toronto schools of some 46 teachers.

Though staffing priorities which the two teachers' federations

are developing may effect some revision of this figure, it is

not expected that the figure will shift drastically in one

direction orthe other.

If briefs from the large majority of both elementary

and secondary teachers tell the Work Group anything, it i)

that teachers will support this staffing priority.

At its meeting on April 10, the Board of Education

for the City of Toronto struck the final budget for the

school year 1975-76. Item 17 of that budget is a Multi-

Cultural Work Group contingency fund of $135,000 of which
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$61,682 is allocated for secondary schools and $73,318 is

allocatedfo'r el4Mentayy schools. At this writiiig, details

are not available relating to the disposition of these

funds in the area of general New Canadian programming,

but it is expected that some percentage of it would relate

specifically to the E.S.L. segment of the Board's total

program for immigrant children and'their parents.
.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Recommendations which follow represents the Work Group's

perception of additional measures necessary to ensure the

development of sound-educational opportunities to meet the

language and learning as well as the subject upgrading (booster)

requirements of the immigrant student.

Recommendations relating directly to E.S.L. and .subject

upgrading teacher staffing occur under Issue 6 - System

Sensitivity.

A. GENERAL.

The two following recommendations apply only to Secondary
Schools.

o,

It is recommended that:

1. Each secondary school in Areas 1, 2, 3,. and 4 provide
reception and transition programs for their immigrant
students.

2. That in all secondary schools students receive "credit"
for E.S.L. programs, both reception and transition, that
fulfill the requirements contained in ,11.S.1.
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The following recommendations apply to all schools.

It is recommended that:

1. The Board formally adopt the integration of.the
following three principles as the supporting phil-
osophy for English Language Learning for immigrant
students,

a) Cultural Immersion,

b) Basic coding/decoding (Reading and Writing)
and the decorum skills (grammar and syntax),

The recognition in E.S.L. programming. of the_J
place of material and learning elements which',
reflect the student's own cultural heritage.

2. 'Immigrant students should be integrated as soon as
possible into those areas of the regular school
piogram where they can experience success.

3. The Language Study Centre and its NA Canadian
consultants develop programs, materials, strategies,
and staffing recommendations that are appropriate
for assisting immigrant students during the crit-
ical ages from 11 to 16. v-

4. Suggested program guidelines be proyided for all
teachers in E.S.L. and subject upgrading (bobster)
programs at all leviri.

TYPES OF PROGRAMS
II

REGULAR SCHOOLS - Day

a) Junior School (Grades 1 -

It is recommended that:

1. Immigrant students entering the system at this level
be -withdrawn to a special program as determined by
staff and agreed to by_the family, The daily period
of withdrawal will vary 1-r-oftra--balf-hout. to a hal-f-Aa77'
depending on need.

Students in the junior division, particularly in Grades
5 & 6, be withdrawn. for half -day periods until their
English and/or basic academic skills are adequate to
enable them to participate successfully with their peer
group in the regular program.

0'0646.
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3. Schools experiment with other strategies, including
Recepti6c,classes.

4. All such programs to include two components, E.B.L.
and subject upgrading (booster) to meet the needs
of both English speaking and non-English speaking
immigrant students.

b) Senior and Secondary Schools

It is recommended that -

For Reception Classes

1. The major component of the program in these classes
will be E.S.L.

2 .Students to be placed full time in these classes.

3. Where feasible participation is to be arranged with
regular students in programs such as Physi I Educa-
tion, Music, Home Economics, etc.

4. As soon as English language competency has reached a
level that will permit successful participation in
significant sections of the regular program, the
student will be transferred to the next stage.

For Transition Classes

1. This is to be organized on a withdrawal basis in
order to provide second phase language learning and
up- grading of basic skills (booster programs).

2. The time spent each day in regular classes depend
on the needs of each student. This should be decided
in consultation with all staff involved, particularly
E.S.L. and guidance teachers, and also with students
and parents.

3. The extent- and duration of this withdrawal program
to be flexib nd evdluated at regular intervals.

REGULAR SCHOOLS - Summer

a) Elementary Schools

It is recommended that:

) 1, Where feasible, each individual elementary school
provide a New Canadian summer program.
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Where feasible, local school staff, wt* a parti-
cular interest in, E.S.L. and in working with Immi-
grant families, staff such programs.

The Board investigate the possibility of developing
suitable language development programs for students
under age 7.

That funds from the Profettsional Development Account
be made available so that all teachers employed in
the summer program will be provided with an in-service
program.

The Superintendent of Curriculum report to the School
Programs Committee on the possible advantages of
linking the Summer Enrichment Program and the New
Oanadian,Summer Program in 1976 in schools which in
1975 offered.separate programs.

b) Secondary Schools.

In the summer of 1974, at Greenwood School, the Board offered

for the first time to secondary level New Canadian students

a full English credit in E.ff.L. This program was we eceived

and will be offered again in 1975 at. Castle Frank. S
c

hool.

It is recommended that

1. In 1976 this credit program be offered.at a number
of,secondary.schools'strategically located through-
out the city.

ADULT PROGRAMS

It is clear to t- .__Group from discussions with both

staff and with students, that the _4 should make a major

effortyto clarify Eats, expand strategies and pro: ..s in

the field of Adult E.S.L. teaching.

It is recommended that:

1.6" The administrative person charged with responsibility
for the adult evening E.S.L. program bring to the
New Canadian Committee, by December 1, 1975, recommen-
dations to[ameliorate these concerns.
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2. The Language Study Centre provide assistance in
'developing programs and strategies for teaching
English as a second language to New Canadian
adults.

3. That grouping be permitted .in response to specific
school needs.

4. The Board, through its School-CommunitY Relations
Officers, initiate an outreach program to encourage
adult New Canadians to participate in its English
classes.

5. Wherever possible, adult evening programs be offered
at the local level.

6. That where recommendation 5 is practical, the school
staff be intensively involved in both the develop-
ment of the prdgram and in staffing.

7. .Teachers with a thoroughgoing interest in the curri-
culum areas of E.S.L. as 1.1111 as a desire to work
with community should receive first consideration
in staffing.

In discussing with staff some of the new local school

p- adult E.S.L. programs, it is apparent that a major con-

sideration is the provision of childcare for younger

1 members of the family. This is particularly true when

mothers are involved. One school attempted to solve

the problem by keeping the library open for doing home-

work and playing quiet games, and by using a kinder-

garten for younger children. Volunteers, with all the

organizational restrictions inherent in this form, of

staffing, were used.

It is recommended that:

8. The Board request the Citizenhsip Departments, Fed-
erally and Provinciallyoto fund a child care compon=
ent of adult E.S.L. programs.



Moneys from the Provincial Development Fund be used
to provide in-service programs for teachers in Adult
programs, particularly at the beginning of .the term.

10. Consideration be'gtven to utilizing the library in
schools with adult E.S.L. programs.

In its visits to schools to observe adult E.S.L. programs,

it was evident that the effectiveness of many of the class-

ro'oil programs was delimited by the number of adults enrolled.

In some classrooms, all desks were taken and some students

were sitting on tables.

Therefore, it is recommended that: .

11. The Board establish as the staffing formula for Adult
Programs the one passed by the Board for the "Working
English Program".

12. The Director, in consultationdwith the Work Group on
Multicultural Programs, recommend an appropriate pro-
cedure for administering adult E.S.L. programs.

471

C. THE NEW CANADIAN PROGRAMS DEPARTMENT

rt is re =mended that:

1. in or =r to promote the development of c prehensive
languag- programs to meet the eduCat* al needs of
all stu nts in a multicultural community, the
Lahguage S tidy Centre assume responsibility for'pro-
gram develop ent in the field of "language arts;'.

The,number of
to a total of 6

w Canadian consultants be increased

3. The status of these consultants to be as follows:
Consultants.
Consultant with status of
Assistant Co-ordinato 1

4. In addition to assuming the function of co-ordinating
New Canadian programs within he Language Study Centre,
the Assistant Co-ordinator wil also fulfill the role
of New Canadian consultant in Area 6.

0©050. (



The New Canadian consultants be responsible to both
the Area Superintendent and the Language Study
Centre as described below.

Responsibilities of the Assistant Co-ordinator, New Canadian

Programs, Language Study Centre

1. With the help of the New Canadian consultants to assist
the Director of th Language Study Centre in the estab-
lishment of cohere' and comprehensive program policies
in the area of En sh language learning for children
of immigrant pa ents.

. To assist Area Superintendents in the implementation
of the above policies to meet program needs of each
.of the six administrative areas in the Board.

3. To assist Area Superintendents and their New Canadian
consultant in developing a comprehensive and intensive /

in-service program for their New Canadian .staff.

4. To be responsible, where appropriate, for co-ordina-
tion ofDinformation dealing with all aspects of New
Canadian programs throughout the City of Toronto..

5. To meet regularly with Area Superintendents to ensure
that New Canadian programs in City of Toronto schools
are subject to consistent,scrutiny with respect to

A both stated policy and implementation.

To actively seek an effective liaison ith secondary'
school English heads and to attend thei meetings.

7. To assist English departments in secondary schools
with the development of E.S.L. credit courses for
Ministry approval.

8. To be a member of the Central Curriculum Council.

9. To be responsible to the Director of the Language
Study Centre for the general planning and supervision
of all programs designed for New Canadians, including
those at General Mercer, Orde, Ogden, Frankland,
and Jackman.

10. To co-operate with each Area Superintendent in the
annual preparation of a program-based.budget for
New Canadian work in the Area. The cost of New Cana-
dian teaching personnel would be included in this
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b4dget, so that the total cost of the New Canadian
program would be readily computed.

11. To work closely with each Area Superintendent in
program development and staffing in all New Canadian
adult programs.

Responsibilities of the New Canadiin Programs Consultant

To the Area Superintendett:

1. Responsible to the Superintendent for making all
teachers aware of current Board policies in the
area of English language learning for children
of immigrant parents.

2. Responsible to. the Superintendent for developing
and implementing New Canadian programs in the Area
schools that are compatible with Board policies.
If modifications of thosepolicies are requested
as a result of specific needs by teachers, students,
and community, to be prepared to articulate specific
reasons for such differences,

3. Responsible for arranging intensive and comprehensive
in-service courses and meetings for New Canadian teachers
within the area.

Responsible for working closely with the School
Community Liaison Officer in interpreting: Board
philosophy and prograts to the community.

To the Assistant Co-ordinator, Language Study Centre:

1. The New Canadian consultant would be responsible for
contributing-to the development of Board policies
and program development for the city.

. The consultant would attend regular meetings called
by the Assistant Co-ordinator to discuss and revise
city-wide policies and to report on specific.develop-
ments in teaching methods, curriculum and class
organization within each Area. In this way the
Language Study Centre would continually be revising
and making more specific its policies and program
guidelines in the light of insight' derived from ,
experiencemithin each Area.
In turn, each consultant would benefit from discussions
with other consultant and could take new ideas to h/er
Area.
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D. RECEPTIONCENTRES

The question of Reception Centres, as self sustained and

separate entities in the Toronto school system renders

it necessary for the Wdrk Group to consider it as a distinct

operational issue in the context.of MULTICULTURALISM. As

a. result of this necessity, the Work Group has deCided.to

enter its response to the question of Reception Centres /

separately in this segment of its Report..

AREA 5 RECEPTION CENTRE

In 1965 the Board 'established Main Street School as a

Reception School for New Canadian students. In the inter-

vening ten year period, under the leadership of three

different prinCipals, the staff has developed a wide

range of techniques and materials in its search for the

best possible programs for immigrant students.

The composition of the immigrant community in the.East

EAd has undergone major'changes in the last few years.

Many are English-speaking immigrants, who are having major

adjustment and'achievement difficulties in ouroschools.As

a result, there is a need for Greenwood School to adjust,

its program to reflect the educational needs of a changing

demographic studep.t population.

Therefore, it is recommended that GREENWOOD SCHOOL,

1. In collaboration with school principals and the
School Community Liaison Staff, develop a program
for implementing the recommendations relating to
receiving procedures, assessment and orientation
of'New Canadian families as outlined in this Report.



Z. When new families are "received" at Greenwood, refer
younger students to the appropriate junior schools:

3. Provide for the decondary schools in Area 5 a
reception and booster program for immigrant students
until such time that it is felt they can succdssfully
participate in regular secondary programs.

The Work Group encourages senior schools in Area 5
.to develop their own reception and booster programs.
Howevar, the trustees recognize,that in some cases
this is not practical, either due to the fact that
numbers .of students are too small or because 'oft- Lack
of.physical space. Therefore, Greenwood will continue
to provide reception programs for some senior school-
students in Area 5.

5. Transfer'students at the earliest possible time to
the appropriate senior or secondary school in order
that they have the opportunity to participate.in
"mainstream" piogramming as soon as thee. Greenwood
staff and.the family fdel the transfer is appropriate.
It is expected that senior and secondary schools
will provide transition (withdrawal) support in
areas of need in their own schools.

Assist senior and secondary Schools in Area 4 in
dealing with exceptional cases. When they are '

unable, because of an insufficient number of students
to provide in-school reception classes. SuCh referr-
als should be made through the Area 4 Superintendent.

7. Act as an experimental centre Jar the development
of reception, assessment, and orientation programs.
Information which developsas a result of these pro-
grams will be shared throughout the-city.

8. To act closely with the Langua e -tidy Centre in
developing programs which can shared throughout
the system.. There is a particular need for subject
upgrading (booster) program development in relation
to the needs of English speaking immigrant group's.

. Provide a focus for New Canadian teacher education
in the area of multiculturalism in Area 5.

10. Naturally evolve as a cultural reception centre in
Area 5.'
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AREA 6 RECEPTION CENTRE

During the past 12 months, Area 6 has witnessed a steady

increase in the number of immigrant,studenti. yet, although

both students and staff are increasing, the numbers are

still small and unevenly distributed in comparison to sit-

uations found in other areas of the city.

0 March 19741

Number of New Elementary 158
Canadian students Secondary

Number of New
Canadian Staff

Elementary 3.5

e;Secondary

March 1975

295

66

5

At thdblementaryllevel, -numbers of immigrant Students have

Increased sufficiently to enable the employment of E.S.L.

staff, Some work full time in one school, others divide

theirtime between schools.

In the secondary schools, the situation differs. Student
0

numbers are still so low that it ins virtually impossible to

provide reception And transition programs:

Therefore, it is recommended that

1. Area 6 develop a Reception Centre to meet the following
.needs in its communities:

a) Receive immigrant families;

b) Co-operate with Area schools in the registration
of immigrant students;

Evaluate educational documerits. With the
of parents and students, outline previous
experience;

c)

'00

,4
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educational
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Make an initial assessment of educational
achievement and recommend approprifite place-
ment. This placement may be provided either
at the reception centre or in the community
school.

In_the case of younger students this place-
ment to be in the nearest school,

f) The reception centre will be responsible
for the development, and delivery of "booster"
piograms for all immigrant students. Such
programs may be provided at the'Centre itself.

The reception centre develop communication
links with reference groups within their
community. The latter can both advise and
assist their staff in developing programs
and interpreting needs. %-

A primary'goal of the centre to be the integra-
tion of the immigrant students into main-stream
educational institutions at the earliest poss--
ible time.

The centre, in co-operating with local school
staffs, is to provide .a comprehensive orien-
tation program for Area 6 schools - organiza-
tion, programs, supporting procedures, support
services, etc.
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ISSUE 2

THE ISSUE 011EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY DEFICIENCIES

One of the traditions of school institutionalism is

the tacit built-in assumption that uniformity and equality

are synonymous in terms of educational opportunity provision.
1.

The reason for the assumption itself is buried in,the history

of western world development and the impact of the printing

press and its subsequent influence as a mechanical model

for the ordering of all human affairs during the course of

that development. Recently, however, it has become evident

that equal opportunity does not imply Sniform'operations

and procedures at all; that uniform operation and procedures

themselves create serious and lasting disadvantages in terms

of access to educational opportunity. What the disadvantages

are and how, in fact, they function depends upon the social,

- cultural and general experiential background of the individ-

ual concerned. In the context of this section of the report,

the disadvantage includes all these background factors as

they relate to educational experience generally. Educational

Opportunity Deficiedcies is a phrase developed out of the

deliberations of the Black Liaison Committee to the Board

as a reference to the uneven educational background of many

immigrant studellps which leaves them deficient in some sub-
.

jects as o oseeto intellectually deficient or inherently

incompetent to engage in academic work.

)
0

1
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Although the issue of educational opportunity deficien-

cies has generated proportionately more discussion since the

recent influx_of West Indian and East Indian immi ation;

it has been an issue for some time. Ce'rtainlY, as an issue,

its applicability is not limited to these two ethnic minority

groups. An.example is that some Italian and Portuguese commun-

ities have established pressure groups to resist the stream-

ing of their children to low level (II and 111) secondary

school programs. Much of this streaming results from.the

influence of factors other than actual intellectual competence.

One of these faciors,iS the Educational Opportunity Deficiency
0

(E.O.D.)fact:ors to the elimination of which the system has

directed little consciously active effort. Nor is the

issue only applicable to the extra Anglo-Canadian popula-

tion. Indeed, one of the central problems of the now mis-
.

named "inner-city" has always manifest itself as an educa-

tional deficiency problem.

The Work Group's consultation process revealed three

basic, though not necessarily completely separate, types of

occasions for response to the "deficiency" issue. One involves

immigrant students from countries where English is the nat-

ional language (West Indies, Guyana, Trinidad, India, etc),

another involves those students who have emigrated from

countries where a language other than English is the nat-

ional language., A third involves Canadian born students

who speak English with some competence but whose parents
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and, in some cases, grand-parents are immigrants from

'countries where the national language is other than

English. For all three groups of students, pas/t educa-

tional experience has left some with major defitiencies

. in terms of prerequisites necessary to progress in their

school careers. Such deficiencies occur most prominently

in the subject areas of mathematics, reading and writing.

The reverberations generated in other subject areas by

lack of proficiency in these basic skills require little

description and explanation in this Report.

An overwhelming majority of presentations to the

Mork Group from virtually all categories of personnel in

the school system have addressed some form of observation

to this issue, and a great many presentations from the

communkty, especially the Black community, make similar

observations. The need for extra energy to confront and

describe this issue is clear,to everyone. Senior and

_secondary school staff especially, to say nothing ofs.the

community, find the situation frustrating and with vir-

stually no promise of resolution unless a basic strategy

founded spe5ific policy addressed directly to this

,issue develops' to assist them.

Suggestions for solution from the briefs speak to the

need for upgrading or "booster" opportunities in mathematics

and the "language" arts in both elementary and secondary

schools. SinOe most schools from both pan#ls are snore or
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less oriented td the principle of uneven-academic pro-

files, this does not appear to pose any real problems

in'terips of individual student programming. The problem

rests in terms of the range required. For example, a

Grade 10 student who is performing at a Grade 5. level in
s.the language transfer skills and at a Grade 3 level in

mathematics places both the,student and the secondary

school in an untenable position, While a similar situa-

tion prevails for the senior elementary students, the

problem of range is not quite as extensive at the junior

school level, and it is certainly much less so at the

primary level.

A parallel concern exists in relation to other subject

areas for many immigrant students. Experience of the sys-

tem and of the students demonstrates that a considerable

proportion of immigrant students involved in E.S.L. pro-

grams'of all description require some form of tutorial assist-
,

ance in subjects which depend heavily on comprehension com-

petence related to complex language, reading and writing

usage. Examples are the language of instruction in mathe-

matics classes, or the language of ary analysis.

Though this area of concern is less intense and the exper-

ienbe of the teacher or the student involved with it is psy-

chologically less damaging than that of basic educational

opportunity deficiency, it rot less critical since it

carries an inherent potential to become arreducational oppor-
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tunity deficiency issue if there is no effort to inter-

cept it. The reason is simply that language usage, and

some *actual vocabulary in some cases intervenes between

the student and the subject. This often means that achieve-

ment lags to the point from which there is slight hope of

recovery.

Critical to the understanding of this condition is

that it may very well be the manifestation of a difference

in the culture of the school and the culture of the student.

In some ways this condition is more insidious than that

which registers the requirement for upgrading strategies

described earlier simply because it affects students who

demonstrate a reasonable capacity-to manipulate their

second language1/4and even reasonable competence in coding

the Signals on paper and calling them off paper. This .

is the phenomenon which normally develops as a result of

the imbalance which stresses instruction in the recognition

and utilization oCa given cul e's communication media

and neglects the requirements for immersion in the culture

which generated them. Different cultures conceptualize

differently; even the very concept of conceptualization

and of its relation to.learning is a cultural derivative.

There are numerous ethnic minority groups in Toronto and

in the schools for whom percept forms a Ear more reliable

learning base than concept.

0006 1.
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Though it is title that the second order of concern

described above,and related to the issue of educational

opportunity deficiency, applies to all three groups of

students identified at the beginning of this segment of ,

the Report, its most intense focus is on the group of

ethnic minority children who were born in Canada but whose

parents maintain a strong 'cultural position at home an&

in their community. The reason is that h/er cultural

experience (immersion) occurs in one segment of h /er

life while h/er experience with formal education occuis

in another. It applies with equal force to the West Indian

and East Indian immigrant student as well, quite apart from

the relevance of their special requirement for upgrading.

, ("booster") programs.

Thus it appear's clear that in addition to a diiect up-

grading policy, there is also the requirement for a consiS-

tent and constant tutorial assistance policy to bring studentb

through the critical period of cultural adjustment at whatever

level in the school system such periods might.occur.

THEREFORE, IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT:

1. The Board establish subject upgrading (booster)
for immigrant students who require them.

2. That the Language Study Centre develop programs
ing to the teaching of English as a Second Dial

00062
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ISSUE 3

ORIGINAL CULTURE AND LANGUAGE NAINTENANCE

This issue is a critical co-ordinate in the larger

issue of MULTICULTURALISM and the role of the schools.

However, while it shares that distinction with other

equally critical co-ordinate "core issues", it is

most clearly and obviously asso fated with the issue of

MULTICULTURALISM and the General Curriculum (Item V)

and Community School Relations and the Multicultural
v,

Society Item VII):

The issue is critical in another sense as well. An-
overwhelming majority of briefs from schoolsystem per-.

sonnel display a sympathy for the notion that it is the

inherent right of the extra Anglo-Canadian population to

maintain and cherish their original cultural heritage

and their language in Canada. Simultaneously, most of

these-presentations on principle reject the generalization

that the school system has any responsibility to become

`actively involved in the oulture and language maintenance

-process itself. The grounds are that the buiiness of the

school is education and not the maintenance of cultures

and languag;s other than French and English!
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A dramatic exception to this general position of the

professional educator is the position taken by the

Executive of the Toronto Teachers' Federation in its

interim position paper on 'Bilingual Education'. This

1,ve page brief, which the Federation's Executive presented

to the'Work Group in February, 1975, argues persuasively

for the implementation of experimental bilingual education

programs, and it consludes with two recommendations:

1. Bilingual and bi611tural education programs,
as defined in this re art, be made available
on an.experimental bani at selected schools;

a.) to all newcomers requi pg native
language instruction until,,they
acquire a minimal control (4
English,

b.) to all students selecting it as
an option.

2. Bilingual and bicultural programs be given a
high priority and that the Toronto BOard of
Education provide necessary funds and
adequate staff for such programs.

Teachers and other groups and individuals Who may be

interested in examining the details, of this document will

find it available in all elementary schools and from the

Toronto Teachers' Federation.
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On the other hand, presentations from the ethnic

minorities contend, and some do so quite categbrically,

that since they are an integral part of the Canadian

society, and therefore of Canadian culture, the schools

ought to be held accountable at least to same degree,

for the maintenance of their cultural heFitage and their

language and its transfer to their children as well as

for the maintenance of either the Franco or Anglo-Canadian

heritage and languages and their transfer. Simultaneously,

none of these presentations assert any resistance or

opposition to becoming "Canadian". The issue, from the

perspective of the extra Anglo-Canadian ethnic population,
\ r

is that Canada in its very demographic,make-up is-a pluralistic,

multicultural nation, and that all Canadians are, as a

\atter of concrete, incontrovertible actuality, hyphenated
nationals. They are somewhat nonplussed at the notion

tht such basic appelations as French-Canadian and

English-Canadian are acceptable as a matter of course and

thatgehools reflect these actualities as .a matter of

conviction. While the system briefq, including those that

stress the E.S.L. issue, speak to the need to respect and

appreciate cultures "other than our own", the multi-ethnic
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community wonders how refdpect and appreciation manifest

thèmeLis in an institution that outlaws its language and

any organic evidence of its culture.

What is most critical about this issue-is that (along

with the question of a third language as a medium of

instruction and the question of ethnic representation in

the teaching staff) it is one of the contentious issues

to arise as an expression of position in the briefs.

Indeed, it is dichotomous and represents a cleavage between

the system as a whole and a majority segment of the city

community at large.

As the reader perhaps knoTA there is already an

experiment in progress which represents the limited beginning

of an attempt to developpractical structural and procedural

experience in the provision of cultural and language

maintenance programs in schools as a concrete response

to the needs of the ethnic minority populations. These

- are the Greco-Canadian and the Chino-Canadian Bicultural/

Bilingual Immersion Programs no underway at Jackman Avenue,

Frankland, Orde Street and Ogden Public Schools.

It is appropriate here to report that the Chino-

Canadian program is progressing well and proving its value

not only to`the Chinese and other students in direct

educational terms but in several other spheres ,of
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critical importance as well. As the planners had hoped, the

program is generating healthy influences in the. spheres

of alienation dispersal, psychological support of personal

identity and in.schoot-community. relations. It is also

providing the system with considerable insight into

possibilities of aligning education with MULTICULTURALISM.

Attached to this section of the Rgportis a statement

of 'rationale whiCh relates specifically"qo 'the Chino-

Canadian Bicultural/Bilingual Immersion Program. While

the'statement contains a specific reference to the character

of Chinese Writing which is not'applicabie to,6ther ethnic

groups who do not employ caligraphy of this type in their

'written media, it is otherwise generally applicable to those

other gioups.
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Rationale for Chinese-Canadian

Bicultural /Bilingual Programs at.

Ord and Ogden Public' Schools;.
tra

Several distinct, but closely related advantages of'the
. .

proposed Chinese-Canadian Bicultural/Bilingual, Immersion

Program recommend its establishment in the two s hodls for

which it is intended.

o

tJ

ca,
l 0

knoWn'that school transmits'A DOMINANTItems, generally

MESSAGE to the young personality for whom the cultural

heritage/gichothat ,restitution represents is alien. In
7

its simplest terms, theomessage is that the cultural heritage

in which his peisonality anchors itself, is invalid.

certainily, 'non-verbil, persistent and unmistakable, the

message bombards his consciousness from si4es Of the

Silentq

new cultural enclave manifest in the classroom, the hallways

and the offices of the sehool,to say nothing of the blunt

expectateons, directions and instructions of the staff which
o

control it. Ifrhe hears a familiar sound at all, it .is

.more likely tobe the -vOice of the ethnic social worker
O

, ;attempting to ease the shOck of his

Or, if ,he is more fortunate,,,...at

new order of' involvement.

er of like cultural ,

V
'heritage may be in the school, but-may well have long since

repressed everything about her heritage except, perhaps, the

language, which she uses with caution and only in critical

emergencies in order to aid the young student in the

process of trading his own culture and language for a new

trQ
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Culture and language as she herself has done.

While the young alien may be the subject of positive

supportive efforts of the staff,. the negative message\

imbedded in the cultural character of the environment

itself is formidable and overwhelming. Even the very

,attention which teachers,Play assistants and social workers

display for the purpose. of assisting his transfer from one

cultural world to another carries its own negative message.

Regardless of the softness, sympathy, patience and subtlety

of the coercion, the message of the intent is always the same:

The student's.cultural heritsge and, by extension, his very

personality has little integrity and less worth; therefore,

he must school himself to conform.to the new life order in

the cause of recapturing regcognition, greater worth and a

healthier self image. The schooling implies the displacement

and eventual dissolution of an original heritage. School,

for the given student, is not a growth environment, but a

transition medium.

The ultimate result of the ,inst4tutional message and

of the requisites it projects for the stability of the

student's future in a new land is his relegation to an

amorphously marginal half-life in the dim corridor somewhere

between the two worlds which the mutually discrete cultures

represent. Unable to participate in any meaningful way in

the new culture and discouraged with the lack of meaning and

I
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%

value of the,old, the udent's perception of hithself becomes

that of a non-person. Under the weight of this perception

of himselfas a marginal non-entity, the student's

psychological and emotional stamina and stability deteriorates

to the point which_renders his capacity for healthy, positive

growth and development virtualy inoperative.

However, this specific element of educational ebility

.)is simply one negative factor which operates to Znimize

his chances to benefit from growth and development oppor-
,..-

tunities. While his relation with the school is dissolving

his personality to a marginal status, his experience is resonating

in his home and affecting his relationship with his'family.

Anxious and determined to break through as a viable partici-

pating member of the new culture represented in the school,

the new student draws apart from the culture and its meaning
. ,

which his family, especially his parents and grandparents,
4

represent. His repression of his cultural heritage entails

a repression, sometimes subtle and sometimes riot so subtle,
i
'his parents as well. Now, to the destructive impact

of arginality, he adds the guilt of rejection which forms

still another concretion for the negative cast of his self

image. On their side of the relationship, the parents

begin to feel, and react to, the impact of an alienation

process. As their young begin to chip away at the periphery

of their new culture, the parents discover that they

understand neither\,the strange vocabulary those young bring
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bring to the dinner table nor the tenor of their needs and

wishes. Struggling themselves under the need to survive

in an alien, and perhaps even a hostile land, they now

feel the strain of relegtion to second class figures in

the life of their own. children. As their young begin to

develop a new language and a new understanding through their

involvement in the new culture; the older generation

discovers that the traditional family roles have shifted

to the point that they are reversed. The reason is simply

that the alienation process imports the Tole ofthe young

as the pedagogues of the new culture. The young become the

I,

translators, the medium of explanation of everything from

language to comm n, everyday happenings and procedures of

the new world. he older generation experiences the ultimate

humiliation of becoming their children's children with all

the accompanying.dissolution of status which tile reversal

implies. Of course, the new role is involuntary from a child's

4
frame of reference, and while he might, in an immediate

sense, "enjoy the-advantage" of a new-found dependency in

his parents, he is also the cause and witness of their

humiliation and, simultaneously, the victim of his own

shame of them. This somewhat inhuman condition is lar from

calculated to contribute to his capacity to grow and develop

as a result of his oppOrtunity to attend public school.

Which brings us to an intricate dual advantage which

must certainly recommend the proposed bicultural/bilingual

immersion program for the children of Chinese parents. The
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existence of such a program in the school widuldsplace a

recognition of the integrity and worth of the Chinese

culture within the child's frame of reference. Simul-

taneously, it would constitute the visible evidence of

the school's respect for that integrity and worth.

Secondly, to the older generation, the-existeuce of such

a program would represent compatibility between the home

and school which involves a collaboration between the

parents and the school in the education of their young

rather than a cultural competition for their children's

allegiance. The single function, alone, of the school as

the instrument of communication maintenance, rather than

as the cause of communication breakdown, between the parent

and the child is worth all the effort the school, the

Board of Education and the Provincial Ministry of Education

can muster to establish the program.

The more indirect educational advantage for the child

of this evidence and *fiat it represents for both the child

and his family is the far more healthy,, emotional,

psychological and social condition of the child's life

and therefore a profound amplificat,lon of his capacity

to grow and develop. The direct educational advantage

,)
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0

is, 'of course, 'that it provides the child with'a concrete,

\S

school-oriented opportunity to maintain his own culture

ir

as he adds another dimension to his life through his

,,,
immersion in the new culture without the sutgical shock

of a restrictive cultural transplant. ,

These advantages rest in the concept of personal

immersion in a bicultural/bilingual environment which.per-

mits the young psycho-physical organism to exist and

develop according to what Aldous Huxley refers to as the

amphibious nature of the SigsnismIs developmental potential:

First of all, that the young grow much more readily when

that growth is predicated on pre-experience and its

resultant learning is a familiar axiom in education.

Building won what a child has already learned because

that learning forms a positive and stable plateau for

P

future growth is a strategy which hardly needs more than

mention here. It is a growth principle which forms a

solid rationale for the proposed program. Secondly,

it appears hardly necessary to argue for the academic

advantage of such a program since what it promises is

simultaneous' development in two cultures as well as two

languages. It has been well established that. the young
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are inherently capable of benefiting from dual immersion

cultural/language strategies naturally and spontaneously,

Contrary to uninformedopinionation, the young do not

suffer either personally or academically as a result of

such immersion.

$till another academic advantage of the proposed

program rests in the fact of its orientation in the Chinese

culture and, incidentally, in the Chinese language itself.

Obviously, this paper is not the place for either tech-

nical or even linguistic discussions about,appmopriate

strategies for generating language learning in the young,

but research is beginning to tell us about one such

strategy which is appropriate as a recommendation for the

proposed program: The very character of Chinese caligraphy

makes it ideal as an operationally effective medium for

developing reading competence in the young! There is a

strong, if somewhat young, argument now growing in the

literature on the mental processes which result in reading

competence. The argument indicates that the very young

achieve that competen0e if what they are reading s coded

in the picto-graph forias used in Chinese writing. What

the argument points out is that overall activity of

Chinese. reading, and writing, is inherently a sound

learning process to which the young learner spontaneously

00074
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relates with ease, enthusiasm and a maximum potential

for achievement. It may well be, though it is yet too

early to state with certainty, that buried in the very

nature of Chineose writing there exists the potential for

young people to learn the intricate skill of reading and

writing English words and lett-ers through the process of ".

learning to write Chinese first! One possible explanation

for this, apart from the shape of the code itself, is

that in, of an by themselves; English letters, words

and phrases, are only relevant to the affective life of

the young through a cognitive screen vahlle Chinese

characters are directly relevant because, as economical

as they are, they are anti-discursive representations of

affective elements in the normal perceptual field.

Spelling is not the base of Chinese language structure

while the actual pictorial representation of a total

affective phenomenon is. This is true whether the

phenomenon is a dragon, a man or a thunderstorm which

protects the man from the dragon.

Still another factor which recommends the proposed

program is located in the spedific area of school-community

relations. Since the impetus for the programs, and the

proposal which resulted from it, arose from the community
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as a direct expression of community need, the proposal

itself represents an ideal Opportunity for the school

and the community to yoke themselves/i-ogether to make

at least some segment of the children's education a

co- operative total community affair. It is necessary

to point out that one of the chief features of the proposed

program is the community's piovision of volunteers to

impox5 the various facets of the culture, 'which the

community represents, into the school. The direct

involvement of these people with the growth and develop-

ment of their children within the school environment

cannot but accrue to the'health of school-community

relations. If the provincial government is to consider I

the interim report from its Select &mmittee on then

Community Use of School Facilities as valid then it will

be in a position to consider the basic tenor of the

Committee's declaration that the school must reflect its

community.. The community reflected in the Chinese proposal

is a Chinese community. A beginning of a functional

reflection of this community characteristic in its school

would be the establishment of the proposed program in the

school.

The Toronto Board of Education approved this Rationale
as a statement of its.position on the "Core" issue
of Original Culture and Language Maintenance on
October 4, 1973.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

As.a reaffirmation of sound educational principles, the

personal benefits to the immigrant student and h/er

family and the value of programs described above to the

MULTICULTURAL ideal-, it is recommended that:
40ve

1. Bilingual-bicultural programs be expanded
in response to specific community requests
and felt needs;

2. The Board and the communities involved seek
funding -from the appropriate ministries of
governments for these programs.

c.
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ISSUE 4

THE THIRD LANGUAGE,

As a Language, of Instruction

This segment of the Third Language "core issue" is

a second area of contention which briefs from both the

school system and ethnic minority groups have delineated.

In many ways, however, it is less contentious than the

issue 4 the systeni's responsibility in the area of

language and cultural maintenance. The reason is that

many educators agree with community opinion that the

employment of a given third language for instruction

provides distinct academic advantages to the ethnic

minority student in that it enables h/er to continue

h/er school career without the penalty of interruption.

The third language would be a-means of bypassing the

language barrier which would normally separate the student

from h/er subjeCts as a result of language differences.

The proviso would be that the strategy would be valid'

until such time as the student developed competence in

English.

The Board's experience with the "experiment in tran-

sition" at Genetal.Mercer Public School-was an'attempt to

validitydemonstrate the validity of this position. The experiment,
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,which represents a revision of the now familiar "Grande"

proposal, employed the Italian language as an initial

language of instruction in a junior kindergarten program

for Italian children. The purpose was to effect a gradual

transition from the use of the Italian language to the

use of the English language as the ,children proceeded

from Kindergarten through the grades. The original plan

was to have replaced Italian as a language of instruction

with English by the time the children reached the end of

Grade II. At this writing, the evidence is that the

transition process is already complete, as the children

approach the end of senior kindergarten. It is possible

to draw the conclusion that the experiment has demon-

strated'positive results. However, there are some

observers who would entertain reservations about the

conclusion on the grounds that the age of the children

involved is a contaminating factor in the experiment.

The likelihood that children exposed to a second language

at a very young age will develop competence in that

language to the detriment, or even complete loss of

their native language is exceedingly potent. In short,

the transition may well have occurred in any case.
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However, there are two certainties which have been

clarified thr9ugh the Work Group's consultation with the

Italian teacher, the teaching assistant and other staff

associated with the program. The program provided4for

a smooth and comfortable transition from 1st to 2nd

language, and the side effect in terms.of community-school
0.

relations were healthy and beneficial for the duration of

the program. The very establishment of the experiment

itself demonstrated to the school's Italian community

that the school recognized the Italian language and

culture. During the term of the experiment there was a

definite and visible reflection of the community's

culture and heritage in the school and !n their children's

school experience.

There is another advantage to the school,,of using a
0

third language as a language of instruction, apart_from

those already outlined. Third language use reduces the

frustration and anxieties which develop out of the school's

concern for student progress while s/he is'learning the

second language and developing reading and writing skills

upon which the success of h /er future school career so

heavily depends. '
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Various urban jurisdictions,in the U.S. have

established working procedures for the use of the 1st

language of 'ethnic minority students in their schools..

Usually the decisions to do ,sOyere the results of Supreme

. Court ruling's on issues brOught to litigation through class

actions. The consistent tnelr these high court rulings

,is that the concept of equal educational oppOrtunity

carries with it the implication of equal right of access

to such oppditunities.

If the form or means of an educational institution's

service delivery is such that it effectively neg tes the

right of access, it also effectively contravenes the

equal opportunity concept itself. Since the means of

access to educational opportunity which'school institutions-

employ is language, to employ a language the student cannot

understand is, in effect to discriminate against the student.
)

and to proffer advantages and privilege to the student Who

can.

The visit of some of the Work GrOup trustees and

administrative staff to the City of New York brought them

into schools which, employed a 2nd language as a medium for

"providing_equal access to educational opportunity for
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Spanish speaking children. The. student spend one and a

half hours each dayrin an interim E.S.L. program. There-

after all their classes employ Spanish as a language of

instruction, The ultithate i tCat of this procedure is

tcymploy Spanish (the students' first language) both

as a language of instruction and as a strategy fqr the

maintenance of the students' original language. As the

students become increasingly proficient in English lan age

usage, the programs gradually move from using both Spanish

and English as languages of i rUction. In short the

students proceed through their school career as true

bilingual students.

Two conditions prevail in Toronto which function to

veto an immediate attempt to establish a similar strategy

in the schools. The first is the Education Act of the

Province of Ontario, the second is the demographic make-up

of the schools' populations.

It is clearly passible to resolve the first difficulty

through a conscious decision to follow the examples'of

Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta and revise the legis-

lation to enable the schools to utilize 3rd languages as

languagesoof instruction.

The second condition, however; presents,a stubborn

dilemma. The experience of the Wog( Group's visit to

Ob Oga
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New York is that the Spanish speaking community is a

fairly homogeneous enclave which extends through

several school districts, that the student. population is

for all intents and purposes a Spanish speaking, student

body.

The demographic configuration in Toronto is different

in that any given school community can represent' anywhere
,11

from 5 to 25 culturally and linguistically distinc.t

populations. Enclaves as such are far less extensive

geographickly than they are in the major cities of the

United States.

In cities such as New York, Chica or Philadelphia,

itis operationally possible to speak of schools as Spanish

speaking, Black or Italian. It is not possible to speak

of the public schools of Toronto in such terms. In New

York it is operationally feasible to provide the culturally

and linguistically homogeneous schools with staffs who

enjoy affinity with their student bodies and the communities

they represent in terms of language and culture. In TOronto

achieving such propprtional cultural and linguistic

balance in.school staffo presents almost insurmountable

logistical problems since the school staffs would of

necessity represrt a cultural mosaic" of enormous diversity.
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At the same time,. there are a considerable number

of student populations in the Toronto system which con-
.

sists of one or, in some cases, two culturally and

linguistically homogeneous groups of sizeable propor-

tions. Given a local expression of need, teacher avails-

bility, the support of.appropriate enabling legislation,

it may prove feasible to provide some instruction in the

first language of the majority group student population

in a given school.

2. As a. Subject far Instruction
a

This second segment of the Third Language issue again

raises the issue of .the existing Education Act. The

present terms of this Act further divides the larger

issue in that the restrictions of the Act are much more

directly applicable to the elementary panel than to the

Secondary panel of the Third Language as a

lanpage, of instruction.

During the past four years, the Toronto Board of

Education has extended the number of options for modern

language courses available to secondary school students.

from 5 to 19. The'highest acceleration of thi,,& increase

41
has occurred over a pert of the last twelve'months.

00084
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The establishment of many Of these new language course

options is attributable to the results of the Research

Department's THIRD LANGUAGE SURVEY OF 1974; others

resulted from specific community requests and still others

were established as a result of a given school's own

initiative.

While the actual establishment of new course options

is a somewhat laborious undertaking which ends with the

Ministry of Education's approval, there is little to

prevent their proliferation provides ,the funds, appropriate

staff, and interested students are available. At this

writing, more negotiations are in progress for the addition

of courses in the Modern Greek language to the option

list at.four secondary schools.

At this time, legislation in this province's Education

Act is as
. 1

a

h an impediment to'students' learning a third

language at the elementary schOol level, as it is for the

introductiOn of,a third language of instruction throughout
1r %;

the system.' Section 3 of this Report briefly describes

then experimental bilingual/bicultural 1:%' ams the Board

has established in its effort to recognize the needs of
. V ".

children Of jpthnic'minority communities.

A
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However, it should be noted that the development of

the program occurred un

As a consequence, they

maintenance and employ

er present legislative restrictions.

lace heavy, stress on cultural

he language of eculture involved

only casually as it is required,to support the cultural

content or to assist with cultural comprehension, It is

a stated characteristic of the program proposals that

they are not intended to "teach" the language of the

culture but merely to utilize it.

After reading the briefs of various extra Anglo-

Canadian ethnic communities and after participating to a

more limited extent in discussions with groups and

indniduals from these communities, tlfe Work Group has no

doubt about the community's interest in the establishment

of language programs which would provide their children

with opportunities to learn their own language as an

int-4rat element of their elementary school experience.

It is just as clear to the-Work Group that a consid

erable number of teachers and principals assume the

.opposite position. Briefs and presentations from this

group of respondents reflect a sympathy for the extra

Anglo-.Canadian population's anxiousness to maintain an.
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appropriate level of competence in their children's use

of their own language and even to develop the competence
0

further. However, the same briefs' and presentations are

virtually categorical, in the opinion that such language

maintenance and development responsibilities do not rest

with the schools, but with'the ethnic communities .them-

selves. These school briefs assume a co-operative position

on the question of, school space and facility provision

after school hours and on weekends or even during the

summer which will assist specifii ethnic groups to operate

their own language instruction programs for their children.

The Work Group's position in relation to this dichotomy

is that the provision of third language learning opportunity

ought to be available to given communities in all cases

where the specific community and its local school arrive

at a decision that programs designed to provide) -such an

'opportunity is desirable and appropriate for that school,

and its community. There is a specific requirement for

a policy which wit-Y permit the development of appropriate

third language learning programs should local interest and

commitment decide in favour of the development. However,

the suggestion here is that the term "permit" involves,,

;
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dimensions of official Board responsibilities which brings

its meaning beyond policy which is merely "permissive ".

The intent in the term's use in this context is to include

as,part of its referent the basic, notion of the Board's

direct responsibiltty to assist with the development of

a given program itself, whatever "assisting" might mean

for any given proposition for any given elementary school

at any given time.

It has been noted earlier that the issue of provincial

legislation relating to the question of a.thirdlanguage

as a subject at the elementary school level is crucial.

The Work Group's position in relation to that legislation

is that the Board of Education seek to impress upon the

Ministry of Education the requirement for a basic

readjustment in the Education Act which will, enable the

Board<io establish a general policy of permission as it

is described in t}ie previous paragraphs of this section.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Education Act, 1974 Part IX, 229 (1), page 199 states:

"In ,instruction and in all communication with
the pupils in regard to discipline and manage-
ment of the school,

P
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to use the English language except where
it is impradtical to do so by reason of
the pupil not understanding English, and
except in respect of instruction in a
language other than English when such
other language is being taught as one of
the subjects in the course of study.",,

While the language of this section of the Ontario EducatiOn

Act would appear .to permit third language study as a subject

at the elementary level, it is understood that regulations

which the Ministry has subsumed under this section makes

it clear that the language is intended to permit the

inclusion of language courses of study only at the

secondary school level.

Given this understanding, it is recommended that:

The Toronto Board of Education request the Ministry of

lEduCation to amend The Act and the relevant regulations

to-permrit:

1. The teaching of languages other than English and
French at-all levels in response to community needs;

2. Teachers'to use languages other than English and
French in communicating with their students at
ali-levelg.

In reference to the present bilingual instruction program at

General MerCer Public School, it is reCommendedythat

1. The Board endors
tion programs o
the General Mer

11 principle bilingual instruc-
0 type presently in %rogress at
Kid School;

4-.)00139
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2. Where the number of'students is sufficient and
community interest is evident, additional pro -
grams of this type be initiated in other elemen-
tary schools.

-In reference to the teaching of languages other than French

and English as a subject at the elementary school level it

is recommended -that:

1. The Board be responsive to requests for third
language programs at the elementar'y level where
such programs are requested at the local school-
commun4.ty level.

In reference to third language programs in secondary schools,

it is recommended that:

1. The Toronto Board of Education continue its policy
responding to school and/or community requests

for third language subject credit programs at the
secondary school level in accordance with the
following provisions:

)2

a) A desire on the part of the ethnic groups
concerned to have courses introduced and
a willingness, to assist;.

b) An interest on the part of sufficient
studentstp-make the courses feasible
within the guidelines of the pupil-
teacher ratio;

c) The development of a course of study in
a, form suitable for credit purposes;

d) The availability of a qualified and
competent teache.

1

The Board publicize widely, particularly in the ethnic
communities, the Toronto Board's policy concerning
third language credit programs at the_secondary
level.
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ISSUE 5

MULTICULTURALISM AND THE GENERAL CURRICULUM.

Recently the Provincial Department of Citizeiship

sponsored the last Of. its ethnic community meetings under

a program series title "Neighbourhood Intercultural

SeminarSu at Hart House, University of Toronto:. People

from some 15 ethnic minorit groups attended the meeting

to hear Arnold Edinborough outline the,History of Settle-

ment in Canada in terms of theJlative People and English

and French immigrants. Mr. Edinborough's. address was

competent and reflected aconsidierabIe appr6ciation of
0.

the subject he had been asked to explore for his audience.

However, it'soon became evident that the request itself was

ill suited both for the occasion and the audience. As one

observer commented, the topic was "inappropriate." The .

issue from the viewpoint of the various ethnic minority

groups and individuals who made up Mr: Edinbprough's audience

was that once again they and people like them had been

rendered "invisible" in the account of the nation's develop-,

ment. It was an unpleasant evening.

The two core issues qet out in items III and IV are

without question automatically associated. with this issue

of the general curriculum and the actual multicultural

'-charaaer of the society it serves. That muchf's fairly

obvious. Nevertheless, once having made that observation,

there remains the question of MULTICULTURALISM in all
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elements of the curriculum, in addition to thoite involving

direct address to issues of the students' original languages

and cultures in terms of specific-program development.

The "core" issue to which this section of the Report

addresses itself is the issue of the ethnic minority groups'

or individuals' "invisibility" in the school curriculum.

The issue lays a particular stress on the elements of the

curriculum which, like Arnold Edinborough's address, relate

to the history of the nation's development.

A statement from a report of the Work Groups' meeting

with Black students from several secondary schools provides

a fair example of the basic condition of "invisibility".

It is an intense but by no means extreme expression

of the concern with ''invisibility" in the school curriculum,

and it demonstrates clearly the weight of that concern which

many other ethnic rOmprity groups have brought to the Work

Group'-s attention.

. 1. Racism is evident in the history books and courses.
As visible as Black people are in the school itself,
they find they are not visible anywhere in the history
course. Black History and culture is absent.

2. In the history of Canadian development especially,
there is no evidence that Black people have made any
contribution at all..

3. With' the exception of two schools (not identified)
there is no attempt to provide book4 periodicals,
tapes, records, films, etc. in the schoolis supple-
mentary material holdings which reflect the role of
Black people in Canadian, Continental or World History.
Neither is there adequate or competent reflection of
Black Heritage and culture of the African continent
itself.

4. The students observed that, in many of their schools,
Black students:have provided the scant ,stook of such
material available in the schools. They suggested
that it was the Toronto Board of Education'g respons-
ibility to provide the appropriate literature and
materials.
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With appropriate vocabulary substitution,(e.g.

Anglo-Canadian ethno-centricism for "racism" and Polish

or Chinese or Italian or East Indian for "Black", the

example becomes a substantial paraphrase of the "invisibility"

grievance which many ethnic minority groups have brought

to the attention of the Work Group in their briefs and

presentations. Appropriate variations in the statement

would result in a different colour referent for "racism".

For example, "Yellow" refers to Chinese and Japanese

populatiops and would replace "Black". Indeed "racism".

#nd ethno=centricism" could form a single,referent a

great many cases.-' In other cases "ethnp-centric culturalism"

would replace "racism" entirely. However' any variation

one cares to introduce would merely readjust the details

. of the statements' content while the tenor and-its implications

would remain constant.

It ould be noted that, while briefs and presentations

direct attention to thd general social studies area, they

do not limit their observations to that area. Literature

and the fine and performing arts fall under, consideration

as well. Courses which centre on historical and evolutionary

developments .in mathematics and the 'sciences would also

qualify as subjects for inclusion.of appropriate'and accurate'

references to contributions of ethnic minority membership

pefsonalities. .

What is perhaps most significant about this "core"

issue is that it has arisen spontaneously as one issue to

which the Work Group made no reference in atJ of the

00 03
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"discussion animation" documents distributed throughout

the school system and to various organizations and

individuals of the community at large. Translated, what

this implies is that the issue weighs heavily among the

concerns of this city's extra Anglo-Canadian ethnic

minority community.

Two briefs from secondary schools address this

issue of "ethnic visibility" In the curriculum directly.

The majority of briefs from teachers and princ &pals ,

generalize fairly broadly abOut the requirement of schools/

and staffs to recognize and appreciate the cultures and

the heritages-C3f their students land the ethnic demography

of the school community.

The Work Group's position on this specific issue

is that it would be difficult to overstate its significance

in terms of its impact 1upon students, parents and the

7
general community and y extension upon multiculturalism

itself.

Any student of ary given cultural and ethnic origin

'who discovers that in all h/er scholl and h/er teachers consider

important, there'is no evidence anywhere of the heritage
0

which has provided h/er with h/er identity"and'h/er own

personal history, also discovers the impact of identity loss

and alienation. The concomitant action involves the struggle ,

to realign h/erself in an effort to discover a new identity

in a new enVironmeft. That process produces its own

anxieties, and involves h/er in the inevitable conflict

0094
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no one should be expected to endure. For a growing,child,

the question of personal identity is fragile under the

best circumstances. To expect that child to resolve the

conflict as a result of h /er own deliberate decision, is

to desert the meaning of healthy growth and development.

The 'conflict is described in this Report as the conflict

between the culture of home, parents and ihe given ethnic

community and'the culture the school represents. (Section 3,

Maintenance of Original Culture and Language.)

Resolving the conflict usurps the energy, attention

and commitment of the child which s/he would normally utilize

in pursuit of h/er school career to say nothing of the

psychological impact which affects h/er academic life when

s/he discovers h/erself alien to h/er own education in the

first place.

It, should be obvious to the educator that a-learner

who possesses a healthy self image, for whom the learning

environment is inherently a prediction of h/er success and

for whom cultural-integrity is intact is the best candidate

for learning., Anyistudent for whom the possibilities for?,

measuring h/er self image, the prediction of success and

cultural integrity is non-existent is at a maximum academic

disadvantage to say nothing about damage to h/er

'psychological, emotional, and personal development.

The Board has discovered for itself, through its

experience with the expetimentrat General Mercer, JaCkMan

Avenue, Frankland, Orde and Og en Public Schools, what.the

recognition of the cultural her tage of students in the school

0 095
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means in terms of the general ethnic community's perception

of the school's intent and of its needs. Reflecting the

? culture of the students in the curriculum is one more form

of recognition and when the school community recognizes

the recognition itself, the real collaboration between the

school and the community in the education of the community's

children begins.

It is obvious tq the Work Group that inclusion of

appropriate and accurate' multicultural content in the

curriculum 'spells out the need for a thorough and complete

review of all curricula and.a massive infusion process for

the purpose of redeV.gning all forms of aids to learning

from textbooks through to library holdings. Further, it

in/olves curricula'scrutiny and subsequent aajustments to

ensure specific types of cultural reflection in their

content. Adjustments should be directed toward:

00096

1. Curricula provisions which reflect the specific

demographic make-up of the given school's

population and the community it represents.

2. ,Identification in ali'curricula of the role
,

rigus cultures and races have played in the

development of Canada's national histo0, the

history of the North American Continent and in

global history. (e.g. Black students have

observed that in the study, of American history .y

in Canadian schoo1ls, little attention is given

the positive achievements of Black people

to that country's growth. Instead of lqarning

that the founder of Chicago was Black, they,learn

that-Black people were slaves.)
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3. Critical.to the issue of the ethnic minority

students' identity and cultural integrity as well-as

the issue of cultural understanding ofall students

is the manifestations they can discover insstudies-

related to cultuie in both the general and,specific:

sense. Multicultural studies, including thekstudy.

-of multiculturalism as a basic characteristic of

the Canadian cultural heritage forms on, element of

new curriculum content. Various specific heritage

studies would also contribute to the general ,student

population's understanding.of the meaning of culture

as well as to the healthy sense of self identity and

of cultural integrity in the individual ethnic

minority student.

4. The educational endeavour in a multicultural community

requires the relation of curriculum content accurately

at all grade levels to specific global areas (e.g.

Africa and Eurasia). It is important that the content

reflect the contemporary as well as historical

*significance of positive and creative social and

cultural developments peculiar to the people of those

areas.

,0
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All librriesomake every effort to include in their

, holdings:
1

(a.) Learning resources, including books and other

A

reading material, related to the general multi-

cultural aspects of the school curriculum and

the reading interests of the students.
#

(b) High interest, low vocabulary books Din every'.

subject area.
4

(c) Increase their hidings of both print and noll-

print materials, that relate'to the cultural

herita e0) of thelocal.school community.

(d) Where appropriate, libraries include in their

holdings various cultural and literature studies ,

which are translated from their original to

English.

6. Special address to the relationship between students

in the schools and the specific content of programs

in the humanities and the arts as well as in the

social studies is essential if the educational'

endeavour itself is to avoild the possibility of

accidental assault on the cultural integrity.and

identity of extra Anglo-Canadian ethnic"minority

populations. This phase of curriculum review and

adjustment is not intended to imply a censorship

campaign in the field of literary'or any of the arts

or other humanity fields. What it is suggesting is

that teachers take care toaddress themsellies to

contemporary situations when either historical or
= , ,

000bs
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.

literary works tend to deline400past conditions in

a less thin cotplimenta9, manner. For example, 'I

modern students are sensitive to eighteen01 and

4 , nineyenth century references to the "Datk Continent"
,

7
.ii

in4Much the bade way-as Native People are sensitive
. *

.

td references to,the "4dian" of the AmTrican
k

CoAtinent during the same period. Careful discussi,on

of puch references would go far in eliminating current

misplaced concretions about-the lands', the peop

and the culture which such references.import to

4 consciousness. .C`

7. A review of library, material and a subsequent program

of adjustment in holdings is of equal importance td
/

education in a multicultural society as 'a review and

reorganization of curriculum content.

The Work Group is not unaware ot the magnitude of the

undertaking it is suggesting here. kowever, its perception

is that the Board requires a concrete policy relating

specifically to the review and reorganization of curriculum

content. and other learning resources and support material'

if the educational endeavour is to find any compatibility

with the community it serves:



RECOMMENDATIONS

Therefore, it'is recommended that:

1. The DirectOr of Curriculum Development encourage
school principals, heads of departments, and°other
staff members to deVelp. curriculum units, particularly
in the hUmanities and the social .sciences, that
recognize the contributions made by various cultures
and races- to -

(a) Canadian,
(b) Continental,and
(c) GlObal

history-and development..

2. Deliberate incorporation.into school curriculum units.
of multicultural studies, including Canadian, as
they relate to"the various ethnic groups that make up
the, local school Community.4'

<J

3. Inclusion of various group heritage gtudie* (e.g..-131ack,
Native PeopleS, Spandinavian, eec.) in system -wide
school curricula. /.

. Schpol programs, both curricular and extra/^urricular,
in the fine, performing and folk arts take.cognizance
of the ethnic compdsiton.of each school community:

it
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ISSUE 6

SYSTEM SENSITIVITY

Earlier this Report registered the expectation that

adjustment and reorganization necessary, for the accommodation

of education io the reality of MULTICULTURATIBM would

perforce touch and affect virtually all elements of the Board's

operation. Of all the "core" issue which the Work Group's

report calls to the reader's consideration, the issue of System

Sensitivity manifests the predicti,on most dramatically. System

Sensitivity is a prerequisite for the success of.a y reorganization

which may result from the Work, Group's deliberations. Nevertheless,

the Work Group has limited its address in this section to the area

of the Board's operation which is most persistently and consistently'

invontact with the multicultural issue through its involvement

with children of immigrant parents. The teachers' function places

them dirtly at the leading edge of contact between the school

system and the general ethnic community.

Teachet-Education

Obser.vations from ethnic communities as well aslobservations-
.

and recommendations from teachers and principals, fortal teachers'
.

organizations, and schools make it evident that the single most

important source of sensitivity development in the teaching and

`school administration staff is their initial point of entry into

their professions; that is to say the teacher 'training" institution.
/

An overwhelming observation of both' teachers and principAls s that'

teachers' colleges do not provide any form of access to possibilities

for familiarizing prospective teaching candidates with world cultures

001.01
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I

or. with the implications that differences between cultures implies

for the education of children who move from one culture to another.

Sources Of information and understanding,- relatea to the develop-

ment of sensitivity,to the psycho-physical realities of cultural

integrity, identity and alienation are virtually unavailable to-

student teachers-

The Work Group s observation is that there-can be nothing

more disconcerting to a graduate teacher than to discover that

his/her experience at teachers' college has disequipped him/her for.

his/her function in a multicultural context. Having missed even

the most cursory exposure to the significance of culturally

\iderived differences in perceptual and communication modes, re erent

systets, 'Value systems. configurations and offspring /

constellations, environMental experience, personality extension

and retraction and the countless other differences which account

for the development of the human personality within a given cultural

.

,

sphere,, the teacher working with a multicultural student population

finds him/herself in a completely untenable position. This is to

say nothing of the difficult positionroi the students which results.

As a result of discuss tons with school personnel, the Work

Group recognizes a strong requirement for teacher education

institutions to provide their students with courses, lectures and

seminars which concentrate on the study of society, culture and

personality., In arriving at this conclusion, the Work Group is

aware that-the new teacher will not graduate with all the under-

standing and information he/shArequAres. However, his/her exposure

to basic studies in appropriate areas of scholarship and the

development of strategies for providing the exposure should establish

00102
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him/her firmly as a student of culture and society. If

she/he cannot graduate knowing all there is to know, she/he can

graduate knowing the need to know. She/he will remain sensitive

to the possibility of encounter with unfamiliar educational require-

ments of his/her student's and she/he will have developed a

,coinpetence to engagehiM/herself in study necessary to their

accommOdation.
0

2. Teacher In-Service Opportunity

The-establishment ofr appropriate and adequate courses,-

lectures and seminars at teacher education institutions is a

matter which falls-to the jurisdiction of the Ontario Ministry

of Education.( However -assuming the existence of these opportunities
O

for prospective teachers at the appropriate institutions, a

specific requirement for in- service educational opportunities in the

same areas of studS, would remain. Responsibility for generating

these opportunities would fall to the Board.

For the regular grade teacher, the requirement at least

initially would be for two Jevels of in-service involvement. One

for teachers who have graduated from teacher education institutions

with the advantage of basic study in the areas o society, culture

and personal4y1 the other for the purpose of providing the same

basic study opportunities in these'areaS to teachers who would have

graduated before the fundamental adjustment in teacher education

programd occurred.

The Ministry of Education could be of 'inestimable assistance

with the latter requirement simply by providing teachers 'with the

opportunity to engage in the basic, study of society culture and

personality in summer sessions specifically designed for that

purpose. D01031
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Of course, since the appropriate course, lecture and seminar

programs arenot at this uniting available to student teachers,

there exists a strong immediate requirement for the basic in-

service study sessions to accommodate present needs of a great

majority'of teachers t hroughout the school systeni. It is the

hope of the.Work Group that the Board mill request the Ministry

of Education to provide basic summer and winter courses in these

areas 01 study. It is also the Work GrOup's hope that the Board will

include similar opportunities in its on-going in-service programs.

3. The New Canadian Teacher - E.S.L.AND E.O.D. (Educational
Opportunity Deficiencies Specialist) - Ministry Courses

More than mention is hardly necessary to establish that all

special New Canadian teachers most certainly require the same

opportunity for study in the area of hociety, culthre and personality

as the regular grade teacher. It would appear to be equally evident

that they'also require opportunit s for training and education which

will equip them to discharge their esponsibilities both as E.S.L.

teachers and subject upgrading ("b stek")- prOgram teachers. As a

result of discussions with staff, especially the school system

teaching staff and its qwn study andldellberation, the Work'Group

has conclude that E.S.L. ana E. O.D. teachers. require specialist

training opportunities wAichmthe Ministry would provide through its

summer and winter programs. As E.S.L. teachers they require

opportunities to study in such general fields as cultural linguistics,

comparative linguistics, cultural and social psychology relative to

language generation and of information movement strategies. ThoUgh

it-cannot be denied that providing immigrant students with effective

second language learning opportunities depends upon the teacher's

comprehension of how language occurs and how it develops,his/her

understanding of why language d4irialops is of even. more primary

00104
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In addition,these teachers require specialist training

opportunities which will provide them with a broad range of alterna-

tive methods and techniques upon which they may call-in order to

bring maximum effectiveness to their work. ThUs, study in

the general fields of the type set out here will proyide the E.S,L.'

teacher with a firm philosophical and sensitive base for hip/her

function. His/her study of strategies, methods apd techniques will

ensure the practical realization of his/her basic.understanding.

* * * *

This keport's2teference to the Teacher"of English as a.
I

I ..
.

Second Language (TESL) as a teacher of subject upgrading (Booster)
, .

programs does not represent any attempt to ;telescope two, position

in one specialist. It.arises from the WoDt Group's perception of

the E.S.L. teacher's fUnction if his/her assignment happens to

place him/her iff the Transition ClaAs phase, as

against the' Reception Class phase, of the E.S.t. endeavour. It is

.4

)

during that stage of the E.S.L. student s career that exgosure'to

any "booster programs can prove most effective. Given an.apprdpriate

) pupil teacher ratio and the elationship of the transition fUnction

to the E.S.L. student's inv 8 lvement in the school's main stieam"

programs, the role of the E.S.L. teacher in the student's transition

phase from Reception to complete invOlvement in regular school

programs renders it ultiMately feasible for that teacher to function

as the subject upgrading teacher as well.

The experience of school staff, the observation's of theN
community and the information of the work Group te,lls us that by

fart the' major areas of'concern related toubJect upgrading are

mathematics and reading and writing along With associated areas
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such as grammar and spelling. .Thitedoes not mean that other

subject areas present no prOblems for immigrant stucients of whatever

ethnic origins one cares-to name. It does mea that the problem for

students in these areas is of major proportions. It is the conclusion

of the.. Work group that a viable solutiOn to "tile" problems in these

areas will effect a dissolution o many of the problems in other'

subject areas.

The New Canadian Teacher -.In-Service Opportunitits

To strengthen E.S.L. teachgs in the areas ofinathematics and

, i %rea0.ng and writing, the,Work Group perceivesw the need for in-

se vice sessions for E.S.L. teabirrs "which will Provide them with

in mation and discussion opportunities related to to types of

resources and learning aid material available as well as to informa-

tion on program strategies and planningfor children ho require

upgrading in these subjects. There is a further need for the-Board 47

.- to provide thest teachers with in-service opportunitiewhich will.

increase their"competence in the teachingof reading and writing
A

skills. Of course, it would be advantageous to New Canadian teachers

and their students if the teachers availed themselves of the regular

courses in the teaching of reading.
9

4. Employment and Staffing Policy
4

The, issue of whether or not the Work Group recommends a hiring

policy to,the Board that specifically attempts to increase ill;
numbek. of teachers to be hired from each of Toronto's multicultural

--4"..

and multiracial communities is a very controversial one. Almost

without exception,` briefs from the various ethnic' organizations hav

recommended such a practibe. On the other hand, school-fstaffs were

/

unanimously opposed to any kind of ciVots system. Many, however,
J 4 V

-t
observed that having papable, qualified "ethnicv teachers is a

.1 -
N_c, .

**(HMG ..
o

.
,,
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desirable staffing objective.
§

It will be evident to the reader thatthis is the gird

.contentious issue,which the consultation process has brought

''to the Work Group'p attention. As did the issue of Language and
%. r

.

''--"4,..
',Culture Maintenance Programs and Third Language Prograps, this

'issue places the Work Group the position of searching out the

reasonable response which will dissipate the quandary.

It seems obvioustthat if the Board is to/extend itself-to the

point-of ensuring as far, as possible the provision of in-service

opportunities, and to negotiate with the Ministry of with

the specific intent of generating:the establishmentgof formal

courses directed to expanding' and amplifying teacher sensitivity

to the educational requirements of the multicultural community, it

Cannot but extend its concern with the entire issue of system

seAitiv4y,to its Own employment and staffing policy.

It is equally obvious that trInslation'of the Board's basic'

position on sensitivity into reality dictates that teacher employ-

Tent proceduresanclude the search for the capacities and skills

which manifest the special sensitivity quality itself in a'pros-
,

pective candidateand the degree to.which the,candidate possesses it.

Since the subject ofthis segment of the Work Group's report

is System Sensitivity, it follows that procedures for staff promotibn
.

I,

to'positions of responsibility (which involve-,the)5uality of the

system's response to the needs of the multicultural community) should
)

also include direct attention to the candidate's qualification% in the

,
area of sensitivity. Further to that point, it is the Work Group's.

.

opinion that in both the internal and external recruitment of can-.
i .

'didapes for leadership positions, the policy of -tile Systemphould

be to encourage
4

Applications from candidates who are no onlY
0

i.
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qualified to till all of a given position's requirements well, but,
o

,/ who also fulfill the additional requirement for sensitivity
C

.C1

- which-permits him'her to relate to .the ethnic community and to

emphathize with its educational needs and expeCtatdons.

- OF SENSITIVITY ITSELF

4

It will be obvious to the reader that the courses, lectures,

seminars and in-service sessions outlined'here would provie schoOl

pellsonnel with channels of access to SiDecific kinds of learning.

What is notable abOut the channels of access is,that.they would be 4'

established with a dual intent. One'is that, through such acOeSs,a

.teacheios would°develop.an increased practical capacity to discharge
. .

workingwthe reshmsibilities of an educator orking in a-context of:m4).ti-
-

.4.

,.. culturalism. .

The second intent, though by no means of a ,sec,:ond order of,
r .

priority, is a profound hope' that teachers Will perceiVe-these

4 channels as something more than mere access ways to information,

comprehension on academic comparative culture studieS. The hope

is that teachers will perceive them as persohal opportunities, for

their own individual_sensitivity. development. Some will begin
4 . .

. ,,,
.

q

withIgh degree of sensitivity toward 4e needs, hopes and
.... . ...

3

aspiration of the ethnic communities and their, children and they
c,

. .

will 'sense the deep a d abiding meaning to the people of their

tradition, herit$ge and race. Some-will find, that tense in the

learning experience itself. For others, like the student of

philosophy who does not-internalize the'impliCationS,of what she/he-

studies, the exposure will affect little or no personal- attituae

shift whatever. What is most likely predictable it that.for the
0

majority.of participants some degree of atlitUdirl shift will

generate a proportidnate personality development. In any

00108
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S

,

the degree to which the shift occurs iscertain to depend upon the

individual participant.
.

The, point to consider is that none of the previous observations

inthis section of the report repregenta direct address to teacher

p..4.7ther. staff requirements for access to attitudinal and concomitant

sensitivity development opportunities. .The Work GroupsobserVation

is that a need exists fd 'Special in-service seminars and discussion

groupsof appropriate si e for the specific purpose of;assisting

tWipers-end other Boards personnel With inquiry into their awn Personal'

attitudes and deep workins opinion tpward race and cultUres which

4'diverge from habits of tr dftions and heritages other than their own.

One model of an appropriat discussion group for this purpose is that
4

which thirectpttofiCurr culum Development arranged for the

volunteer-participation of consultants in 'September, 1974.

ObVioutly, competent leadership is a critical factdr in the

'such-undertakings as is the voluntary nature of participae-

"titan. 'AnOther'sucdess factor is the availability of access to this

specific type of ,in-Iservice session in terms of consistency, regular-
s

4'-

ity and timing. 'The Work Grdup
%.

is of the-opinion that the Board and

its administrative staff should explore the possibilities for

discovering leadership for such groups, actively encouraging staff
4

participation in them and establishing regular *schedules for them at

its earliest opportunity.

5.Sensitivity and Racism

For some time trustees and staff of the Board and the4community

have watched the spectre of racism as though froma distance. Some

watched with compladency. and assurance;,others watched with the

first, almost imperceptible and vague apprehensidn that the spectre

was approaching. But the victims of racism and the colonial founda-
.
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tions of history have known that it was there-'all along badgering

their lives and quietly eroding their private sense of worth and

acceptibility. They knew it because It had visited them stealthily

and often. Now, it no longer appears as though at a distance. It

is here in full public view. The Work Group has heard from students,

_from teachers, principals and other administrative staff, and.from the

community, that racism is here in thiscity and even in its schools.

It has read the newspapers, watched television, listened to radio

and it has,listened.to reliable accounts of racial tension bursting

into'violent contention in schools and on school playgrounds: The

tension has usurped the sportive meaning of ice-hockey on one occasion

and of floor hockey in a school gymnasium on another., it has revealed'

itself in bands of young people Prowling school hallways. Not long

ago, it claimed the life of a white boy. Just recently it placed .one

-black boy in jail,and Another black boy died of it.

Probably the most insidious characteristic of.iacism is that

for the vast majority of people it is buried-deep in the unconscious.

In current terms of" transactional psychology, it is inextricably

recorded on the personality tape and manifests itself in purely

involuntary' and certainly unintentional prejudial responses. As

the Work Group has discovered during its consultation activity,there

are also a great many instances when racism is associated with

classism and attitudes, of cultural superiority. That, too, reveals

itself involuntarily. It is suspected that only an infiqtesimal

.segment of blatant racism is pathological in a purely clinical sense;

that the psychological censorship apparatus which prevents unconscious

racism from manifesting itself. in blatant racist behaviour is sus-

ceptible to breakdown under stress. Sports events, economic crises,

,and various threats-to individual and group security, whether real
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or merely apparent, and occasions of such stress. Therein rests

the danger.- Under more consciously and deliberately organized

circuirOtances, it i5 possible to bring unconscious racist attitudes

to the sukface in a positive creative endeavour to confront them

and sdis.alloW their functioning. Consistent and conscious effort
1

to,accomplish the dis.allowanCe itself should result in the eventual

d

eradication of personal dependence upon the role they play in one

individual or gcoup's interaction with another.

The link between the personal quality of sensitivity fp teachers

and n other school system staff and the eradication o,f racism in

society is clearly evident.. It is equally evident that while the

elimination of racism is everybody's affair, it is the specific
4

business of education to confront it Squarely and tp actively do

everything in its power to prevent, it from rooting itself either

in the personality of the school institution or in the personalities

of its stUdents. Certainly to those people who are most conscious

of racism and its implications, to ignore any of its manifestation,

however slight, is to'nourish and support it.

The Work Group wishes to make its own position on racism known

, an& to suggest the Board's formal adoption of that position: Terror

and fear of violence either a* aggression or reprisal ought not to

form the basis of decision to work toward the eradication of,tacism

even though we can predict violence as a consequence of racism

itself,. Racism is an "assault upon the human. dignity of its victims

and it addresses itself to the destruction of the individual's

right t9 live in peace at full liberty as a member of the human

community. It is reprehensible and unjdst. It is this motive which

should sup education's intent to eliminate it.

0 0 111
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As is mentioned at the beginning Of this sebtiOn-of the report,

the Work Group has deliberately stressed the issue of sensitivity

in its relation to teachers in the full realization that the

section's title is Sybtem Sensitivity. .The Work Group believes

it is self-evident that the observations directed to the issue

itself apply to all personnel as well as to teachers. It is

equally obvious that,
MP with the exceptions noted on page s'9.4 & 95.

Specific measures suggested for teachers in terms of Ministry

courses and Board in-service programs would not be appropriate for

staff members from other segments of the education operatidn. It

is necessary toottle cause of promoting system sensitivity that'the
. o

Board encourage the establishment of in-service sessions where

necessary for these non-4teaching personnel.

In submitting this
t,

report for the Board's consideration and

approval, the, Work Group is expressing its perception of the need

to consciously prepare teachers and other personnel in the system

not only to work in a multicultural society but to contribute to the

ideal of MULTICULTURALISM through their work.

The recommendations submitted here are intended to bring about

that preparation. They are submitted in the realization that such

,

preparation cannot be mechanical, fragmented ow haphazard. The

success of orienting the system and its teachers to the delivterly of

an educational service to the children ofamulticultural society

implies system wide, concerted and fully conscious 'attention to this

undertaking.

Therefore, it is recommended that:

1. The Board of Education Tor the City of Toronto request
the Ministry of Educatidn topset up a Task Force to
recommend the' development of appropriate programs that
would prepare teachers, particularly those trained in
Metropolitan Toronto, to work in a multicultural society.

00112
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is recolnmendea that this Task Force should include in
its member-ship tepresentatives f4i.om the major Boards of
Education in Metropolitan Toronto, Teachers' Federations
and community groups.

2. The Toronto Board'of Education request the Ministry of
Education to co-operate in the immediate development of
appropriate credit courses leading to a specialist
certificate in E,S.L% Such a program should include courses
in anthropolojy, linguistics, studies of various cultures,
migration of peoples, technical courses specific to the needs
of E.S.L. teachers, ete.

3. The Language Study Centre,through its New Canadian consultants
and the School-Community Relations Department, assist Area
Superintendentsideveloping a comprehensive in-sekitice-program
to .meet the needs of both "regular" staff and. those specifically
involved in Naw Canadian PrograMS.

The New Canadian staff at the Area level be:brought together
by the Area consultants on a regtlar basis to share ideas
in programs, use of a variety of teaching material 0,- etc.

4

14 special reference to Professional qualifications of New
Canadian staffs, it is recommended that:

1. New Canadian teachers shquld have had successful classroom
teaching experience before being placed in New Can dian
prograins.

2. All'New Canadian teachers be encouraged to obtain specidlized
training in the teaching of Reading. Such training is
available through a number of specialized programs.

e.g. .

a) Primary methods Part I', II and III. The teaching of
Reading is a major component in all three courses.

la) O.I.S.E. offers an M.Ed. degree in Reading.
ir

c) The Ministry of Education this year has introduced new

\
co ttes in Reading for both elementary and secondary%

te chers. The completion of Courses I, II, III, will
lead.to a Reading Specialist'S Certificate.

%

d) The Language Study Centre offers seminars in the teaching
of Reading.

3. All New Canadian staff demonstrate a high degree of competence
in English Language usage.

06113
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In special reference to personal qualificatio 'staff, it
is recommended that all New Canadian teachers be:.

Sensitive'to and understanding of the needs
students.

2. \Yr mature, outgoing,and genuinely interested

3. Interested in working closely with immigrant
in assisting them to understand and feel com
their community school.

1.

*#

In special reference to teacher employment promotion
policy, It is redommendqd that:

1. The Board encourage the hiring of. capable teachers able to °

communicate with the parents in the local school community.

2. The Director of E'ucation establish hiring -.eams that are
sensitive to the multicultural Composition Of the Board's

_ local school communities.

3. Educational assistants, if at all pobsil;le,. should be
indigenous to the school community. This staff should,
in addition to clasroom responsibilities, act as a link
betweeh,school cominnity.o

4. An active-recruit ent program be initiated by the Personnel
Department in Tor nto SecondariSdhools, Metro Toronto
.niversities and Toronto TeacheT Training Institutions
for the purpose.of encouraging students to become teachers
in the Vronto School system.

f immigrant

personality.

parents and
ortable in

5. The Board encourage capable and qualified teachers Who have
dpmonstratedavvarticular ability and interest in working with
New Cana an-families to seek promotion to all levels of
leaders p in the Toronto system.

6. The Board's present form "Application For A Teaching Staff
Position" be c-anged so that Item 9 - Additional Interest and
Abilities - ask applicants'who,are bilingual to indicate
their specific language competencies as well, as or other
thanoFrench.

That the junior school
procedure for the Veneration of New Canadian teachers
apply to all elementary schools.

N.B. Presently, the generation of New Canadian'teachers in
Junior Schools is outside the schools regular P.T.R.

4. Teachers are allotted according to a Metro formula, using
a Priority 1 - 2 - 3 rating of students. In 1974-75 this
formula generated 26 teachers per 100 students.
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In 1974-75 in Senior Schools,, E.S.L. teachers were
generated on a formula of 15:1. They were assigned
to either reception or transition classes. Unlike
the junior School formula, in Senior Schools students
could,not be counted twicebut have to be assigned
either to a New Canadian class or to a regular class -
not both. This made it difficult to'operate a transition
ptogram where students were moved from the New Canadian
class to regular classes for part of, the day. In many
cases, numbers of students in regular classes were so
large that it was diffiCult to ask a teacher to increase
this number, even if only for` a part ofthe day.

8. New Canadian student is any studecit Who is unable to
function successfully in the regular program because of
an interferring language or dialect and whose culture is

-different from that -of, the school system.

9. The present definitions of priorities 1-2-3 be(replaced
by a procedure that generates teachers in relation to
students' educational needs rather than solely upon the
quali(tative,measureinents of, facility in speaking English.
Ruchprooedures to be developed-by the Board's Committee
on Multicultural Programs and presented to the Metro Staff
Allocation Commitfae for their consideration..

\
10. A significant increase be made in the number of Nei., Canadian

teachers from September, 1974 to-September, 1975. The Work
Group suggests for the Board's .consideration an increase of
25%.

11. A roster be established listing`Board staff who:

a) speak languages in addition to French:and English;

b) have special training in:

. primary methods,

ii. reading,

iii. E.S.L.

12. That the Director of EdtiCation
recommend to the Board a procedure that will lower the P.T.R.
at the grade one level in recognition of the critical
importance of this year in the educational life of all
students.

,J

N.B. For New Canadian studdnts/particuiarly whose native language
is other than English, a poor start at this level may never
be overcome. During this year, it is particularly critical
that the teacher has.the opportunity of providing a great
deal of individual assistance for Children. Yet no Board
policy distinguishes between -the number of students that
should be in a Grade One class as opposed. to the number
at other grade levels. /
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ISSUE 7

SCHOOL COMMUNITY RELATIONS AND THE-

MULTICULTURAL SOCIETY

A. SCHOOL COMMUNITY RELATIONS DEPARTMENT.

In the previous section of this report the Work Group
P

has referred to the concerns of,New Canadian and regular

grade teachers, school principals and other administra -

tive personnel relative totiu.dzurgEtht* need to know and

Understar0 more about the multi-ethnic student populations

in our sphoOle. At the same time the ethnic communities

are manifesting an equally desperate need to know more

about the Toronto.school system.. The corxIlatian of these

two major concerns aloie would justify recommendations

for the establishment of distinc t and operationally valid

procedures for deliberately generating firm and healthy

school,community relations.

However, much more depends upon the establishment of
41,

,firm procedures for bringing school and their local comm-
,

un ,ties into strong r and more dependable contact with'

each other than is p Oently possible. Another obvibuA

need which supports is position is for parent and teacher

to share in./the growth and development of the child. A

recent report from the Boar`-ig ReseaxA Department,

Patterns of Dropping 0 provides us with an insight into

the potency of this specific requirement:

"One differentiating factor between the Stay-
ins and the drop-outs is the support of their
parents. Only 39 percent of the dropouts had
parents who. actively opposed their decision
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to leave.while 90 percent of the parents
of stay -ins .want them to continue their
,education. Only theFuture Drop-outs
reported a lower level of parental support,

. although still not as low as the drop-outs."*

It. is no longer-possible to disenfranchise parents

with language or cultural difficulties from cotmunicating

with .the school about their children. The Work Gioup's
o

-expetience with-ithe experimental prQgrIms for4the children

of the Chinese, Greek and Italian communities have also

made'their impressiOn upon the trustees of'the'potency of

this need. The programs for Ogden "and Orde Street Public

Schools (Chinese Culture and Language), for JackmauAvGenue

and Frankland Public Schools (Greek Culture and Language),

and for General Mercer Public School (Italian Language

Tralsition to English), all owe their existence to the ,

"felt"-need among ethnic community parents for involvemeni

in th childreeP school careers.

It is appropriate to set ,out at this point a brief

report on the role of the Spanish Speaking Community

Liaison Woikerwhom the Board employed employed on a

temporary basis onkthegrounds that it further documents the

need under consideration and supports the Work'Group's

proposed response to it.

In its January Report to the Board, the Work Group

included the following statement:

* Patterns of Droppingout, Report #129, Research Departmen
The. Board of Education for the City of Toronto.

!0117
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The Spanish-Speaking tommunitiLiaison Worker

As a result of its consultation with Spanish-
speaking workers who were attempting to develop

msome easure.of liaison between some schools
and' their Spanish-Speaking cdmmudities, the
Work.Gx.oup sought and'received the Board's
approval to engage a Spanish-Speaking Community.
Liaison' Workeeon a temporary basis on September
19, 1974. Through the co-operation of the Student
Services Department, the, Board employed a person

Dto work in that role'on December 16, 1974.

An,announcement to the principals of schools known

to haNt a relatively.sizeable segment of Spanish-Speaking

students in their populations stated that the Work-Group's

purpbde in establishing this position was to "initiate a

pilot project to assist 'it. in-developing recommendations

on the' role of Associate
.
Social Worker (Interpreter-

Counsellor)as well as meeting the urgent needs of a rel-

atively new and significantly large Spanish-Speaking
4

community." *

P As a. result of .consultation with the school principals

and staffs involved in the pilot project, the Work Group

is convinced that the role of the School-Community Liaison.

Worker is not only operationally feasible, but that it is

critically effective in bringing about the partnership

betwten the school ancil the immigrant parents in the

education of the

Beyond these reasons a general name for the overall

rationalisation is the TOTAL CONSULTATIVE, PROCESS between

each individual school itself and its community. Such a

Two sample reports from the Spanish-Speaking Community -

Liaison Worker to the Work Group and the original, announce-
ment to the school principals are attached to this Report
as Appendix D.
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process'is necessary to the accomp4shnent,00f attention

to every core" issue set out in this Report and the

persistent movement toward the develOpMent 'of solutions

to the numerous'prob3.ens each of thentepresents. ror
110

example, the issues of MULTICULTURALISM AND THE CURRICULUM 7

(Issue5), and SYSTEM SENSITIVITY (Issue 6) exhibit a '^

general applicability to the system at larle. But effectiVe

.address to their manifestations'AOh& local school level
4 s

*depends upon the specific impligap.oris both issues hold

for the education of children df ethhic,origins

indigenous to the local school community. Both the cogent

and affective comprehension of the local implications

insists, on the school and its community having achieved an

X-ray view of each other and the insight only such a view an

provide of the pioblems they share. Teacher and other

stAff sensitivity and .the deterbination to re-order.curri-

cula are general resources; Sensitivity and determiriation

both discover what either means according to the terms of

the specific context in,which they. function. The Work

Group does not'hesitate to suggest that in order for schools

to achievean.,understanding of what MULTICULTURALISM means

in their.comminity, the schools must know those communities.

To know their communities there is a basic'requirement for

each school to reach out and generate viable consultation

with community membership.

Working within the limitations of decreased budget

ceilings, dwindling support service staff and little concrete
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information, many bilool principals and teachers have made

serious attemits,,to orient themselves in the directiortc
4$

of establishing viable'links with their communitiesA,ROme
,

'hal-e enjoyed mpieosuccess,thap ohers.obut few would attest

to. having achieved anything near _the firm and consistent

linkage they require. DiscussiOn of-this issue with.school

personnel ancCtottth suivort.service staff, especially with

interpreter-counsellors and'docial workers, reveals. that.

.6chools aria by eltiteniion,.aFea adminidtrators - require

a dekiberate, ''consistent andNiell organized program

of assistance with various phases of school-community

relations. ExamPles of assistaiCe are the functions which

would be involved in neck immigrant family interception and

orientation, intensification of E.S.L. ,programming and the

assessment and ultimate placement of immigrant childien.

All such functions insist on continuous tight contact with

the community as a general and routine condition of life

for both the community and the school.

In the past, the chef source of assistance for the

.school in thid endeavolir has been the Social Worker and
4

Interpreter-Counsellor staff of the Student Services Depart-

ment. However, the Advisory Committee on School Social

Workers provides a reading of the type of work load these

personnel assume which has prevented them from providing

concerted and direct assistance of any magnitude to schools

in the area of school-community relations. From the report
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it delivered to the Board on June 13, 1974, we discover:
4

. "Departmen al,members spend the'largest part-of their
tible Ming direct work with families and individual
students, collaborating with principals on student
problems."

. .

"The,bulku of family work involves 'counselling or
'therapy' around family problems having direct or
indirect effects Qn_the,child's functioning in,the

Ne. schools."* u

The Committee's report reveals the imbalance bewedh.

functionsbpf this type and the school-community liaison

function:

M
"From the results of the self-administered question
aires, it appears that communitX work occupies, on the
average, little (about 7%) of th social worker's time."*

From discussions with interpreter-counsellor staff and

from written information they have provided to the Work

Group on the extent and nature of their workload, it

appears that they have been unable to generate any consis-
t

tent and meaningful assistance to schools in developing viable

P
comMunity contact. While social workers occupy nearly 97Z

of their time in the "counselling" and "therapy"of families

in relation to the problems of specific children, interpreter-
,

counsellors appear to proportion their time between two func-

tions. One involves patent interviews. and telephone home

contacts relative to a specific child and home visits. The

other, is family assistance work such as escorting children

to he doctor, to the dentist, assisting parent b in visits

* Report of the Advisory Committee on the School Social

Worker, The Board of Eudcation for the City of Toronto. p.3200121,
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to Mappoweritnemployment InSurande offiCes, etc. -

Comionly'tthen, the role of the Social Worker and the

'Interpreter-Counsellor is CASE WORK and INTERVENTION oriented,

;whiCh., while it, is certainly beneficial in.terms,of reaction:

to specific problems'involving specific children and their.

Amilies,'does not provide the school with any meaningful

Concrete assistance in terms, of school community relations

in general.

The Work Group agreei with the general position of,the

Advisory Committee on the Social Worker on e need for the

establishment of a healthy school-community co ultative

process. Such processes would contribute greatly to the.

reduction of the CASE WORK throllt Problem prevention. There
?a

,
are several,grounds for thig conviction. In a general

o

sense, the effective working of the consultative process

would bring the effects of the recommendations in this

report to bear directly.upon the MULTICULTURAL question as it

is manifest in the community. Some
d
peci lc results would

be:

1. Increase immigrant-student successes in the
,schools; 4

0

,,2. Dissolution of the sense of alienation.in the
immigrant student;

3. Dissolution of alienation between the iimigrant
student and h/er family;

(,4. Elimination of pressure upon the student generated
in the student's position as a centr'e-of conflict
for h/er cultural allegiance;

.

5.
,
Stronger and healthier. self image in the immigrant
student.

z



The Work Group's advocacy for the formal establish-
,

ment of a echool-community consultative process to serve

the cause of healthy relationships between the schools and

their multi-ethnic communities implies an operational struc-

ture to assist the schools and the Areas to make the estab-

lishment possible.

The-.operationalstructure wbUldaesume departmental

form and, with the exception of a co.ordinator4 assign

its personnel to specific areas where they would function under

the adminiStrative jurisdiction of the Area Superintendents.

The department would consist of 6 school-community liaison

';officers each of whom would be assigned to one area and 18

school community liaison workers. Though a uniform deploy-
,

ment of these personnel would place 3 in each area, it

would, not be advisable to deploy them uniformly. Initially,

deployment would be determined on the basis of ethnic densi-

ties thrbughout the system. School-community liaison workers

yould.function under the jurisdictionof the Area Superin-
..

tendent through the supervisory autho rity of the area school

community liaison officer. The department would employ a
r.

central co-ordination authority under the title'Co-ordinator

of the School-Community Relations Department.

It should be clearly understood that the Work Group,

in suggesting the ,establishment of this operational structure

to the*Board, carries two specific intents. One is that the

Area Superintendent will hold direct and complete admin-

istrative authority in h/er area and that the-area school

23



community liaison officer will be administratively account-

able to the Area Superintendent.

It is the fuither intent of the Work Group in suggesting

the establishment of this operational structure to the Board,

that the Area Superintendent in the exercise of h/er authority

lso assume the responsibility of utilizing the School-

ComMunity Relations Department personnel under h/er adminis-

trative, jurisdiction to establish and maintainfive general

procedures in h/er area:

1. Contact and communication for the purpose of
generating effective school-community relation-
ships and a TOTAL CONSULTATIVE PROCESS between
school and community;

ti

2. Interception of new immigrant families in the
community and family receiving and orientation;
immediate student assessment and placement;

3. Prombtion and encouragement of parent access
to schools; provision of information to the
community about the local school; focus of
attention and interest upon education in the
community;

4. In- service programming assistance for teachers
in all areas of multicultural learning and
sensitization;

5. Promotion and instillinent of school staff sensi-
tivity to culture and heritage represented in the
school community and to the hopes, aspirations,
and expectations of the school community's people
and their children

In suggesting the establishment of this operational

structure and in the expression of intent, the Work Group

supports the concept of decentralization as stated in the

Board's Decentralization Study Team Report, April 10, 1975,
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4nd it accepts the definition of the Area Superintendent's

role and the role of the °subject directors as it would be

deemed to apply to,the_School Community Relations Co'-ordina-

tor.

The suggested responsibilities and authority of the

School Community Relations Department's personnel are set

out in three categories of poSitions-as follows:

RESPONSIBILITIES: CO-ORDINATOR,SCHOOL COMMUNITY

RELATIONS DEPARTMENT

1. Co-ordinate,on a city wide baois, the development
of schOol-community relations in collaboration with
individual Area Superintendents.

2. In collabdration with Area staff, co7prdinate the
developmerit of comprehensive Board programs for
receiving, assessment, placement, and orientation
procedures.

To develop, through the function of the school-
community liaison officer, in-service programs
for teachers as required by the Area Superinten-
dents. These programs would respond to requests
from the school staffs for assistance in under-
standing the cultures of the various immigrant
communities in which they work and would mobilize
community resources in the development of such
programs.

4. In concert`with Area Superintendents, school prin-
cipals and staffs, co-ordinate the provision dof
broad interpreter service in the system, as
necessary.

5. To make recommendation's to the Superintendent of
Personnel concerning the hiring and distribution
of school-community liaison workers. In making
such recommendations, to take' into consideration
no only,the specific needs of each Area but also
the language needs of the system as a whole.
(e.g. Japanese, Spanish, German, etc.),

6. Assist the Area Superintendents in the preparation
of a budget proposal for the Board's consideration
in order that each Area Team may have adequate funds
to fulfill the responsibilities assigned to it by
the Board.

00.25
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RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE SCHOOL C0/24UNITY-
LIAISON OFFICER

To the Area Superintendent

1. In collaboration with adhool staffs, to develop
local community contacts with reference groups.

2. Develop ent and Implementation of i.eceiving
procedures and yrientation programs in the Area.

3. In collaboration with school staffs, to develop
local community contacts and reference groups.

, To identify and contact all community organizations,
both institutional and informal, that can assist
the school's in com unicating and co-operating with
their communities.

5. To co-operate with the New Canadian consultant
in developing special academic improvement (booster)
programs for the children of immigrant parents.

6. Through the function of the school-community
worker, to provide broad interpreter service to
the Area as necessary.

7., In 'consultation with the Area uperintendent,
recommend to the School. Community Liaison Co-
ordinator the language competencies judged
to have greatest priority for the Area.

To the Co-ordinator, School Community Relations Program

1. To attend regular meetings called by the Department
Co-ordinator to share and discuss Area initiatives
and programs throughout the city's schools.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF-THE SCHOOL COMMUNITY
LIAISON WORKER

T. To assist the School Community Relations Officer
develop effective community contacts and reference
groups.

To assist the School Community Liaison Officer in
providing broad interpreter services for the Area
as needed.* This will involve not only the util-
tzation of persona], language skills, but also the
enlistment of ethnic community organizations and
individuals who can assist with this function.
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To assist the School Community Liaison Officer
in the development and implementation of
receiVing procedures and orientation programs
in the Area.

4. To assist the School Community Liaison. Officer
in collaborating with school staffs, to'develop
local co ni unity contacts and reference groups.

5. To assist the Sch'ool Community Liaison Officer
to idehtify and contact all community organiza-
tions, both institutional and informal, that
can assist the schools in communicating and
co-operaing with their communities.

In consequence of the preceeding observations the Work

Group has presented in the preceeding section of this

Report, it is recommended that:

1. The Board of Education establish a School Community
Relations Department.

2. That4the establishment-for this department be:

Co-ordinator, Sahool Community 1

Relations Department

*School Community Liaison Officers 6

**School Community Liaison Workers 18'

* One per Administrative Area.
** Assigned to Areas according to need.

Some considerations for their distribution to be:

a) the ethnic demography of the Area,
b) the number of New Canadian 'Students identified

in the Area,
c) the expressed needs of school staffs,
d) the needs of the system as a whole, particularly

in relation to some of the smaller and more dis-
persed ethnic communities.

3. In consultatien with the Committee on Multicultural
Programs,. the Personnel Department draw up a working
criteria and qualifications and appropriate salary
classification for the three positions that are
described in the established recommendation for
School-Community Relations Department.
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In that the positions of School-Community Liaison Officers

and Workers \as well as other Board positions involving commun-

ity contact equires bi-lingual competence of the personnel
. -

occupying thos positions, the Work Group recommends that:

4. The Person el Department set up procedures that will
set up proa dures that will adequately assess language
skills, bot oral and written, of applicants for all
such positio s. It is understood that one of the
.languages wil be English.

5. The above positions be advertised both to teaching
and non-teachin, personnel of the Board.

6. That in June 1976, the Committee on Multicultural
Programs report to the Board on the success of the
School-Community Relations Department.

0

tl
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B. Development of Communication Resources

In general the Work'Grodp has attempt6d to d'eVelop

this report in terms of observations, suggestions and

recommendations addiessed to'the Board for policy

decisions. Conversely, it has deliberately attempted to

avoid intruding upon matters of administration. However,_

the temptation .is strong-to concern deliberations .with

o

administrative issues. In any case, the line of distinc -

tion -
between policy an&administrative decision-is often

diffuse and uncertain. No dopbt.the.reader willAiscover

elements in the'repOrt which s/he maT.keel.S/he has cause

to 'identify 'as administrative concerns,. The Work_Group's

plea about any discovery of that type would be either

OVERSIGHT or-DEBATEABLE.ISSUE. Having covered that ground,

however, the,Work Group concedes that its concern about

community communication and'its relation to the community's

'need for, information about its school's operatipn and

programs has prompted it to enter the administrative area

deliberately. As a. result of suggestions which have come

to the-Work Group from teachers, principals, and the ethnic

°minority communities, the'Work Group 1'as developed a

series of specific recommendations for actions which
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apply to the system generally and which both Secondary ,
r

and elementary schools may find useful in their own

efforts to expand'their dialogue with their ethnic

communities.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Communication

'1. That the Toronto Board prepare Information Kits
(visual and printed) relating to various aspects
of the Toronto system to be used by schools in
working with their community and in orientation
programs for children and parents,

2. That video tapes be made of local school programs
and other areas of interest for use in parent
seminars,

3. That schools develop methods of visibly demon-
strating to the community at large its commitment
to the concept of multiculturalism. The Humber-,
side "Festivsl of Cultures" is one such example,

4. That the Board, as well as. each of its_schools,
develop annually an ethnic demographic chart.
This information will be of value not only to
the staff of each school but also to the various
community groups and organizations with which the
school seeks to co-operate,

5. That the Board encourage the formation of ethnic
clubs in secondary schools as one.way of nourishing
the maintenance of various cultures and enriching
life of the total school community,*

6. That the schools utilize the members of its
various cultural and ethnic clubs to help develop
understanding between home and school, e.g.
"Soul Club" - Oakwood Collegiate.
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7. That the Toronto Board of Education utilize the
ethnic press and ethnic radio and T.V. programs
to communicate with immigrant parents,

Since it is frequently desirable to translate school

communications into a number"of languages, yet it is not

practical for the Board to employ on a full time basis

the number of interpreters necessary to provide such

service, it is recommended that:

8. Each area, through the function of the School.
Community Relations staff, identify volunteer
or commetcial translators who can provide. this

serivce, ,

9. School principals be authorized to pay for such
service through each school's petty cash fund.
It is undgrstood that the usual receipt procedures
are availablq for such translations,

9. That each school, with the assistance of the School-
Community Relations staff, develop an inventory of
parent and student volunteers who can assist in:

a) registration, particularly in the first week

of school;

) reception and orientation programs;

c) interpreting during interview sessions
when the use of lay people is appropriate;

) translating written material from English

to the,variaus languages of the school

community.

f oola
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10. That schools, with the assistance of School
Community Relations staff, organize appropriate
programs to inform immigrant families aboui all
9spects4of its operation and programs: f

?

a) explaining the organization of the Toronto
system;

b)

c)

e)

4
outlining attendance requirements, Ileld
trips, programs, reporting procedures,.etc.;

discussion role of resource persoinel,
e.g. nurse, social worker6, psychologists, etc.

Credit system;

discipline.

etc.;

9

00132
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C. The Guidance Function

General 'considerations arise as a result of thinking

about the Board's Gutdan9e Department and-its relation-

ship to the immigrant student in'the context of

MULTICULTURALISM. d The consultation processanvolving

school and guidanc'e personnel, teachers, students and some

community groups make it possib e to state tha;,present

placement procedures are at beSt impersonal and somewhat

mechanical, both, n-terMs of the secondary school

'candidate..Who'ent rs the system for the first time and

the student 'who enters the secondary sCh6O1 panel from the

Senior sChool. Mdre .oftery than not current academic

performance and record rather than the number of problems

the confronts in the alien school system

forms the single source of the guidance counsellor's

judgement and of his plademen recommendation.

While the trustees of t e Work Group concede that

academic performance and record are of vital importance`'-

in the assessment and placement process, they also

recognize that the reason for unsatisfactory performance

and its record are of equally vital importance if, indeed,

not more so.

Qoi.34
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The Work GrOUp_is prepared toconcede that the aspirations

and expectations of both the studnt and h/er'parents may well

be unrealistic and beyond any, possible hope of fulfillment. At

the same time, it is, obvious that the need to make any

determination relatin to these aspirations and expectations with

the greatest possible degree of certainty is crucial.

Nevertheless, arriving at the determination is merely a first

step toward student pladement which will Provide h/er with the

maximum educational opportunity possible. It is categorically

imperative that both students and parents comprehend to the

\tfullest possible extent the, direction in which the student'is

moving; the reasons for it and what they can expect as a result.
,

The issue here is, of course, communication in the best

sense of the term raeher than in the technical "input-Output",

context. Communication as consultation, as a sharing process
o

is a paramount necessity in the guidance function, While.the

procedure of developing grade level "equivalents" between the

new immigrant student's school recOr&and 'bur own grading system

is useful as a beginning reference point for discussion about
I°

assessment and placement, to employ it as placement determinant

is to risk inadequate assessment and inaccurate,placement.

Whether the placement is too "high" or too ."low", the result

is such that the school system places the student ip a high

failure risk situation. Either the student finds it difficult,

if not impossible, to meet the course requirements or s/he feels the

discontent, resentment and\ negative impression-of what s/he

perceives as h/er past academic accomplishmerit. The resonance
4
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and ramifications of either are virtually endless in terms of

the student's perso1ial development, the impact of h/er imaginings

about h/er future and h/er capacity to take full advantage of

h/er educatiOnal opportunities.

The traditional guidance function of most school systems

has been employment oriented. Counselling and guidanceohas

usually been a matter of,"aiming" the student and then providing

information and 'advice on course selection and the make-up of
°

a program time-table. Perhaps the single most sign4icant

requirement that MULTICULTURALISM a4d the, student population

it generates places before the guidance function is the need

for more person-directed counselling and more life-oriented

guidance. This does not mean that the clerical functions of

the gUidauce counsellor such a the, distribution of employment

intormatIon pamphlets and brochures txLstudents and explanations

of course content and pre-requisites are not important. What

it does mean is that the guidance fund on in a MULTICULTURAL

context reaches far beyond that to understanding who the

student is, what h/er culture mean in terms of how s/he sees

and hears the counsellor. How the student's Culture and race -

influences h/er perception of the counsellor and his role

in her identify is a reality of which the counsellor cannot

afford to be unaware. What understanding and comprehensio

means to h/er in relation to what they mean to the counsellor

is another matter for the counsellor's awareness. Of course,,

there are many kinds of awareness a counsellor requires, but these

examples are sufficient to make the point.
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To clarify/the guidance function in relation to the nee

f the Toronto Board of Education's multi - ethnic student

population, it is recommended that:

1. The Guidance Department be assigned specific responsibilities

for entry of immigrant students.

2. The Board review the Guidance function including an

examination of'whether our present staffing formula provides

adequate guid*thice personnel.

3. All guidance stIff be ektensively involved in,a 1 in- service

programs relating to the education 9f immigrant students.

4., In schools with large extra Anglo-Canadian p9pulationS the

principal consider the advisability of employing bi-linguql

guidance staff.

The BoardemplOy a full-time secondary school Placement

Officer for assignment to the Guidance Department.

6. The Guidance Department review "A Time To Chbose" in

. detail and effect' necessary revisions.

. Each secondarl, school principal assign one guidance

tt

person a specific responsibility for, student assessment.

This function is to be executed through consultation with

the Area Teams, the School-Community Relations Officer,

and other school staff members, and if necessary the Board.

Placement Officer.

9. In cooperation with the Guidance Department, the Research

Department,rdebmmend to the Board possible procedures
.04

for "tracking" New Canadian students, in a longitudinal

study 4s they move through the school system, and for a

Period of 3 to 5 years after leaving secondary school.

4
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D. Social Workers and Interpreter-COunsellors

On July 4, 1974, the Board passed a motion (Trustees ;la= and Shanoff)

"that Recommendations 13-, 14, 15 and 16 and the relevant sections
in Chapter VI, VII and VIII of the Advisory Committe on the
School Social Worker be referred to the Work Group on Multicultural
Philosophy and Programs for consideration and appropriate action."

In its deliberations, the Work Group has taken care to proceed against the

bafkground of the report from the Advisory Committee on the Social Worker as

it relates to the chapters and relevant recommendations indicated in, the

above excerpt from the record of Board minutes. This is particularly true

of discussion which related specifically to the development of overall

school-community relations procedures and the plans to recommend the

establishment of a School-Community Relations Department. In consequence of

these discussions, the Work Group has one observation to submit before it

proceeds to the detailed recommendations.

Among botiOthe social work staff and the interpreter-counsellor staff there

are people who possess the personality, skills, competence and consciousness

which will most certainly.prompt them to submit applications as candidates to

ill some of the twenty-five new positions outlined 'n this report as the

eStablishment for the proposed School- Community Relations Department.

Social Worker Deployment

The deployment of the remaining social workers would_necessarily depend on

two factors always provided, Of course, that the Board approves of forming

jri

. \

the new department.

1. The actual number of staff remaining if nd when successful

applicants from the present establishme join the Schook-Community

Relations Department.

2, If and wherqthe Board decides to employ additional social workers

in order to retain the present number of that establishment staff.
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In either Case, the Work Group considers it necessarY to retain the function

of the remaining social workers on tie distinct understanding that they will

co-ordinate their activities and functions with that of the area School-

Community Relations Department operation. With.the eventual decrease of

specific problems we can expect as'a result of(the proposed School-Community

RelationsDepartment's function, it is predictable that the general case work

load which requires the social workers' attention will become more reasonable.

Thus it is similarly predictable that the' effectiveness of their own function

will increase.'

As for the function of the social worker in terms'of their more immediately

and directly operational relationship with the ethnic minority segments of

the multicultural society, the Work Group is in full agreement with the tenor

and implications of the recommendations set out on Page 85 of the "School

Social Worker" report. The report is directing its attention to the social

work field placement of students from the Schools of Social Work:

"it is expected-that preference' will be given to those student's who, in
addition to having above average general competence possess multilingual
skills."

and again on Page 103, 15 (c)

"through conscious placement of social workers and assistant social workers'
with differing linguistic/cultural backgrounds. It is understood that as
positions in either of these categories become vacant, priority will be
given to applicants withqinguistic/cultural skills, experience and
understanding where such 'need exists."

Interpreter-Counsellor Deployment

Again; the actual number of successful candidates among those who may apply

for a position in the proposed School-Community Relations Department from the.

present Interpreter-Counsellor service establishment will determine the number

0013e3r, « 1
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°f:those who remain in the Student Service.) Department.

*a'

In any case, the Work Group realizes that there will continue to be a need,

for some time within Student Services itself, for interpreter assistance.
o

It is expected that over'a period of years, as more bilingual staff join the

various departments of Student Services, that the need for°such interpreting

services will gradually diminish.

Recommendations

In response to these observations, it is recommended that:

1. The Board encourage all personnel of the Social Worker and Assistant

.Social Worker staff to consider submitting application for positions

in the School-Community Relations Department.'

2. Social Workers who do not transfer to the.School-Community Relations

Department continue to fill their present roles in-Student Services

Department.

3. Assistant Social Workers (interpreter-counsellors) who do not transfer

tothe School-Community Relations Department remain attached to Student

Services Department for the purpose of providing interpreter and

translation service to that Department.

4. An ability to speak another language, in addition to English and French,

be one important consideration in the hiring of additional staff in the

Student Services Department.
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ISSUE 8

-THE 'RESPONSIBILITIES AND ROLE OF SENIOR GOVERNMENTS

9

In mid-Deced?er 1974, the Canadian Consultative

Coun9il on Multiculturalism presented its recommendations

to the-Federal Government, The impact of the very first'

recommendation is telling in the fact that it is both the

first recommendatidh and that it unmistakably illustrates

the tenor of the Council's thinking in terms of responses

to the needs of the multi-ethnic community and financial

support for those responses.

"It is recommended that: In the
implementation of its multicultural
policy, the Federal Government make
funds available to relevant provin-
cial departments for.the teaching of
languages other than English and
French..."*

It need hardly be more than noted that, historically,

the settlement, growth and development and indeed the

identity of Canada as a nation owes its success to immi-

gration. Apart from the spasmatic and thin immigration

flow which began the country's settlement era, the firSt

large wave of immigration occurred during the two decades

between 1901 and 1921. During that period, 3,371,000

4.16) people, mostly of Greater British, northern and central.

European origin, emigrated to Canada. The second major

influx occurred during a two decade period following World

War II, between 1951 and 1971, when'3,970,000 immigrants

arrived in this country. During this period a major shift

*Recommendations of The Canadian Consultative Council on
Multiculturalism, submitted to THE GOVERNMENT OF CANADA,
December 1974.
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in the immigrants' country of origin became evident. This

time it was not so much the nations of Central Europe or,

Great Britain.; but those of the Mediterranean Region from

which the majority of people emigrated. The most

prominent were Italy and Greece. During the.same period

immigration from the Azores Islands off Portugal was also

fairly intense.

Neither Canada nor the 4ty of Toronto were prepared

for the impact that this new wave of immigration made on

the schools. Not only were 'they confronted with students

for whom the English language was completely alien, they

were confronted with a totally different character and

configdration of cultures than any they hadever encountered-
.

in the previous immigration wave.

Indeed, it has Always been true that both the Federal

or Provincial Governments' citizenship operations appear

to have missed the point that children and students of

extra-Anglo7Canadian origin are immigrants as well as

their parents and other adults.

During the 1960's the development of withdrawal classes

staffed with special E.S.L. *teachers began as schools in

Toronto attempted to respond to the educational requirements

of the new immigrant students. In 1965 the Toronto Board

of Education established the'Main Street Reception School

as another measure of response. For half a decade, the

Toronto school system enjoyed some success with these

*English as a Second Language
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.1

responses, and the then "New Canadian" students appeared

to function satisfactorily in their new educational environ-

ment. And then dame the '701s!

Major shifts in the immigration configuration have

occurred again. The most significant of these,changes is

perhaps that large numberS of these immigrants can now be

recognized by the colourtof their skin. The following

statistics indicate the steady decline, in the number of

immigrants coming from Italy and Portugal contrasted with

the largeincreases in the numbers of immigrants distinguishable

by the colour of their skin.

This table
and the
the period

details the percentage increase or decrease
nuthbers of immigrants coming to Canada fdr

1951-1973:

1951-57 1458-62 1963-67 1968-73

Italian 166,379 101,181(-34%) 121,02(+20%)-54,556(-55%)

Chinese 16,445 7,000(-59%) 18,014(+15%) 45,977(+155%)

East Indian 1,637 2,840(+74%) 12,371(+334%)40,944(+251%)

Black 6.,852 6,731(-2%) 10,833(+61%) 43,996(+306%)

Portuguese 8,115 16,731(+106%) 32,4.73( +94 %) 54,199(+67%)

Although English is the first language of many of these ,

immigrants, the problem of dialect together with the fact

that in many cases'the differences in culture and educational

experiences is greater than it is for non-English speaking

immigrants has produced a condition of near crisis in our

schools. The reports of the visits of the Work Group to

Bickford, BroCkton and Oakwood secondary schools gives some

( indication as to the degree of seriousness with which both
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staff and students view the situation. In 1973 alone,

immigratiOn from South American registered a 233% increase

from the previous year,,from Southeast Asia 177%, from

the Caribbean 176%, from Africa 233%.

With little exception/school briefs and school

staffs emphasize the demoralization, failure and violence

that may result unless our system responds with major

improvements in pirogramming.

Perhaps the strongest and most frequently voiced

recommendation arising from briefs and presentations .is a

plea for the Board to solicit from senior levels of govern-
.

ment major involvement in the dissolution of this detrimental

condition.

To this end the Work Group has written numerous letters

and talked to administrative personnel and members of

government at both the Provincial and Federal levels.

These conversations were slow in developing and the trustees

were frequently' discouraged with what they perceived to be

the insensitivity of government to their concerns. However,

during the last month, communication has improved and becote

much more encouraging... The Federal Government hAs been

particularlyreceptive and has indicated a willingness\to

intensify its discussions. During the past month, the

Provincial Ministry of Culture and Recreation has indicated

a willingness to listen to specific proposals from the Board.

2

See Appendices 10Tid F.
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dust recently, the.Provincial Ministry of Education

has established its own committee on MULTICULTURALISM.

TfiOugh the committe's precise frame of reference is not

yet public, it is expected that such issues as provincial

policy on,M6LTICULTURALISM, the problem of English as a

Second ,Languagefor the children of immigrant parents,

perhaps the co t of teacher training in the E.S.L. area,

Third Language Olicy and inter-intra-ethnic tensions

will form some part of the new committee's mandate.

Expansion and intensification of all these discussions

is essential if we are to enjoy any degree of success in

responding to the educational and social issues presently

confronting this schoOl system. The argument that Federal

involvement is inappropriate because education is a

Provincial matter is not only unjust and unreasonable, but

it is inaccurate. Olfe of the specific goals the Green

Paper on Immigration and Population mentions (Chapter 2)

is: "to promote the early adjustment and
establishment of immigrants".*

It is self-evideilit that a major factor in the successful

adjustment for the immigrant fapily involves the-orientation

of the school system to meet the needs of their children

so that they may enjoy the same advantages of access to

educational opportunity as is normally available to others.

*Highlights from The Green Paper on Immigration and
Population, Office of the. Ministry. of Manpower and
Immigration; April 1975.

0
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One of the many responsibilities the Board must

assume is to involve the Federal and Provincial Govern-

ments in this orientation process. Thereis a need to

provide funding for broadly based educational reorganization

and.redevelopment projects to support detailed programming

in three major operational areas:

1. In the piograms of English language
attainment of new immigrants, children
and adults.

2.. Establishment of a comprehensive
reception and placement strategy
and orientation for immigrant
families and children.

3. Reassessment, re-organization and re-
development of all curricula for the
purpose of infusing them with approp-
riate and accurate multicultural
,content.

There is an important precedent available which can

instruct any attempts the Federal, and Provincial Governments

might make to realize the co-operation necessary to provide

the Board with the financial support required to establish,

these three large educational reorganization and redevelop-

ment projects Through a percentage cost-sharing agreement

between the Federal. Government and the Province, the two

levels of government collaborated to provide the Board

with funds for building vocational and technical schools

in the city during the 1960's. The Work Group on Multi-

cultural Programs believes that this undertaking provides

both a precedent and an example of Federal financial involve-

ment a matter of Provincial jurisdiction.
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The real pressures of educati requirements in a mutt-

cultural catutunity makes it insufficient to merely declare

the Board's prerogative to establish priorities as it

sees fit.within the limits of a.specific educational

budgetwhidhcbes not of itself, recognie the requirements.

The fact is that the cost of reorienting' a school system

to a completely new cultural base ofunprecedented com-

plexity is extra -cast. There is no /doubt that once

reorientation' is accomplished and a 4esponsive.capacity

is established to ensure accommodat'onto any shifts in the

multicultural configuration,which may occur,tin the

future, the cost Of maintaining a 'vial° .eilii4tional delivery.

service in the new context will decrease cOnTiderablyk

Perhaps the most significant response the Work Group

has to offer about the observations set outihere is that

the appropriate Ministries of both the Fe eral and Provin-

cial Governments have recently displayed a ositive and

encouraging attitude toward the notion of discovering

ways and means for collaborating to bring a viable solution

to the concerns they share with the Toronto' Board of

Education-in the area of MULTICULTURALIBM:/ WhVe it is

true that discussions with some Ministries began slowly,

recent correspondence and personal discusion with adminis-
+

trative staff and elected representatives from both levels

of government has provided the Work Group with a distinct

impression that the dialogue will continue'. Members of-

the Work Group and the various representatVes of the two

.$
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levels of government With whom it has been discussing

the issue are looking forwaid with enthusiasm and con-

fidence to the time of transition in the very near future

from constructive dialogue to positive action which must

certainly follow.

To bring direction and focus to the Board's discussion

with the two levels of government on the question of

support and assistance in orienting its undertaking to

the educational requirements of Toronto's multi-ethnic

community, it is recommended that:

1. The Federal Government, through the action of the
Secretary of State, make monies available from its
recent fund allocation of $50 million to reduce
racial tension through the medium of education.

2. Manpower and Immigration provide compehensive
counselling to immigrants before emigration to
Canada.

It wouldj.nclude, along with other components, the
following:

a) Information on public education in Canada, both
at the elementary and secondary levels.

b) The necessity of including in immigrant documenta-
tion a comprehensive record of previous educational
experience.

3. The Department-of the Secretary of State develop
Cultural Kits, including film resources, which will
Oovide schools with information about and insight
into the heritage and cultures of the immigrant com-
munities in Ontario.

4. The Toronto Board of Education petition the Ministry
of Education to amend The Education Act to permit,

1)- the teaching of languages other than English and
French as a subject of instruction in response to
community needs.

2) teachers truse languages other than English and
French in communication with their students.
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5. The Ministry of Education provide funds as soon
as possible for the development of a test,with.
Canadian content, to replace the Michigan and
T.O.E.F.L. Tests.

6. Child care, funded by the Ministry of Community and
Social Services be included as one component of
adult E.S.L. programs.

7. The Ministry of Education be requested to develop
curriculum guidelines for multicultural programs.

8. The Toronto Board of Education request the Ministry
of Education to authorize the Ministry and Board to
jointly develop credit courses that would lead to
the granting of -a\ specialist's certificate in E.S.L.
and which would include special training in the
operation of E.O.D. (subject booAer) programs:

9. The Board of Education for the City of Toronto request
the Ministry of Education to set up a Task Force to
recommend the development of appropriate programs that
would prepare teachers, particularly those trained in.
Metropolitan Toronto, to work in a multicultural society.
The Task Force to include in its membership representa-
tives from the Major Boards of. Education in,Metropolitin
Torontgo Teachers' Federations, and community groups.

10. The Federal Government negotiate an agreement with
Provincial Governments to absorb the cost of English
language learning and subject upgrading programs for
immigrant atudents.,14 The budget allocation to include
funds for personnel as well as program materials.

11. The Federal Government, through its Multicultural
Department and the Provincial Government through the
Ministry of Culture and Recreation; support community
initiated bilingual/bicultural programs.
e.g. Cilino-Canadian Bilingual/Bicultural Program

Greco-Canadian Bilingual/Bicultural Program.
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) GLOSSARY

Atsessment

4

Procedures for.the determinatiOn of a given student's previous

educational .experiences and achievements, and the probabilities

for his/her success in the various level programs available in

the school system.

Bilingual Transitidn Program -

Unrelated to. TRANSITION CLASSES. Special classes for non-English

speaking immigrant*ptudents which employ the students' original

language as aJANGUAGE OF INSTRUCTION4for the purpose of gradually

displacing theTCriginal lenguage, and introducing English as the

student progresses through the grades.

Booster Programs -

e

Classes which function on a withdrawal basis for the purpose of

providing immigrant students with an opportunity to increase their

achievements in specific subjects. See EDUCATION OPPORTUNITY

DEFICIENCIES.

Education Opportunity Deficiencies-

Used to distingulh the cause of low 'academic standing in specific

subjects from intellectual or academic capacity in AestUdent.

Refers specificallyto a lack of a student's opportunity, as a

result of his/her past educational experience, to achieve a certain

level of status in a given subject.

Fir t and Second Language

Refers to the two officia anguageso Canada (English and French).'
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New Canadian Student -
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A New Canadian student i any student who is unable to function

re
successfully in the regul= program because of an interfering

language or dialect and whse culture is different from that of the

school system.

Orientation -

An intensive and comprehensiv program to familiarize the immigfant

family with all facets of the school system's,operation; that is,

its organization, composition, program types and levels,

philosophy, resources, etc.

Original Language

Refers specifiQAAY the first lang age of the imm- igrant student.

PlaceMent -

\

The function

Receiving -

\

\ The initial

oflocating.a student in an'educationai program.

process of reeiving new families when they first

arrive at the school. \
.,-

Reception Class -

pecial classes designed to provide non-English speaking immigrant

students with an opportunity to develop a basic working facility

in\English which.will permit them to participate in regular school

prog ams at the earliest possible time. These classes normally

occup t the full school day.

1
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Third Language -

The relationship of the original language of the non-English speaking,

extra Anglo-Canadian immigrant student to the two official languages

of Canada except in cases where reference is to the "first language

of the immigrant student".

0

Transition Classes -t

Classes which function on a withdrawal basis for the purpose of

providing immigrant students with opportunities to participate in

special English language study programs or in spedial Booster

programs in specific subjects or both. Transition classes assume

that the student has developed a basic working competence in the

English language. The, class derives its name from the recognition

11,

that non-English speaking immigrant 'students require a channel of

gradual entry into the regular school program from the RECEPTION

CLASSES. Hence, the transition from one to the othejr.

Withdrawal Procedures -

The practice of withdrawing immigrant students from the regular

school program for fixed periods of the day to participate in

TRANSITION CLASSES.
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APPENDIX A

RECOMMDATIONS

English As a Second Language

The Recommendations which follow represents the Work Group's

perception. of addition41 measures necessary to ensure the

development of sound educational opportunities to meet the

language and learning as well as the subject upgrading (booster)

requirements of the immigrant student.

Recommendations relating directly to E.S.L. and subjept

upgrading teacher staffing occur undek Issue 6 - System
a

Sensitivity.

A. GENERAL

The two following,recommendations apply only to Secondary
Schools.

It is recommended that:

1. Each secondary school in Areas 1, 2, 3, and 4 provide
reception and transition programs for their immigrant
students.

2. That in 1l secondary schools students receive '"credit"
for E.S.L. programs, both reception and transition, th4t
fulfill the requirements contained in H.S.l.
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The following recommendations apply to,all schools.

It is recommended that:

1. The Bo4rd formally adopt the integration, of the
ollowing three principles as the supporting phil-
o ophy for English Language Learning for immigrant
st dents,

a) ultural Immersion,

b) Basic coding/decoding (Reading and Writing)
and the decorum skills (grammar and syntax),

c) The recognition in E.S.L. programming of the
place of material and learning elements which
reflect the student's on cultural heritage.

2. Immigrant students' should be int egrated as soon as
possible Onto those areas of the regular. school
program where they can experience success.

3.. The ,Language Study Centrand its New Canadian
consultants develop programs, materials, strategies,
and staffing recommendations that are appropriate
for assisting immigrant students during:the crit-
ical ages from 11 to 16.

4. Suggested program guidelines be provided for all
teachers in E.S1kL. and subject upgrading (booster)
programs at all

B. TYPES OF PROGRAMS

REGULAR SCHOOLS Day

a) Junior School (Grades 1 - 6)

It is recommended that:

1. Immigrant students entering the system at this level
be withdrawn to a special program as determined by
staff and agreed to by the family. The daily period
of withdrawal will vary from a half-hour to a half-day,
depending onneed

Students in the junior division, particularly in Grades
5 & 6, be withdrawn, for half-day periods until their
Tnglish and/or basic academic skills are adequate to
enable them to participate successfully with their peer
group in the regular program.
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3. Schools experiment with other strategies, including
Reception classes.

All such programs to include two components, E.S.L.
and subject upgrading (booster) to meet the needs
of both English speaking and non-English speaking
immigrant students.

b) Senior and Secondary Schools

It is recommended that:

For Reception Classes

1. The major component of the program in these classes
will be E.S.L.

2. Students to be placed full time in these classes.

3. Where feasible participation is to be arranged with
regular students in programs such as Physical Educa-
tion, Music, Home Economics, etc..

As soon as English language competency has reached a
level that will permit successful participation in
significant sections of the regular program, the
student will be transferred to the next stage.

For Transition Classes

1. This is to be organized on a withdrawal basis in
order to provide second phase language learning and
up-grading of basic skills (booster programs).

2. The time spent eachday in regular classes depend
on the needs-of each student. This should be decided
in consultation with all staff involved, particularly
E.S.L. and guidance teachers, and also with students
and parents.

3. The extent and duration of this withdrawal program
to be flexible and evaluated at-regular intervals.

REGULAR SCHOOLS - Summer

a) Elementary Schools

It is recommended that:

1. Where feasible, each individual elemeltitary school
provide a New Canadian summer program.
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2 Where feasible, local school staff, with a parti--
cular interest in E.S.L. and in working with tomi-
graht families, staff such programs.

The Board investigate the possibility of developing
suitable language development programs for students
under age 7.

That funds from 'the Professional Development Account,
be made availableso that all teachers employed in
the summer program will be provided with an in-service
program. .-

The. Superintendent of CUrriculum report to the School
Programs Committee on the possible advantages of
linking the Summer Enrichment Program and the New
Cahadian Summer Program,in 1976 in schools which in
1975 offered Aeparate programs.

b) Secondary Schools

In the summer of 1974, at Greenwood School, the Board offered

for the first time to secondary level New Canadian students

a full English credit in E.S.L. This programawas well received

and will be offered again in 1975 at Castle Frank School.

It is recommended that:

1. In 1976 this credit program be offered at a number
of secondary schools strategically located through-
gout the city.

ADULT PROGRAMS

It is clear.to the Work Group from discussions with both

staff and with students, that the Board should make a major

effort to clarify aims, expand strategies and programs in

the field of Adult E.S.L. teaching.

It is recommended that:

1) The administrative person charged-with responsibility
for the adult evening E.S.L. program bring to the
New Canadian Committee, by December 1, 1975, recommen-
dations to ameliorate these concerns.
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2. The 'Language Study Centre provide assistance in
developing programs and gtrategies.for teaching
English as a second language to New Canadian
adults.

1 ,

. 3. That grouping be permitted in response to specific
school needs.

4. The Board, through its School-Congmunity Relations
Officers, initiate an outreach program to encourage
adult .New Canadians to participate in its English

"9 0 classes.

5. Wherever possible, adult evening programs bet offered
at the local level.

6 That where recommendation 5 is practical, the school
staff be intensively involved in both the develop-
ment of the program and in staffing.

7.. Teachers with a thoroughgoing interest in the curri-
culum areas of E.S.L. as well as a desire to work
with community should receive first consideration
in staffing.

In discussing with staff some of the new local school

adult E.S.L. proeams, it is apparent that a major con-

sideratibn is the provision of childcare for younger

members of the family. This is' particularly true when

mothers are involved. One school attempted to solve

the problem by keeping the library open for doing home-

work and playing quiet games, and by using a kinder-

garten for younger children. Volunteers, with all the

organizational restrictions inherent in this form of

staffing, were used.

It is recommended that:
1

8. The Board request the. Citizenhsip Departments, Fed-
erally. and. Provincially.,to fund a child care compon-
ent of adult E.S.L. programs.
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9. Moneys from the Provincial Development Fund be used
to provide in-service programs'for teachers in Adult
programs, particularly at the beginning of the tent.

10. Consideration be given to utilizing the library, in
schools with adult E.S.L. programs.

In its visits to schools to observe adult Q.S.L. programs,

it was evident that the effectiveness of many of the class-

room programs was delimited by the number of adults enrolled.

In some classrooms, all desks were taken and some students

were sitting on tables.

Therefore, it is recommended that:'

11. The Board establish as the staffing formula for Adult
Programs the one passed by the Board for the "Working
English Program".

12,. The Director, in consultation with th6 Work Group on
Multicultural Programs, recommend an appropriate pro-
cedure for administering adult E.S.L. programs.

C. THE NEW CANADIAN PROGRAMS DEPARTMENT
ti

It is recommended that:

1 In order to promote the development of comprehensive
language programs to meet the educational needs of
all students in a multicultural community, the
Language Study Centre assume responsibility for pro-
gram development in the field of "language arts"..

2. 'The number of New Canadian consultants be'increhked
to a total of 6.

3. The status of these consultants to be as follows:
Consultants 5

Consultant with status of
Assistant Co-ordinator-. 1

4. In addition to assuming the function of co-ordinating
New Canadian programs within the Language Study Centre,
the Assistant Co-ordinator will also fulfill the roles
of New Can#dian consultant in Area 6.
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5. The NeW Canadian consultants be responhible to' both.
the Area Superintendent and the Laninage Study
Centre as described below.

Responsibilities of the Assistant Co-ordinator, New Canadian

Programs, Language Study Centre

1. With the help of the New Canadian consultants to assist
the Directoeof the 4nguage Study Centre in the estab-
lishment of*coherent and comprehensive program policies
in the area of English language learning for children-

. of immigrant parents.

2. To assist Area Superintendents in the-implementation
of the above policies to meet program needs of each
of the six administrative a as in the Board.

To assist Area Superintendents and their New Canadian
gonsultant in developing a'comprehensive and intensive
in-service program for their New Canadian staff.

To be responsible, where appropriate, for co-ordina-
tion of information dealing with all aspects of New
Canadian programs throughout the City of Toronto.

5. To meet regularly with Area Superintendents to ensure
that\New Canadian programs in City of Toronto schools
are subject to consistent scrutiny. with respect to
both stated policy and implementation.

6. To actively seek an effective liaison with secondary
school English.heads and to attend their meetings.

7. To assist English departments in secondary schools
with the development.of E.S.L. credit courses for
Ministry approval.

8. To be a member of the Central Curriculum Council.

9. To be responsible, to the Director of the Language
Study Centre for the general planning and supervision
of all programs designed for New Canadians, including
those at General Mercer, Orde, Ogden, Franiland,
and Jackman.

10. To co-operate with each Area Superintendent in the
annual preparation of a program-based budget for
New Canadian work in the Area. The cost of New Cana-
dian teaching pers. 1 would be included in this
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budget, so that the total cost of the New Canadian
program would be readily computed.

11. To work closely with each Area Superintendent in
program development and staffing in all New Canadian
adult programs.

Responsibilities of the New Canadian Programs Consultant

To the Area Superintendent:

1. Responsible to the Superintendent for making all
teachers aware bf current Board policies in the
area of English language learning for children
of immigrant parents.

2. Responsible to the Superintendent for developing
and implementing New Canadian programs in the Area,
schools that are compatible with Board policies.
If modifications of those policies are requested
as a result of specific needs by telchers, students,
and community,"to be prepared to aAidulate specific
reasons for such differences.

3. Responsible for arranging intensive and comprehensive
in.-service courses and meetings for New Canadian .teachers
within the areac.

4. Responsible for working closely with the School
Community Liaison Officer in interpreting Board
philosophy and programs to the community.:

To they Assistant Co-ordinator, Language Study Centre:

1. The New Canadian consultant 'would be responsible for
contributing to the development of Board polidies
and program developmentlfor the city.

2. The consultant would attend regular meetings called
by the Assistant Co-ordinator to discuss and revise
city-wide policies and to report on specific develop-
ments in-teaching methods, curriculum and class
organization within each Area. In this way the
Language Study',Centre would continually be revising
and making more specific its policies and program
guidelines in the light of insight derived from
experience within each Area.
In turn, each consultant would benefit from discussions
with other consultant and could take new ideas to Wer
Area.

001.00
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D. RECEPTION CENTRES

The question of Reception Centres as self sustained and

separate entities in the Toronto school system renders

it necessary for the Work Group to consider it as a distinct

operational issue in the context of MULTICULTURALISM. As

a result o this necessity, the Work Group, has d'cided to

enter its response to the question of Reception Centres

separately in this segment of its Report.

AREA 5 RECEPTION CENTRE

In 1965 the Board established Main Street School as a

Reception School for New Canadian students. In the inter-

vening ten year period, under the leadership off three

diffe ent principals, the staff has developed a wide

rangeof techniques and materials in its search for the

best possible programs or immigrant 'students.

The composition of the immigrant community in the East

End has undergone major changes in the last few years.

Many are English-speaking immigrants, who are having major.

adjustment and achievement difficulties in our sdhools. As

a result, there is a need for Greenwood School to adjust

its program to reflect the educational needs, of a changing

demographic student population.

Therefore, it is recommended that GREENWOOD SCHOOL,

1. In collaboration with school principals and the
School Community ,Liaison Staff, develop a program
for, implementing the recommendations relating to
receiving procedures, assessment and orientation
of New Canadian families as outlined in phis Report.
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2. When new families are "receivedfliat Greenwood, refer
younger students to the appropriatejjunior schools.

3. Provide for the secondary schobls in Area 5 a
reception and booster program for immigrant students
until such time that it is felt they can successfully
participate in regular secondary'programs.

4. The Work Group encourages senior schools in Area 5
to develop their own reception and booster programs.
However, the trustees recognize that in some cases
this is not practical, either due to the fact that
numbers of students are too small, or because of lack
of physical space. Therefore, 'Greenwood will continue
to provide reception programs for some senior school
students in Area 5.

c

5. Transfer students at the earliest possible time to
the appropriate senior or secondary school in order'
that they have the opportunity to participate in
"Mainstream" programing as soon as the Greenwood
staff and the family feel the transfer is appropriate.
It is expected that senior and secondary schools
will provide transition (withdrawal) support, in
areas of need in their own schools.

6. Assist senior and secondary schools in Area 4 in
dealing with exceptional cases. When they are
unable, because of an insufficient number of students
to provide in-school reception classes. Such referr-
als should be made through the Area .4 Superintendent.

7. Act as an experimental centre for the development
of reception, assessment, and orientation programs.
Information which developsas a result of these pro-
grams will be shared throughout the city.

8. To act closely with the Language Study Centre in
developing programs which can be shared throughout
the system. There is a particular need for subject
upgrading.(booster) program development in relation
to the needs of English speaking immigrant groups.

9. Provide a focus for New-Canadian teacher education
in the area of multiculturalism in Area 5.

10. Naturally evolve as a cultural reception centre in
Area 5. ,
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AREA.6 RECEPTION CENTRE

During the .past 12 months, Area 6 has witnessed a steady,

-increase in the number of immigrant students, Yet: although. w°

both students and staff are inareasing, the numbers' are

still small and unevenly distributed in 'comparison to sit-

nations found in Other areas of the city.

Number of New
Canadian students

Number of New
Canadian St,eff

March 11474 March 1 75

Elementary 158 , 295.p.

Secondary . 66

Elementary

$eii#Idavy

5

1

At the elementary level, -numbers of immigrant students have

increased sufficiently to enable the employment of E.S.L:

staff. Some work full time in one school, others divide

their time between schools.

In the secondary schools,. tie` situation differs. Student

numbers are still:16d low that it ie virtually impossible to

provide reception and transition programs;

Therefore; it is recommended that:

J. Area 6 develop a Reception-Centre to meet the following
needs in its communities:

a) Receive immigrant families;

b) 'Co-operate with Area-schools in the registration
of immigrant students;

c) EV4Inate educational documents. -With the assistance
of parents and students, outline

-previous educational
experience;

ooita



Make an initial assessment of educational.
achi4vement and recommend appropriate plabe-
ment. This pla0bent may be provided either
at the reception centre or in the community
'school.

e) In the case of younger stu dents this place-
ment to be in the nearest school.

f) The reception centre will be responsible.
--

for the development and delivery of "booster"
programs for all immigrant students. Such
programs may be provided at the Centre itself.

The'reception centre develop communication
links with reference groups within their
community. The latter can botadvise and
assist their staff in developing programs
and interpr.eting needs.

,h), ;A primary goalof the centre to be die'integra-
,

tion of'the7immigtant'students into main-stream
educational, institutions 'at the earliest pods-
ible time:

The centre, in co- operating ,with local school
staffs, is to, piovide a comprehensive orien-
tation program ,far Area-6 schools - organiza-
tion, progx:ami, supporting procedures, support
services', etc'.

- The Issue of Educational'Opportunitdes Deficiencies

THEREFORE, IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT:

The Board establish subject upgrading {booster) programs
for immigrant students who require them.

. That the Language Study Centre develop programs relat-
ing to the teaching of English as a Second Dialect.

0(401
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Original Culture and Language Maintenance

As a reaffirmation of sound educational principles, Ile

personal benefits to the immigrant student and h/er

family and the value of programs described above to the

MULTICULTURAL ideal, it is recommended that:

. Bilingual-bicultural programs be expanded
in response to specific community requests
and felt needs;

2. The Board and the communities invaved seek
funding from the appropriate ministries of
governments for these progi.ams.

The Third Language

The Education Act, 1974, Part IX, 229 (1), page 199 states:

4
"In instruction and in all communication with
the pupils in regard to discipline and manage-
ment of the school,

k")
i) to use the English language except where

it is impractical to do so by reason of
the pupil not understanding English,4and
except in respect of instruction in a
language other thangEnglish when such
other language is being taught as one of
the subjects in the course of study."

0016$'
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While the language of this section of the Ontario Education

Act would appear to permit third language study as a subject
O

at the elementary level, it is understood that regulations

° which the Ministry has subsumed under this section makes

it clear that the language is intended to permit the

inclusion of language courses of study only at the

secondary school level.

Given this understanding, it is recommended that:

The Toronto Board of Education request the,Ministry of

Education to amend The Act and the relevant regulations

to permit:

1. The teaching of languages other than English and
French at all levels in response to community needs;

2. Teachers to use languages other than English and

French in communicating with their students at
all lev is .

In reference t the present bilingual instruction program at

General Mercer Public School, it is recommended that:

1. The Board endorse in principle bilingual instruc-

tion programs,of the type presently in progress at

the -General Mercer Public School;

00166,
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2. there the number of students is sufficient and
community interest is evident, additional pro.
grams Of this type be initiated in other elemen-
tary schools.

In reference to the teachin .of languages/other than French

and English as a subject at the elementary school level; it

is recommended that:

1. The Board be responsive to requests for third
language programs at the elementary level where 0

such programs are requested at the local school-
community level.

In reference to third language programs in secondary schools,

it is recommended that:

1: The Toronto Board of. Education continue its policy
of responding to school and/or community requests
for third language subject credit programs 4t the
secondary school level in accordance with the
following provisions:

a) A desire on the part of the ethnic groups
concerned to have courses introduced and
a willingness. to assist;

b) An interest on the pa-rt of sufficient
students to make the courses feas ble
within the guidelines of the pupi
teacher ratio;

The development of a co e of study in
a form suitable for credit purpo

d) The availability of a qualif4d and
competent teacher.

2. The Bo rd publicize widel
ities, the

thin anguage credit p
level;

00167
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Multiculturalism and The General Curriculum

Therefore, it is recommended that:

1. The Director of Curriculum Development encourage
school principals, heads of departments, and other
staff members, to develp curriculum units, particularly
in the humanities and the social sciences, that
recognize the contributions made by various cultures
and races to -

(a) Canadian,
(b) Continental,and
(c) Global

history and development.

2.. Deliberate incorporation into school curriculum units

of', multicultural studies, including Canadian, as
they relate to the various ethnic groups that make up

the local school community.

3. Inclusion of various group heritage studies (e.g. Black,

Native Peoples, Scandinavian, etc.) in system-wide
school curricula.

4. School programs,both curricular and extra curricular,
in the fine, performing and folk arts take cognizance
of the ethnic compositon of each school community.

MSyst m Sensitivity

Therefore, it is recommended that

1. ,
The Board of Education for the City of Toronto request

the Ministry of Education to set up a Task Force to
recommend the development of, appropriate programs that

would prepare teachers, particularly those trained in

Metropolitan Toronto, to work in a multicultural society.

00168
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It is recommended that this Task Force should include in
its membership representatives from the major Boards of
Educatipn in Metropolitan Toronto, Teachers' Federations
and community group.

2. The Toronto Board of.Educatioh request theMinistry of
Education to co-operate in the immediate development of
appropriate credit'courses leading to a specialist_ ,)
certificate in E.S.L. Such a program shouldqincliide courses
in anthropology, linguistics, studies of various cultures,
migration of peoples, technical courses specific to the needs
of E.S.L. teachers, etc.

O

3. The Language Study Centre,through its New Canadian consultants'
and the School-Community Relations Department, assist Area.
Superintendents developing .a comprehensive in-service program
to, meet the needs of broth "regular" staff and those specifically'
invc5lved in New Canadian Programs.

4. The New Canadian staff at the Area level be brought together
by the Area consultants on a regular basis to share ideas
in programs, use of a variaWopof teaching materials, etc.

p

In special reference to Professional qualifications of New
Canadian staffs, it is recommended that:

1. New Canadian teachers should have had successful classroom
teaching experience before being placedin New Canadian

- programs.

2. All New Canadian teachers be encouraged to obtain specialized
training in the teaching of Reading. Such training, is
available through a number of specialized programs.

e.g.

a) Primary methods - Part I, II and III. The teaching of
Reading is a major component in all three courses.

b) 0.I.S.E. offers an M.Ed. degree in Reading.

c) The Ministry of Educatioh this year has introduced new
courses in Reading for both elementary and'secondary
teachers. The completion of Courses I, II, III, will
leadto a Redding Specialist's Certificate.

d) The Language Study Centre offers seminars in the teaching
of Reading.

3. All New Canadian staff demonstrate a high degree of Competence
in English Language usage.

0016a
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In special reference to personal qualifications of staff,
is recommended that all New Canadian teachers be:

1. Sensitive to and understanding of the needs of immigrant
students.

2. A mature, outgoing, and genuinely interested personality.

3. Interested in working closely with immigFant parents and
in assisting them .-to understand and feelomfortable in
their community school.

In special reference to teacher employment and promotion
policy, it is recamended that:

1. The Board'encourage the hiring of capable teachers able to
communicate with the parents in the local school community.

2. The Director of Education establish hiring teams that are
sensitive.to the multicultural composition of the Board's

, local school communities.

3. Educational assistants, if at all possible, should be
indigenous to the school community. This staff should,
in addition to .classroom responsibilities, act as a link,
betweeh school and community.

4. An active recruitment program be initiated by-the Personnel
Department in Toronto Secondary Schools, Metro Toronto
universities and Toronto Teacher Training Institutions
for the purpose of encouraging students to become teachers
in the Toronto School system.

5. The Board encourage capable and qualified teachers who have
demonstrated a particular ability and interest in'working with
NeW Canadian, families to seekpromotion to all levels of
leadership in the Toronto system.

6. The Board's present form "Application For A Teaching Staff
Position" be c:-anged so that Item 9 - Additional Interest and
Abilities - ask applicants who are bilingual to indicate
their specific language competencies as well as or other
than French.

7. That the junior school
proceduie for the generation of New Canadian teachers
apply to all elementary, schools.

o

N.B. Presently, the generation of New Canadian teachers in
Junior Schools is outside the schools regular P.T.R.
Teachers -are allotted according to a Metro formula, using
a Priority 1 - 2 - 3 rating of students. In 1974-75 this
formula generated 26 teachers, per 100 students.

. 00170
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In 1974-75 in Senior Schools, E.S.L. teachqrs were
generated on a formula of 15:1. They were assigned
to either reception or transition classes. Unlike
the Junior School formula, in Senior Schools students
could not be counted twice, but have to be'assigned
either to a New Canadian class or to a regular class -
not both. This made it difficult to operate a transition
program where students were moved from the New Canadian
class to regular classes for part of the day. In many
cases, numbers of students in regular classes were so
large that it was difficult to ask a teacher to increase
this number, even if only for a part of the day.

8. A New Canadian student is any student who is unable to
function successfully in the regular program because of
an interferring language or dialect and whose culture is\
ifferent from that of the school system.

9. The present definitions of-priorities 1-2-3 be replaced
by\a, procedure that generates teachers in relation to
students' educational needs rather than solely upon the
qual4ative measurements of facility in speaking English.
Suchpocedures to be developed by the Board's Committee
on Multicultural Programs and presented to the Metro Staff
Allocation Committee for their consideration.

10. A signifint increase.be made in the number of New Canadian
teachers hom September, 1974 to September, 1975. The Work
Groupsuggeets for the Board's consideration an increase of
25%.

11. A roster be established listing Board staff who:

a) speak langua es in addition to French and English;

b) have special t dining in:

i. . primary me \pds,

ii. reading,

iii. E.S.L.

12. That the Director of Education
recommend to the Board a procedure that will lower the P.T.R.
at the grade one level in recognition of the Critical
importance of this year in the educational life of all
students.

N.B. For New Canadian students,particularly whose native language
is other than English, a poor start at this level may never
be overcome. During this year, it is particularly critical
that the teacher has the opportunity of providing a great
deal of individual assistance for children. Yet no Board
policy distinguishes between the number of students that
should be in a Grade One class 9Avevyied to the;number
at other grade levels. w1041.
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School Community Relations and

5The
Multicultural Society

A. School Community Relations Department

consequence of the preceeding observations the Work

Group has presented in the preceeding section of this

Report, it is recommended that:

1. The Board of Education establish a School-Community
Relations Department.

. That the establishment for this department be:

Co-ordinator, School Community 1

Relations Department

*School Community Liaison Officers. 6
4

**School Community Liaison Workers 18

* One per Administrative Area.
** Assigned to Areas according to need. .

Some considerations for their distribution to be:
a) the ethnic demography of the Area,
b) the number of New Canadian students identified

in the Area,
c) the expressed needs of school staffs,
d) the needs of the system as a whole, particularly

in relation to some of the smaller and more dis-
persed ethnic communities.

3. In consultation with the Committee on Multicultural
'Programs, the Personnel Department draw up a working
criteria and qualifications and appropriate salary
classification for the three po*itions that are
described in the established recommendation for
School-Community Relations Department.

In that the positions of School-Community Liaison Officers

and Workers as well as other Board positions involving commun-

ity contact requires bi-lingual competence of the personnel,

occupying those positions, the Work Group recommends that: °

4. The Personnel Department set up procedures that will
set, tip procedures that will adequately assess language ,

skills, both oral and written, of applicants for all

such positions. It is understood that one of the

languages will be English.

5/. The above positions be advertised both to teaching

and non-teaching personnel of the Board.

6. That in June 1976, the Committee on Multicultural
Programs report to the Board on the success of.the

QOM Schooli,c0441Anity Relations Department.
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B. Development of Communication Resource

Communication

1. That the Torontd Board prepare Information Kits
visual and printed) relating to various aspects
of the Toronto system to be used by schOols in
working with their community and in, orientation
programs for children and parents,

2. That video tapes be made of local school programs
and other areas of interest for use in parent
seminars,

3. That schools develop methods of visibly demon-
strating to the community at large its commitment
to the concept of multiculturalism. The Humber-
side "Festivsl of Cultures" is one such example,

4. That the Board, as well as each of its schools,
develop annually an ethnic demographic chart.
This information will be of value not only to
the staff of each school 'but also to the various
community groups and organizations with which the
school seeks to co-operate,

5. That the Board encourage the formation of ethnic
clubs in secondary schools.as one way of nourishing
the maintenance of various cultures and enriching
life ofthe total school community,

6. That .the schools utilize the members of its
various cultural and ethnic clubs to help develop
understanding between home and school, e.g.
"Soul Club" - Oakwood Collegiate.
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7., That the Toronto Board of Education 'utilize the
ethnic.press and ethnic radio and T.V. programs
to communicate with immigrant parents,

Since it is frequently desirable to translate school

communications into a number of languages, yet it is not

practical for the Board to employ on a full time basis

the number of interpreters necssary to provide, such

service, it is recommended that:

,8. Each area, through the function of the School
Community Relations staff, identify volunteer
or commercial translators who can provide this
'serivce,

9. School principals be authorized to pay for such
service through each school's petty cash fund.
It is understood that the usual receipt procedures
are available for such translations,

9. That each school, with.the assistance-of the School-
Community Relations Staff, develop an inventory of
parent and student volunteers who can assist in:

a) registration, particularly in the first week
of school;

b) reception and orientation programs;

c) 'interpreting during interview sessions
when the use of lay people is appropriate;

d) translating written material from English
to the various languages of the school

community.
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10. That schools, with the assistance of School
Community Relations staff, organize appropriate
programs to inform immigrant families about all

aspects of its operation and programs:

a) explaining the organization of the Toronto
system;

b) outlining attendance requirements, field
trips, programs, reporting procedures, etc.;

c) discussion role of resource personnel,
e.g. nurse, social workers, psychologists, etc ;;

d) Credit system;

e) discipline.

etc.

00173
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C. The Guidance Function

To clarify the guidance function in relation to the needs

of the Toronto Board of Education's multi-ethnic student

population, it is recommended that:

1. The Guidance Department be assigned specific responsibilities

for entry of immigrant students.

2. The Board review the Guidance. function including an

examination of whether our present staffing formula provides

adequate guidance personnel.

3. All guidance staff be extensively involved in all in-service

programs' relating to the education of immigrant students.

4. In schools with large extra Anglo-Cahadian populations the

.principal consider the advisability of empldying bi-lingual

guidance staff.

5. The Board employ a full-time secondary school Placement

Officer for assignment to the Guidance DepartMent.

6. The Guidance Department review "A Time To Choose" in

detail and effect necessary revisions.

7. Each secondary school principal assign one guidance

.peison a specific responsibility for student assessment.

Thisfunction is to be executed through consultation with

the Area Teams, the School-Commilnity Relations Officer,

and other schoolstaff members, and if necessary the Board

Placement Officer.

9. In cooperation with.the Guidance Department, the Research

Department recommend to the Board possible procedures

for "tracking" New Canadian students in a rongitudinal

study as they move through the school system, and for a

period of 3 to 5 years after leaving secondary school.

06*76
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D. Sodial Workers and Interpreter Counsellors

Recommendations

In response to these observations; it,is recommended that:

1. The Board encourage all personnel of the Social Worker and Assistant

Social Worker staff to consider submitting application for positions

in the School-Community Relations Department.

2. Social Workers' who do not transfer to the School-Community Relations

Department continue to fill their present roles in Student Services

Department.

3. Assistant Social Wbrkers (interpreter- counsellors) who doOnot transfer

,to:the,School-COmmunity Relations DepartMent remain attached to Student

Services Departmentsfoi the purpose of providing interpreter,and

translation service'to that Department.

4. An. ability tc speak another language, in addition to English and French,

be one important consideration in the hiring of additional staff in the

Student Services Department.
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The Responsibilities and Role of Senior Government

To bring direction and focus to the Board:" discussion

with the two levels of government,on the question of

support and 'assistance in orienting_its undertaking to

the educational requirements of Toronto's multi-ethnic
. .

community, it is recommended that:
°

1. The Federal Government, through the action of the
SeCretary of State,' make monies available 'from 'its
recent fund allocation of $50 million . to reduce
racial tension through the medigIn of education.

'2. Manpower and Immigration provide compehensive,
counselling to immigrants before emigration to
Canada.

It would include, along with other components, the
*fbllowing:

a) Information on public education inCanada, both '

at the elementary and secondar evels.
b) The necessity of including in igrant documenta-

tidn a comprehensive recorC of revious educational
experience.'

3. The Department of the Secretary of State develop
Cultural Kits, including film resources, which will
provide schools with information about and insight.
into the heritage'and cultures of the immigrant com-
munities.in lntakio.

4. The Toronto Board of Education petition the Ministry
of Education to amend The EduC,tion Act to permit,

1) the teaching of languages,other than English and
French-aS a subject of instruction in.response to
community needs.

2)-' teachers to use languages other than English and
French in communication with their students.

4
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5. The Ministry of Education provide funds as soon
as possible for the development of a test with.
Canadian cbntent, to replace the Michigan and
T.O.E.F.L. Tests.

6. Child care, funded by the Ministry of Community and
Social Services pe included as one component of
adult E.S.L. programs.

7. The Ministry of Education be requested to develop
curriculum guidelines for multicultural programs.

8. The Toronto Board of Education request the Ministry
of Education to authorize the Ministry and Board to

, jointly deVelop credit courses that would lead to
the granting of a specialist's 'certificate in E.S.L.
and which would include special training in the .

operation of E.O.D. (subject booster) programs.

9. The Board of_Education for the City of Toronto request
the Ministry of Education to set up a Task Force to
recommend the development of appropriate programs that
would prepare teachers, particularly those trained in
Metropolitan Toronto, to work n a multicultural Society.
The Task Force to include in its membership ypresenta-
tives from the Major Boards of Education in etropolitan
Toronto, Teachers' Federations, and darnmun'ty groups.

10. The Fe eral Government negotiate an agreem t with
Provin ial Governments to absorb the cost o ariglish
language learning and subject upgrading programs for
immigrant students. The budget allocation to include
funds for personnel as well as program materials.

11.- The Federal Government, through its Multicultural
Department, and the Provincial Government, through the
Ministry of Culture and Recreation, support community
initiated bilingual/bicultural programs.\
e.g. Chino-Canadian Bilingual/Bicultural Program

Greco-Canadian Bilingual/Bicultural Program.

a
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APPENDIX B

To the Chairman and Members
of-the Board of Education:

PA. RT I

January 21, 1975

A YEAR-END REPORT
ON THE

ACTIVITIES AND PROGRESS OF THE WORK GROUP
ON

MULTICULTURAL PROGRAMS

On May 23, 1974, the Board of Education adopted the following recom-

mendations from a previously established Advisory Committee on

Philosophy and Programs for the New Qanadian Pbpulation:

1. (a.) That the Advisory Committee on Philosophy and

Programs for the New Canadian Population be

renamed the Work Group on Multicultural Programs.

(b.) That the Work Group consist of Trustees Atkinson,
Cressy, Leckie, Lister,. Meagher, and Ross.

(c.) That the Work Group's Terms of Reference be:

(i.) To investigate and explore'the philo-
sophy and program6 related to the City's

multicultural population. This must
include consultation and involvement with
staff, student, parents; and the community
at large.

(ii.) To examine current practices related to the

operation of the Board's multicultural
programs.

(iii.) a.) To recommend to the Board long-
range policy-related philosophy
and programs

b.) To recommend to the Board Ample-.
mentation procedures for the above.

)
c.) To

(
consider the financing and struc-

-

tuTal needs determined by the proposed
po icy. 00180
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(d.) That the, Work Group divide itself -into 2 sub-

committees:

(i.) Chaired by Trustee Ross: Sub- Coiivaittee

on Operations.

(ii.) Chaired by Trustee Leckie: Sub-Committee
on Philosophy and Programs.

e. That the Sub-Committee on Operations report on Item

(ii.) of the Terms of Reference. 'That the Sub-Comm-

ittee on Philosophy and Programs report on Item(i.).

That the whole Work Group consider Item(iii.).

(f.) That the following budget be approved for the Work

Group: $12,000.00 - $15,000.00 to provide for the

services of a staff member at the level of principal

or equivalent, for six months; $5,000.00 -$7,5000.00
for the provision of part-time secretarial assistance,

for a period n excess of six months; $1,000.00 for

advertising and supplies.
o

During the early stage's of its planning and exploratory meetings,
members of the original Advisory Committee decided that its first

responsibility was to initiate communication with both the community

at large and all divisions and jurisdictions operating within the

school system itself for the purpose of establishing as extensive

and as firm a consultative basis for its deliberations as possible.

Its first specific action as a consequence of this decision is

described in Section 2 of the Advisory Committee's first report.

2. Your Committee has considered a general statement for
distribution to the schools and general public on ,the

Board's Program for New Canadian students and the pro-

cess which should be followell by the Work Group in dev-

eloping a philosophy and recommendations for programs that

the Board should provide.

Your Committee h4s authorized the Director of Education and

the Chairman of the Board to modify the draft statement which

was before your Committee, in accordance with ,suggestions to be

made by members of the Committee; and to gorwar ::bhe'revised

statement to the Board as part of this report. .

,

,7General Statement on the Board's Program
/for New Canadians

,.

. . ,. , 7

Programs for New Canadians were originally set up with the

distinct intention oOpabling students and later parents to

0 become as fluent in acklish as possible in order that they
might adapt more quickly to 'what is viewed as, "the ,Canadian

001/31
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way of life". As these programs developed and as the
population of Canada, and particularly the centre core
of the city changed, two new thrusts became apparent.
First, there was a strong desire on the part of the
immigrant population to preserve much of their own
cultural heritage, in particular their language. Second,

there was a recognition that Canada was a multi-cultural
nation and that considerable strength could be derived
from preserving aspects of different cultures including
the maintenance of their own languages.

ttr-thilThe Board has reiently tried to grapple wi e problems
of a program that emphasizes the teaching of English
and French without provision for other languages, partic-
ularly at the elementary level. Some parents have expressed

the concern that this interferes with the communication
between children and parents and creates unexpected problems.
There is, moreover, some recognition of the fact that the
system capitalizes on the language that the child has
acquired before he comes to school. As a result, the Tor-
onto Board has recently instituted a transitional language

class in Italian in one kindergarten; has received permiss-
ion from the Ministry to operate two pilot programs - one
in Greek and one in Chinese - that aim at the preservation
of the culture and language of children of such parents, and

is expanding the range of third language options inits
secondary schools. With all this the Board retains an
emphasis on acquiring skill in the English lapguage, and,

at the same time, endeavours to give some priority to the
teaching of French as one of the two official languages.

COMMUNICATION INITIATION

The Work Group undertook to distribute this joint statement from

the Director of Education and Chairwoman of the Board to all schools,

trif.-tes support-service departments and personnel and individuals
an_ organizations in the community at large which were already
identified through the records of earlier Work Groups.

Subsequent con unication Initiation action proceeded as follows,:

1. Development of a document for 04 ethnic communities
which explained the purpose and projected procedures
of the Work Group, provided a list of questions about
the Board's relationship with ethnic communities and
its response.to their educational needs as these
ci.unities perceived them, and invited their parti-
ciation in the consultative process.

The document also announced the Work. Group's plan to
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publish an "issue,paperfl'and included an invitation
the recipients to -place their request for this,pap
when it was ready for distribution.'

The Work Group enlisted_the aid of Interpreter - :Counsellors
and Social Workers of specific ethnic backgrounds to

a.) Translate the document in the language:Of the
appropriate ethnic communities.

b.) Submit a list of ethnic agencies and .

organizations with which they work, or of
which they had information, for the pur-
pose of expanding the Work.Group's initial
distribution file. The Interpreter - Counsellors
and Social Workers co-operated fully in this
endeavour, and the Work Group appreciates their
contribution to these initial sages of its work.

2. Development of a similar document for distribution to teftchers,
school principals and other Board personnel with appropriate
modification which addressed the list of questions to their rolel
as educators functioning in a multicultural society.

3. Delivery of a letter Of request to all school trustees to volu-
tegr a list of any organizations or community groups in their
constituencies which the Work Group might contact for consul-
tation.

4. "Follow-up" telephone calls to ethnic and other citizens'
organizations who received information documents from the Work

4Group.

5. Distribution of the Issue Paper, The Bias of Cultured The dis7
tribution figure at this writing is 450 copies..

.

CONSULTATION

Throughout the months of June, September,and October, the Work.

with various members and dep r ents of the Board's administrative
Group scheduled regular and Thursday afternoon mOlings

and support staff and with the teaching and administrative staffs .

Monday Morning Sessions

During these sessions the Work Group occupied its time primatily in
hearing informal presentations from the EdOcation Centre staff and,
from some members of the professional academic field currently

4
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engaged in the"Study of education in a multicultural society.

The presentations and the discussions they generated were of a
casual and informative cast which provided members of the Work
Group with a more.intimate understanding of the personal analysis
the various respondents brought to the question of education for
the Board's multicultural community than would hav been possible
in a statistically oriented, and formal meeting. superintendents,
staff from Student Services, the Language Study Centre, New.
Canadian Programs, Guidance and Counselling Services, Personnel;
Special Education and Research Departments' participated in these
Monday morning sessions.

One respondent from the academic community was Dr. G. McDiarmid, an
Associate Professor in the Department of Curriculum at O.I.S.E. Dr.
McDiarmid is at present conducting research into the characteristics
of-teachers involved in the education of ethnic children.

'Interspersed with the category of respondents indicated here were
delegations from the Black community and the'Spanish-speaking community
of Latin American origin who presented their briefs in person.
Some teachers, school principals and a few community service organi-
zations appearedbefore the Work Group to make their presentations
as well.

Thursday Afternobi Sessions

The Work Group designed these sessions to occur in schools through
pre-arrangements for observing programs involving ethnic children
and for discussions with school principals and teaching staffs.
Members of the Work Group found'these sessions tots: stimulating,
Informative, candid and especially engaging. They found distinct
encouragement in both the number and the amenable nature of invite-
tionsithe secondary schools extended to them.

.

Included in the schedule of Thursday afternoon sessions were the
Work Group's observation of the regular Adult Day and Evening
Program of the New Canadian Programs Department.

In an endeavour to expand-the range of consultation and to
supplement the regular schedule of meetings. with school and
Education Centre staff and community organizations, individual
staff members and trustees met with school staff and local community
representatives, usually in 'a Professional Development Day context,
for discussions. Trustees and administrative.people of the Work
Group also met with ethnic groups for the purpose of advising and
opsisting them with their' plans to bring the opinions and ideas of
theirOwh.membership,to bear in a formal brief that the groups
intended to present to-the Work Group.
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It should be noted as well that during the sumo Mr. Ed Kerr

spent a large segment of his time visiting 0.F.t projects which

concerned themselves in one way or another with he education of

immigrant children and associated problems. Mr. Kerr visited 16

such projects which were in progress throughout the city, and on

August 23, 5 groups made fOrmal presentations to the Work Group.

Apart from information and opinion which the Work Group has

assembled as a result of these consultation procedures, one clear

observation is possible which relates to the impact of the consul-

tation process itself in both the schools and the communities

involved in it. In general, theotlynamic of the interaction process

has functioned to illuminate the entire question of.-education in

an urban complex of multiple ethnic dimensions such as Toronto. For

both the members of the Work Group and for their respondents a new

understanding of the range, the comprehensiveness and the complexity

of the question as well as the numberless*ways in which it manifests

itself has become available. In Parkdale, Lord Lansdowne and King

Edward Public Schools, for example, as well asin Oakwood Collegiate

Institute, people are bringing new thought and perception to the

question and to their relationship with it.

}tutus' enlightenment of all participants appears to be the atural

'fall-out" of the consultative process which promises the evelop-

ment of a new, comprehensihe frame of reference for discus on of

concerns and interests it is raising among participants.

ti

COMMUNICATION WITH OTHER EDUCATIONAL JURISDICTIONS

The Work Group has attempted to contact other educational juris-

dictions who are known to be heavily involved with high denSity
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ethnic communities for the purpose of assembling information about
their experiences with the multicultural issue in education.

There have been substantial responses from the province's of Manitoba -;
Saskatchewan and Alberta, the British National Ministryof Education
the U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare and the Board
of Education for the City of New. York.

Information from the New York City jurisdiction resulted from a
visit which a delegation from the Work Group made to the city in
October of 1974. On November 21, 1974, the Board received a
report of the visit entitled A Report on a Visit to the New York

,.City School System, October 8-9, 1974.

Assembly of Literature

Through the co-operatiOn of Mrs. L. Ciamaga,,E.C.L. Research
Librarian, a sizeable body of. literature in the field of multi-
culturalism is available to members of the Work,Group for study.
Included are over 200 micro-fiche entries containing research
documents on the educational requirements of the ethnic community
as well as descriptions of a variety of programs for children of
extra Anglo- American origin which are presently"in operation
throughout the United States.

Political Groups and Government Ministries

Since educational policy decisions in.the' area of multiculturalism
are inextricably bound in with Federal and Provincial.GoVernment
perceptions as Well'as with, resent and possible future policy
decisionsin the same' area, the Work Group has endeavoured to meet
with the appropriate Ministries at both levels. Accordingly, it
sent letters to the following people over the signature of the.
Work Group Chairman and the Director df Education:

Mr. R. Andras

. J. Munro

^Mr.^.J. Yaiemko

Mrs:;M. Birch
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In an attempt to learn specifically the Position of the three major

political pArties in, Canada.on the'broad and general issue of

multiculturalism and its implications for education, the Work Group

has written to the caucus leaders ,of each party at both the Provincial_

and Federal levels over the signature of its Chairman.

Results of attempts to engage Government Ministries and Party

Caucuses in this fashion have not proved encouraging. The Work

Group is now endeavouring to set other more diversified strategies

in motion to bring about these critical contacts.

The Spanish - Speaking Community Liaison Worker

As a result of its consultation with Spanish-speaking workers who

were attempting to develop some measure of liaison between some
schools and their Spanish-speaking communities, the Work.Group
sought and received the Board's approval' to engage a Spanish-Speaking
Community Liaison Worker on a temporary basis on September 19, 1974.

Through the co-operation of the Student Services Department, the
Board employed a person to work in that role on December 16, 1974.

Changes in the Composition of the Work Group

Trustee Gordon Cressy, Ward 7, Chairman of the Toionto,Board of
Education, and Trustee Williai P. Ross, Ward 9, Chairman of the
Metropolitan Toronto School Board,were members of the Work'Group.

in 1974. Because of their new responsibilities, they are unable

to maintain an active role on the WorkGroup, yet expressed their

continued interest in its deliberations and have asked the Chairman

to keep them informed.

Trustees Frasca, Johnston and Spencer, although unable.-to attend

he bi-weekly meetings Of the Work Group,have expressed a particular

interest in its deliberationd andahave requested the Chairman of the
Work Group on Multiculturalism to keep them informed of its progress.

In order to replace the two trustees,named above, and to include

one representative of Separate Schools in their number, the
remaining trustees of the Work Group are submitting the following as

theisuggested composition of the Group for 1975:

Trustee Dan Leckie - Ward 6, Chairman -
II Irene Atkinson - Ward 2 1,..

" ' Alexander Chumak - Ward 1
II JudiN Major - Ward 5
" Sheila Meagher - Ward 9
" Frank P. Nagle - Area 3

,.
* Representing.Separate

SchoolT.Electors*187

.

# 4

1

9

1
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APPENDIX C

THE BOARD OF hLJUCA1 ION. TORONTO
Members of the Work Group on

Memorandum to DateMulticultural Programs January 21, 1975

from
E.F. Kerr

Thee attached letter was mailed on Jaanuary 22, to the following
members of Parlament:

Legislative Assembly of Ontario

Q e.".

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

7.

8.

9.

10.,

Mrs. Margaret Campbell, M.P.P.,
St. George's. Constituency,
Legislative Buildings,
Queen's Park, Toronto, M7A IA2

Mr. Jan Dukszta, M.P.P.,
Parkdale Constituency,
etc.

Mr. Phil Givins, M.P.P.,
York-Forest Hill Constituency,
etc.

Honourable Allan Grossma,n, M.P.P.,
St. Andrew - St. Patrick's Constituency,
etc.

Mr. Arthur X. Meen, M.P.P.,
York East Constituency,'
etc.

Mr. George A. Nixon, M.P.P.,
Dovercourt Constituency,
etc.

Mr. Leonard M. Reilly, M.P.P.,
Eglinton Constituency,
etc.

Mr. James Renwick,
Riverdale. Constituency,
etc.

Dr. Morttn Shulman, M.P.P.,
High Park Constituency,
etc.

0

Honourable Margaret Scrivener, M.P.P.,

Arm IsIN

St. David's.Constituency, .

etc.
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I

II. Mr. Thomas Wardle, M.P.P.,
Beaches Woodbine Constituency,
etc.

12. Honourable John Yaremko, M.P.P.,
Bellwoods Constituency,
etc.

House of Commons

I. Mrs. Ursula Appolloni, M.P.,
York South Constituency,
House of Commons,
Ottawa, Ontario.

2. Mr. Charles Caccia, M.P.,
Davenport Constituency,
etc.

3. Mr. David M- Collonette, M.P.,
York East Con-stituency,
et&.

4. Mr. John Gilbert, M.P.,.
Broadview Constituency,
etc.

5. Honourable Allistair Gillespie, M.P..,
Etobicoke Constituency,
etc.

6'. Mr. Stanley Haidasz, M.P.,
Parkdale Constituency,
etc.

7. Mr. Otto Jelinek, M.P.
High Park - Humber Valley Constituency,
etc.

Mr. Robert Kaplan, M.P.,
York Centre Constituency,
etc.

9. Ms. Aideen Nicholson, M.P.,
Trinity Constituency,
etc.

10. Wr. tohn Roberts, M.P.,
Sit. Paul's Constituency,
etC.

JP
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Mr. W. Kenneth Robinson, M.P..
Toronto - Lakeshort ConstituenCy,
etc.

12. Mr. Peter Stollery, M.P.,
Spadina Constituency,
etc.

13. Honourable Donald MacDonald, M.P.,
Rosedale Constituency,
etc.

14. Mr. Andrew Brewin, M.P.,
Greenwood Constituency,
etc.

Q0 19O



THE BOARD OF EDUCATION FOR THE CITY OF TORONTO
155.ColIege Street, Torontd M5T 1P6, Canada, 562-4931

January 24, 1975

Dear

On May 23, 1974,\he Board of Education for the City of
Toronto established a "Work Group on MulticultursDP*ograms".
Attached are three publications which will provide informa-.
tion on the tasks, procedures, and philosophic foundation
unerlining the deliberations of the WorkkGroup.

1. Information Bulletin - June 4, 1974

2. A letter to school staffs J- August 29, 1974

3. "The Bias of Culture" - an issue paper prepared
for staff,'community groups, and academics who
are interested in pursuing this topic in depth.'

To date, we have received briefs from some sixty five school
and community groups.

Many of the briefs from community ethnic organizations have
stressed problems and exigencies that obviously can only be
met by a oollaherative enterprise between the Board of
Educationifor the City of Toronto and other levels of govern
ment.,
In the last two months, my colleagues, with staff assistance,
have attempted to find answers toa'variety.of questions by

I making contact with staff personnel in a number of Ministries.
This has not pro ed.very fruitful. Therefore, the six trustees
composing thb Work Group have decided to enlist the assistance
of their local M.1p.P.'s in securing such information and also
in ascertaining the feelings of our Toronto M.P.'s concerning
the educational needs of our Toronto immigrant community:

Attached are a series of questions to which we require
answers at your earliest convenience. A member of the Work
Group will be in touch with you in this regard shortly.

00191
Duntan Green, Director of Education / Edward N. McKeown, Associate Director of Education,
Gertrude M. Fatt, Superintendent of Professional Services / Mitchell Lennox, Superinten t of Curriculum & Program
Donald E. Ryerson, Superintendent of Personnel / Harry G. Facey, Comptroller of B ngs and Plant / David S. Paton, Comptroller of Finance
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THE BOARD OF EDUCATION FOR THE CITY OF TORONTO

If,you wish further information, please contact any
member of, the Work Group.

Yours sincerely,

Trustee Dan Lecicie' Trustee Gordon C. Cressy
Chairman Chairman
Work Group on, The Board of Education for.
Multitultural Programs the .City of Toronto

Members. of the Work Group

TrUstee Irene A. Atkinson - Ward 2
Trustee Alexander Chumak - Ward 1
Trustee Judith Major -"Ward 5
Trustee Sheila Meaghbr - Ward 9
Trusee Frank P. Nagle - Area 3

tt

Administrative Staff Attached to the Work Group

E.F. Kerr

LaFountaine

O

P'
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- School Principal seconded
to the Work Group

- School Community Liaison
Officer.
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Questions - Ontario P licv.
APPENDIX

1. What provincial ministries are involved in multiculturalism?
What are the specific responsibilities of each? What moneys
are available in 1975 to each ministry for use in the
multiculturalarea? .

.2. In each of the 'above ministries, what are the particular
departments concerned. with multiculturalism?

Who is the chief administrative officer:
!

)

a.) In'eadh ministry?
b.) In each department?

3. Hasthe Government policies concerning multiculturalism,
particularly in regard to:

_ 'Receptibn and orientation`
b.) Language and culture?
c.) Education?

4. What current. Ontario Government supported research studies are
available dealing with multiculturalism and in particular 'third'
langu§ge learning?

5. What Ontario programs in the multicultural area are currently in
operation? Who is. responsible for each?

6. What moneys are available to ethnic community.groups to support:

a.) Local reception and orientation programs?
b..) Language and culture programs?
c.) ilho administers these programs?

What are the criteria used in granting financial support? To
whom does one apply?

7. What committees or commissions are currently studying multi-
cultural issues? What are their mandates and membership?
e.g. Ontario Advisory Council on Multiculturalism.

8. What Toronto M.P.'s are particularly interested :in these
multiculturalissues? rt

9. What procedures would you recommend to the, ork Group as it
endeavours to establish a collaborative endedVour with depart-
ments of the Ontario,Government to meet the varied educational

-.needs of the ethnic community in the city of Toronto?'

00193
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10. Are there Ontario commissions or councils on whidh it might be
useful to have representation, either in an acting'or liaison
role, from the Board o Education (Toronto) whidh has an
important role to play in.fhe reception and orientation of a
.major portion of the immigrant.community?

11. The establishment of a Ministry of Culture and Recreation would
-3appeal' to indicate an increased interest on the part of the

provincial government,in responding to.the requests for assis-
tance from government by many sections of the ethniccommunity. ,

a.) What departments mike up this new Ministry?
b.) Who is the senior administrative officer in

each department?

12. What' is your personal osophic position on Multicultgraliam
' in the context of Canadian am? Is there a rule for government

in encouraging third lan age maintenance ? `

13. A new Federal Provincial Language'Agreementris apparently being
negotiated.

t

A.1 Who is doing\the negotiating for' the
Ontario Government?

b.) Will this new agreement involve' other
than the two official languages?

c.) Are programs for -both adults and children
included?

d.) What impact*, you ,feed. this new -agreement
might have on the Toronto Board of Educatidn
programs for both children and adults?

,14. What are- the conclusions and recammendationk df the "Non Official
Languages in Canada" study chaired by Dr. Ken OrBryanof O.I.S,E.?
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To School Staffs:

On June 4, 1974 a three page Inform4ion Release was disrk
-tributed to. school staffs, other employees of the Board,
as well as to the press, It included a joint-statement
from the Director and the Chairman of the Board giving the
rationale for the esteblishment'ef our New Canadian, programs
'as well ai'Moie recent concerns and trends in progra(a develop
r4nt for ethnic students in our schools. It solicitd the
help.ol staff in assisting the Board as it'attempts to establish
a basic philosophy and 'a comprehensive set'of programs that will
deal with the bOltural needs' of immigrant students in our schooOs
without prejudice to the successfuj acquisition of the English
lang,uage.

With the: beginning of a new school'yearthe trustees renew
their, inVitation to assist them as they attempt to carry but ,as
exhmustive and complete a study as possible-into the educatiOn
of the Oity's_population whose"cultural and linguistic heritage
is npt of AngloCanadian origin. 'Whether you decide to send a
letter-or brief to the group, or write a brief and present. it
i/ti Orson is, of course, a matter for your decision: In any, case,
you, 'should feel at complete liberty to voice iyour opinion as
candidly as you feel is necessary to make your point.

August 29, 1974

Although the June 4th release did provide you .with a general
notion of the Work Group's area of inquiry, Ike thought it advis
able to list some of the'more spec,ific and immediate issues to
which you may wish to address yourself:

IDENTIFICATION AND RESOLUTION OF THE NEEDS OF
ITINI CANADIAN STUDENTS.:

educational,.
(b) academic,
(c) cultural'and social

The Work Group is Aware of the fact that the areas listed here
arse by no means separate, but that they are interdependent.
However, in both general acid specific%terms it is concerned with
that you see as the needs of our students in all three areas of
growth and development. It is also concerned with how you see
the schoWsystem identifying and satisfying them.

00195
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n. For-exampleF,:

1. .The philosophical Jramework _On whith the Board's New
Canadian- Program is based is referred to as "Cultural
Immersion". Do you feel staffs, are cognizant of this,
do they understand it?

.

2. Our present New Canadian program's a're 'in one-of three
organization models; reception classes,. ransition classes,
and withdrawal 'classes. In addition, in the east-end of
the dity,we have the Main Street School program.' What is
your evaluation concerning the ,cOmp-aratiye effectiveness ,

of each of these programs? Are.thq suciessful, a"waste o,f
-...

the educational &Oiler, or eie they helpful, but not really
adequate? What changes would you. ze.commend?

. \ .

3. What are the problems teachers.face in.communicating with,
and reporting to the parents of New Canadian students?
What solutions do you suggest? What additional support
Services are require,d,to improve the quality of this cam-
,munication? .

,

. ,

,
.

e

o you-feel the school Ought to encourage the maintenance
f cultures and languages in addition to English andFrench?

This is an issue.that has particular implications for second-7
ary schools' where there is an accession of requests from 'I
communities4to offer language courses that reflect the ethnic
constituency of the community.

,

. -
.

yew Canadien,staff is generated by a Metropolitan Formula.
Have you suggestions as to how our Board can most effectiv y
utilize such teachers? 4"

)

6: Do you feel our system; trustees, teachers, and administrators
knows and understands what the needs of New Canadian students
are?

ko,

7. An important issue deals.with the qualifications, selection,
and training of NeW Canadian teachers; for day school, summer
and -evening' programs. Have you suggestions concerning any .

of these three issues?

.8. What do you consider to be the-major problemsfaced by both ,

New Canadian chfldren and their parents as they make
; their initial contact with the Toronto School system?
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V

3

Connected withthis
4

question is the important Issue of
the manner in which the schools receive New Canadian
students whefi they enter the s'IsteM for f4e verb.47.1-t.
time. How do you feel this first meetingbetween th
student, his family, and the teacher should occur? or
example, do you feel our Board or the loCal school s ould
operate some sort.of introduction-or reception progr m-Ior

Ithe New Canadian student and his/her family?

One very large issue that has risen during the last year
or so is the issue of reasonable representation of various
ethnic minority commumitieson the\ school staff. What are
-your feelings in this regard?

10

Of course, the list of questions and issues could go on. We have
simply posed a few to give you an idea of the kind of response's
we.are looking'for from you and qthers. As thd trustees begin
their inquiry, they are certain tp find themselves in the awkWard
position of requiring answers to questions they cannot ask simply
because they led( enough specific informtion to know what the
questions ought to be. What the group is hoping for ie the assist
ance of the Board's staff in asking the right questions as well k

as_ arriving at necessary answers. Therefo're, we-are-counting on
your experience to idAptify and discuss a number of other questions.

Me,plan to distreibute an "issue" paper which will explaih, to,
those interested in responding, how it sees the question of multi
culturalism' in Toronto and the educational problems,related to
that question.

The Work Group has tentatively *et aside the dates trom.the
. middle'of September to the end of October for entertaining briefs

and presentations from interested parties.

The trustees who are conducting this inquiry are keenly aware that
ny recommendations they may decide to make depend, in large
measure, upon the contribution' made by its various staff members,
both.in the schools and at the educational -centre. On that
ground, they are soliciting your'assistance.and cooperation in

..their study. They are, therefore, looking forward to hearing from
you and to any advice and counsel you may decide to submit.

Sincerely,

Dan Leckie CoChairman,
Work Group on MultiCultural Programs.

001.9*7'
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APPENDIX D
- 1.

. .

Report of meeting held at Oakwood.Collegiate Institute

On Wednesday,- February 26,.1975, '".school trusteed; 06m the'Work Group
on Multicultural Programs met with a group of; Black secondary school
students at Oakwodd C011egiate Institute. .7,tie black students' Soul Club
and Kr,. Thomas Alexander, Guidance Counsellor at the_school end the
Staff Sponsor to the Club organi4o and sponsored the meeting. They
'invited black students from other secondary schools'to discuss culture and
education frdm the position of*the black student. In accordance with the
intent of the Work Group] in relation t6 such inter-group discussion, the
trustees and staff'attended as observers rather than as.participants.

Some 50-65 black 'students representing 8 secondary schools as well as
all ''program levels attended the meeting.: Mr. Ken Jeffers, Director of
the Harriet-Tubman Centez,'assumed the role of moderator for theleeting.
The meeting.organizers,provided the participants with a guide sheet en-
titled "Suggested Topics" whion,,ronsisted of 13 issues and questions.
(see attached.)

., ,, .
.

The Discussion

0

In opening the discussion, Mr. Jeffers addressed hitoself to the recent
influx of black families into the city community and Observed that the
majority of these 'families-Were,emigrating from the islands of the-West
Indies and from Guyana and trinidad...He also observed that the influx would
more than likely continue and become more intense if nothing', to
the motivation interfered:to prevent it. He then spoke-brfeily to the
possible impact of the Federal deliberation on current immigration policy
and their implication for immigration from the. West -Indies.

'The Black Studenes Introduction to the School

Mr. Jeffers then set out two questions forparticipants to consider:
1. What partdid any of you'(the students) play in you families'

decisicin to emigrate?
2. What were your expectgtions when you knew you were emigratIng to

Canada?
The students made it clear that they had no, voice in the decision to
emigrate and that Cangdo-isrgreatIy over-sold in the West Indies. They
referred to official goverithent brochures, posters_and broadsides.
TheseinformAtion sources exaggerate the character and range of.oppor-
tunities for improving'their conditions of living in Canada, the beauty
and friendliness, of the environment, employment and educational possibil-
ities and, in. general, create a misleading impressiOn bf a utopian world..
There is very little.regl concrete pre-emigration information."'The con -'

. sequence is that expectations are high and the.promise of a considerable
improvement in all dimensions of like are very strong, 1:)

-

Response toga question froi the moderator about the students' initial
introduction to the school system brougt varied 'responses and led spot;
taneonsly'toa discdssion of related issues.'

9
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There wasra general agreement that West Indian parents tended to avoid active
Ind close involvement with the secondary schools; that partly- because of this
factor and partly because assessment and placement were somewhat desultory,
the process'of beginning well in the new school career is a problem. Some

of the students perceived a tendency to place students in graded below their.
actual level of academic competence. For those students the courses were too

simple; they lacked sophtsIication and,challenge. "They system", they observed

"is presumptioue."

Someloarticipants noted that a great aeal of anxiety and .1frustra4on Is
centred on the students' incapacity to make significant academic progress both
as it relatesto movement from their previous agedemic.standing and to movement

once the student has begun h/er new school career. 'Since many students arrive

'withouespecIfic documentation of previous educational experience, the problem
.begins with attempts to develop "equivalent" grade standings. Thereafter a

great many.adjustment.problems begin to have their effect on progress. Among

these are:*

1: Confusion at home and in the student about'the credit system.
2. Complexity of the actual school operation.

3. -Discovery of the midority position, e.g. white counsellors are difficult
tnrelate to for a variety of reasons which are imbedded in pastexper-

iences.

4. ?erceptions of'what constitutes competent English usage. .e.g. Canadian
school English is different, and according to one student, inferior to,
the British school English which many high school students learn in the
West Indies. <7 2

5. Methodology and the vocabulary of instruction itself is alien to the

'_J-student. Some examples were the use of "integer" in Math, Grammar
versus Composition and Literary Analysis in English courses.

.016.' As for speech itself, students observed that Canadian teachers tend to-

., ascribe the slow, soft speech.of the more recent black student immigrant .
from the West Indies.as-evidence ordtuOdify", The students'. observa-
tion in this context was that Canadians, including teachers, speak far`
too quickly and distort the language. It should be noted that the stud -

eats were speaking in the school experienoke frame of reference. They

made it clear that the lan9gge of the secondary scrils in the West .

Thdiesis a formal language as opposed to Island di lects, whereas in
Canada, the vernacular appears to dominate, even in the schools. One

does not speak one's local dialect in formal education -in the West Indies.

,Oa the-other hand, some of Ohe students suggested thdt placement which occurs

on the basis of age alone, results in students finding themseiVes confronted

with subjects in which they are educatiodally (not intellectually) deficient.
For these students, this factor compounds the adjustment problems and intensi-

fies the anxieties and frUstration associated with erratic or slow academic
progress.. .

Some of thesolutions which miie students suggested for the problems as they
perceived them were:
1. Black counsellors, or
2.- The use.of black agencies which offer reception, orientation, and

competent assessment services and which employ black counsellors.

0,0199
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3. Periodic school seminars to review academic progress of black students
and to develop ways and meansifor generating better academic progress.

4. Mr. Jeffers advised, that the older black students who had some expei-
ience with the Toronto school system's secondary schools and with their
own particular school in the Toronto system, could organize ihemselves
to receive and orient recent immigrant students from the. West Indus
as well as all black students who, were new to the school. He suggested
that in the absence of any program based on formal policy in this.area,
everyone s involvement in such a plan could contribute a great deal
toward alleviating the stress and discomfort the student experiences
when s/he atttmptS:to continue h/er school career in an alien environ-
ment.

5. The school ought to refrain from 'mak' g judgementssbout placement
which are at best arbitrary guesses. ther, students should be
permitted to enroll.at thtlevel they is accurate for them until

' it becomes evident. that the placemen *is roneous; then adjustment
becomes possible.' The operative phrase was "let then at least try".

At some point during this segment of the discussion,'the question of special
English Language classes' for West Indian students arose.' An immediately'
nCgative and vociferous reaction preluded the'possibiiity of any further (1*

discussion centering on that topic.

Racism

While somesome ofthe students peiceived blatant racism
schools and others perceived it as more or less uncb

. there was generalsagreement that racism did exist in
their new school career.

or,

rating in their
sous and'uninfended,
1 dimension'i of

1. One student's experience centred around comments and observations' ,
which questionned the rights of people to immigrdtt,into anada from
other countries. In her perception., immigration frdm one utry
to another is the-inherent right of any ilersOn.

2. Rism is evident in the history books cnd courses. As as

b ck people are in the schBol itself, they find they are not visible
anywhere in the history course. Black history and culture is absent.

3. In the history of Canadian development especially, there is no evidence,
that black peoOlehaye made any contribution at all. a

4: With the exception9i_two schools (not identified) thereis no attempt
to provide books, periodicals, tapes, records, films, etc. in the school's
supplementary material holdings which reflect the role of black people
in Canadian, Continental or World.History. Neither is there adequate
or competent reflection of Black Heritage and Culture of the African
continent itself.

The students observed that in many of their schools black students have provided
the scant stock of such MAterial available in the schools. They suggested that
it was the Toronto Board of Education's responsibility to provide the apOropriate
literature-hnd materials.

00400'
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Blaciteatity

Racism and the issue of Black Identity were pqnctomitant in the students'
perception. In this context,'the moderator requested a response from the
participants on the relationship Of black people appearing to be absent'
from .historical development in terms of historical documentation and the

quest for a multicultural society.

The students responded with an observation that schools do not:reflect a
commitment to the multicultural society at far'as..the Inclusion of the

black segment is concerned.- TheyPointed out that, apart from the fact that
there. i's no recognition of black involvement in Canadian or American hist-

orical and cultural studies, the extra'tbntinental historical and cultural
studies are predominantly European. Students algO.observed that the blaCk

West Indian student is already Aware of a negative black identifiCation as

a result of his previous school experience at home.: The school. syitem,

especially at the secondary school level, -in the islands is contaminated .

with a he British overlay and biat..It, therefore, is of little don--
.

solation-to.didcaVer that the identity of black people in CanadianGschool.
courses on AmericanpistOry is associated with slavery; that the literature

courses associate life in black Africa with a population of barbarie'sav-

ages in a constant death struggle with ferodiOui wild animals.. ,One sudent*
wondered out loud how Canadians would reacteif the black image of white
Canada was like the white Canadian image of black Africa?
,The student suggested-that teadherswho conduct courses employing te2p& and

supplementary reading material which, identify black heritage (culture.and
the African continent) in stereotype formeshould make a par, cular effort

to ensure that students understand such texts as old stereo ypes which are
'inconsistent with actual Contemporary conditions.

Students are convinced that it would be difficult or Ca adian teachers to

embark on courses in Black Studies- becaus 1by and large, they have
been'discovered to know and understand very lit about black heritage
.and culture, or about the contributionuf black people to the country's
development,

One student observed theta deliberate attempt to establish tommunication
between black and white schOol population would assist in the establish-'
ment of healthy relationships between black and white,. students..
To'a question ab6ut black students'"congregating"e and establishing black
clubs in the school, the, students noted that white Canadian students con -

\gregate as do students of. other ethnic groups. The Soul Club members at

the meeting expressed a resentment:at having to remove'the word "black"
from the-club title and . "settle" for the term "soul" instead. Some of the

students argued that ethnic clubs could do much to'bring multicultutalism
to the schools since such organizations are ideally equipped'to,,inttoduce
the specific heritage 'and culture they represent to the rest of tie student

body,

00201,,
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Participation

e;
o

There were a variety of responses to question about the black students'
apparentl general unwillingness to participate in school activities. The
student6 offered these observations:
1. Class discussion is alien to the West Indian educational experience.
2. Consciousness of dialect accent' (Many students related humiliating

eXperiences related to attempts at participation in discussion which
.range'fram derision froi classmates to teachers constantly asking
the black West Indian,.or African., student to repeat,statements.)

3. Cross responses arising from cultural differences impede communication
patential. "White students and teachers expect 'white'responses from
'blacks students".

4. Unfamiliar with culture content of discussion.
orth American perspeetiv predaminates discussion and is alien,tb the

West Indian perspective.
6% As participation relates o sportd',. the sports themselves are alien

liora considerable length ok time. Ice and skates are not familiar
sports items to many black students.

7. Psychologically; pressutes of the need for academic, social and cultural
adjustment prevents the black student from "risking"participation in
sports programs.

8. Asfparticipation relates to course content, unfamiliar content as well
as geo-political orientation often precludes West Indian students' Parti-
cipatiorA Example: British History would apPir to be a subject to
Which the Vest Indian student would have some affinity. However,
British History in the West Indies is oriented to British-West Indies.
relationships. In Canada the orientation is -Great Britain and Canada.

9. As observeeearlier;'unfamiliar methods and an alien instructional
vocabulary is a source of the student's adjustment prohlem. These
elements are also a leading deterrent to participation.

10. The fact of pre-requisite learning in all subjects generally, and in
Canada and American subjects' specifically, is a stronf impediment to
partl.cipation. The school career is assumed to be continuous when it
is not.

-111

Some students voiced the idea that student councils organize a, counselling
service to alleviate this particular condition.

Vandalism & The Question-pf,an Officially Bi-lingual Nation

Stuclehts consideted.these two items irrelevant to the diScussion.

On the tudents' Academic Future
,

.

The moderator observed that very few black students who continue' their
education at university level enroll in the field of hard or technological
sciences; continuing students are Iound in the humanities or the social
sciences, especially in sociology.

One student conjectured that the reason may be that.black students are
deeply involved ferponally with issues related to-social organilation,
human dynamics, etc., and that this involvement prompts an abiding inter-
est in such studies.

262'
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The'Contention for Cultural Allegiance p

Response to the issue of the effects of the new school experience on the
black student's relationship with h/er,family was emotional and vivid. As

cone student stated,,the changes are a cause of real, "grief". The absence
of a long.famil2s_home supervision, the force of peer-pfessure, the impact
of new social ilvement which is strange to parents, an apparent moral.
deterioration, the conflict of expectations of female deportment,and
numerous other specific sub-issues crowded imp the discuSsion. The gir14
boy;*supervision issue raised the feminist issue as an example of a three
dibmensional cultural clash.

meeting adjourned at about 11.00 p.m.

4,
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MATHEMATICS DEMONSTRATION FOR

d SPANISH SPEAKING PARENTS.
b:

PALMERSTON SCHOOL

A meeting of Spanish speaking parents was held in February, -1975 at
Palmerston Public School. Someof.the parents expressed their concern at
not being able to understand the way that mathematics is taught:ih Canada.
Although in some countries in &kith America (like Argentina, Uruguay,,ind

Chile) new methods of mathematics are being applied in educatjon, most of
the countries are still teaching/ mathemAtics.in the traditionaligay. yhe

parents asked to have some expliaAtion about the methods in Canada.

On Tuesday, April 22, 1975, at 1:30 p.m. a mathematics demonst,ration
class was held for Spanish speaking parents.

Attending were 30 Spanish speaking parents, Mr. Berryman, Miss'Pinkney,
'' fir. Farrell and six teachers of the school, as well' as Some of the children

from Grade two and Gradeix,. .
The'evening started with' a welcome-to.thA,Parenta from Mr. lerryman.

An explanation of. the rjort sheet (see'encloSed'copy) was il.eu, and aloo
the method of marking reports was elaborated upon. ,They explained the .

meaningcof the paragraphs marked, A,B,C,efc. on the report card As.werl.

- pen the parents'went to a classroom, grade two, and saw a short demon- 1

stration of in addition and subtraction lesson., The chirdren'were using math-

ematical material, cubes and games for the exercises.
After that, the parents went to a grade Six class ank saw a short demonstration,
of graphing, order, pairs.

After the demonstration, parents were invited to a display of mathematical
games and material, books that are used in the school.

Highlights of the mathematical progression from grade one to grade six

were given to the rents (see copy enclosed). The parents asked questions ,

bout the program, *age some comments about the changeover to the metric system,-
and to the similarities and differences with the mathematics' programs in their

country.
r\

As far as I know, it i the first mathematics demonstration for a specific
ethnic community in Area 3 , It, was a Tabriderfulevening,1With great, involvement

from school staff,and parents,

r

BT/jg
-

. Bea ak,

cc: IC Lafontaine . Ass6c t Social Worker, .

E. Kerr Spanish Liaison Community Gorker.

N. Bojovic

0 24t4.75
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THE BOARD OF EDUCATION FOR THE CITY OF TORONTO
155 -Coirp.ge &met-Toronto, M5T 1P6; Canada, 362-4931.

C.,

Membrandum to:
.

Principals of Schools with $panish
,

. .-
. speaking students.

This letter' will introduce Mrs. Beatrice Tabk.wtio. was. employed
as of December 16, 1974., as:a Spanish speakingcommUnity Liaison
Worker.

This' position was established as a result.of.a request by the
'Work Group on Multicultdral Programs to initiate a pilot project
)to assist it in developing recommendations on the role of Associate
Social Worker (Interpreter Counsellor) ai-Toell as meeting the

4urgent need of a relatively new 'and signi pantly large Spanish
speaking community.

Her general role-is to function as a resource for-school and
community. The major orientation an be toWard the development
of local school community relations rather than toward assuming
case work responsibilities. There are,three specific accomplish-
ments toward which Mrs. Tabak is ekpected to wofk:

To assist school staff in the development°
of reception and placement procedures appro-
priate"for the childrentof Spanish speaking
immigrants;

2.) To develop appropriate ways of informing
Spanish speaking parents of schbol procedures,
organization and structure, educational
practices, their rationale and their meaning;

1. On the other hand, to develop appropriate ways
of bringing to the local school administratiod
and staff, information necessary to their
awareness and understanding Of their Spanish
speaking students' cultural, social, and educ-
ational background.

00205
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THE BOARD OF EDUCATION FOR THE CITY OFTORONTO

I believe Mrs. Tabak is well qualified fo his new challenge.
She was born and educated in Buenos Aires,-ArgentImA. She has
a B. Sc. in Sociology and Education - Counselling. Her masters
thesis was'titled "Immigrants and their Children - the Sociali-
zation Process". Since February, 1974, she'has been employed
by. the "Centre for Spanish Speaking People" as the co-ordinator .

for adult and children's edgcation, counselling and advice
programs.

ti

It is the Work Group's hope that you will, with Mrs. Tabak's
assistance, be able to develop a mutually beneficial relation-
ship with your Spanish speaking community.- I would be most
appreciative of any comments or suggestions, either oral or
written; yob would care to make concerning the usefulness of
this position in your community.

Sincerely,-

B.F. Kerr
for the
Work Group on
Multicultural. Programs

efk/rls

4 00206
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SPANISH SPEAKING PARENTS MEETING

4

Palmerston Avenue Public School - Monday, February

ATTENDANCE: 30 - 40 parents (there are 51 Spanish children
36 families), Principal (Mr. Berryman), Vice-Principal Cass
Worker (Airs. Adirim), and Truoteeo (Judith Major).

DYNAMICS OF THE MEETING
After a'short introduction of all preoont and parents gave'their name, country

of origin and number of children at school, Mr. Berryman gave a short and warm

10, 1975 - 7 p.m.

at Palmeroton School
Pinkney), Social

welcome to the parents. Although pore parents came after the meeting began, the
latecomers didn't have an opportunity to introduce hemoelveo in this manner. A
great majority of the'parento are from EcuadOr and one third of the group know
'the ochookjrom last year.

,

The meeting started with an open invitationitoaok questions regarding th
school. The type bf questions asked were:

1. What is happening to a child who came to Canada in the middle of the ye
,is placed in,GradL 6?, Where is he going after Grade 6? (This showo that t

paranto don't know the ochool structure in Canada i.e., Elementary (Junior
Senior) High School.
2. In what class is a child placed when he comet from abroad?
3. Can parents have a weekly report on how children are doing? Can pa
the book from which the_children work every weekend?
4. Where and how tan children have dental 'care?

and

nd

5. A child that is going to Kindergarten and reaches his sixth birt4 Y in the
middle of the year -- is it possible to transfer him to Grade 1?
6. When can a child come to Kindergarten?
7. Where are day-care centres available?

Every question was answered by ochool staff, and come were asked to defer the
questions to the Social. Worker.

One of the parents suggested that we discuss general loaner) as shown on the
Agenda.

HOMEWORK
One of the parents expressed his concern about not bding able to help the

Children in Mathematics. In his country (Ecuador) the method of teaching Mathematics
is. different. Another parent (from Santi4go, Chile) said that in his country the

method is the came modern one as in Argentina and Uruguay. They introduced that

method three or four years ago and there were classes for parentp to learn the new
method.

D.

SeggestIon: Io it possible to do the same thing at the school?

Pren asked how they could find out if the children have homework. .They

were refe ed to the specific teachers as the policy regarding homework is up to
the,indiv dual teacher.

CAILD CARE BEFORE AND AFTER SCHOOL HOURS
A very lively discussion took place when it was explained that a child needed

supervision in the early morning and after school hours.
Parent: Can you please explain what is the "danger" you are talking about when
children are left by themselves. I don't see any more danger here than there was

in my country. On the contrary, I think that there is less violence than there

was in the country that I came from. (This parent is from Chile). On the other

00207



'hand, I think that children should be independent, and they do have to share
responsibilities at home. I encourage that, Please explain/to me the danger

--You -Ire talking about. i

/ 4

The Social Worker gave a summary Of the differences between the different
!..Jay's of life (the close neighbour in South America, the ,c ildren playing outside,.
the close relationship, etc.,) On the other hand, inCana a you do'not know your
neighbours, the damage that can be done with the electriOal outlets,, appliances,
how easily a fire can start, etc. /

Parent: I had to go to court because of leaving my children by themselves.
Parent: The Canadian Law does not permit children and t twelve to be left by

funny? On the other hand, he got himself a job in th early morning delivering)
themselves. My child was twelve last week, so, now I an leave him. Isn't, that

newspapers. I am very proud of that, Atause he got it himself and that he is
responsible enough to keep it. He' is learnin to be independent. It seems strange
that there is a clang; in leaving a child at home wh n he is eleven years, three
hundred and, sixty days old, but five days la er he i allowed to have a small job
in the earl morning on the 'streets.
Parent: On4e I left my children for five m utes g when I came back the

,

Superintendent was trying to, Put out a fire that ha started in the kitchen.
V.

f

LS' gestionr _Check the posaibp.ity.that one or two amilies could take care of the
4

4

o er:chilOren. More details will'be.work d out a ter researching the need, number
of children, f*lies available

W
place etc ,

-

.

1 -

AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAM
Parent's who know about the Boys' Clu encourage other parents to bend their

children to the Club. Perhaps we could o gadige a tour of the club for parents

ENGLISH CLASSES FOR PARENTS
It was generally agreed that it is necessary to learn English. Although

information was given about where and when they could attend English classes, a
parent asked if they could be held at Palmerston School'. One of the parents

..circulated a list and parents present indicated their interest is having the classes
at Palmerston School. Taenty7five'parents sighed.

It was made clear that classes at the school could be started only in the
parents were interested and participated.

Suggestion:_ Check hours available, etc. and let the parents know as soon as possible.
g

\ SPANISH LANGUAGE /
Parent: I am quite concerned that my child is losing his Spanish grammer. He is

ten years old and we have been here only 6 months. Yesterday Fie -wrote le a little

note in Spangh. There were' four mistakes in three words. The mistakes are
related, to English vowels that sound different frouf the Spanish and, if after six

`" months that is the result, I wonder what will happen in a year.
Pat'ent: I don't mind if we have to pay fora teacher to preserve. the Spanish
language. Will the school help us with this?
parent: I am a Spanish teacher and if it is possible to have theclasses on
Saturday, I will be glad to teach without pay. I can present all my papas and

university degrees, and you can decide.
Parent: I heard'that there are Portuguese classes at Palmer ston -- how can we

start'Spanish classes onthe same basis?

Suggestion: We will send out a circular asking parents if they arc interested.
We-will/Mtet again to discuss the procedures further. It was made clear that

the initia0ve should be taken by the parents and then the school could help.

-

0:(208 1/
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SERVICES FOR SPANISH SPEAKING PEOPLE

Written information-was given regarding the services for Spanish Speaking
People in the City.' .

SCHOOLNHOLIDAYS AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT DAYS
There was an explanation of the: schoor holidays and professiOnal development

days,,; Parente-were admised that they must let the school know ifthey are unable
to make arrangements for their children'on Professional Development Days.

FEELINGS. ABOUT THE MEETING

Parents were aksed how they felt about meetings of this kin4.
-Parent; They should be held once a month. \ .; f

.

Parent: I feel that the. school and.the.home should work together as. the
schoof is a continuation of the home. ' . J ;

. ,..

Suggestion: Can we wok in smaller groups? The parents predent felt that they
would rather meet in'a larger group. .

1 ..,,.
. 4 ..

KNOWING EACHOTHER
_

r. ._

Stiggesion: I: Agreement that for the-next meeting parents and staff will hate
identifidation tags.. This williake it easier.

2. .There will be a question on the-circular that is sent out asking
parents if they are willink.to.14ive their-address: and telephone *

:number.so,they will be able to contact each other when deeded.
.

-GENERAL COMMENTS'
This report only MentiOns.the most iiiportant things that were brought out.

The parents made many co4ents tinting the meeting, but we couldn't discusa,&ll of
them. .

.

Patents were very pleased with the meeting. Near yhalf of the parents-\
already knew the School and the,Principal because of ea lien contadts.

The parents who arrived during last ydar were very utspoken and, my personal
.feeling is that they were outspoken. because they ad the support of the parents
who already knew the,,,,aChool.

E

B. Tabak

00209
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APPENDIX E

receiverreceivea as of Apri1,21,97

ELEMENTARY

Schools:

Argentina
Annette St. P.S.
Brock P.S.

4

Clinton P.S.
Dewson St. P.S.
Fairmount,Paik Sr. P.S.
*Greenwood School
,ffallprest F.S.
*Kent Senior School
King Edward P.S. )

Lord Lanadowfie P.S.
McMurriclagP.S.

Ogden P.S.
Orde St. P.S.
*Osier Senior School
Palmerston Ave. P.S. -1.
Pqpe Ave. P.S.
Parkdale P.S., Sr. & Jr.
Ryerson P.S., Sr. & Jr.,
Shirley St. P.S.

p

'Others (elementaNY)

a.

4

APPENDIX E

Ann AmdersOn, E.S.L. teacher, Argentina.Jr.P.S.
*Muriel Anderson (brief andorsed by 23 other teachers from 11 schools)
*Ken.Fisher; East York Board, formerly a Toronto N.C. teacher
*New Cansdian teachga - Area 2
*Executive, Tor to Teachers Federation
Edna M. Thom oul N.S: teacher,4Indian Rd. Cr. & Keele, St. P.S.

*A.O. Slarer, PrtUcipal,.Niagara St. P.S.
I. Ross 'Thant, V.P., Bowthore Rd. P.S.
Givins Sr. School, Mrs. Lona FTeemantle, Special Ed. teacher.
R.L. McCordidt. Principal, North Preparatory P.S.

*J.A. P*pher, Principal, Ndrway
- Berta Knox, N.C. teacher, Clinton P.S.

A.F4 Reinholdt, Principal, Dewson St. P.S.
B. Dorevich and Robert Coulnan, teachers, Givins P.S.
A.W. Grande, Guidance Teacher, Osler Sr: School

**Brian Wright, E.S.L. Evening School Teacher

*.INDICATES A BRIEF AS WELL AS AN ORAL PRESENTATION
INDICATES AN ORAL PRESENTATION'

ALL BRIEFS WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR REFERENCE IN THE

LIBRARY.
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*
Briefs received as'of April 23, 1975

SECONDARY

. Schools-.

Brockton High School
Eastern High School of Commerce
Harbord Collegiate Institute
*Humberside Collegiate Institute
Oakwood Collegiate Institute
Parkdale.Collegiate Inptitute
West Park Secondary-School
West Toronto'School',

'others ( secondary)

\\1.
1

APPENDIW.,

L..

..L. Fick, Principal, Danfprth Technical School
, Val Jelincic, Head of Moderns;-Danforth Technical School
P. Kalmaticky, Teacher, Danforth Technical School
S. Nadaski, Teacher, Danforth Technical School
J. WISnicii, Teacher; Danforth Tethnical, School
*Henry J. Ellenberger,-Teacher, Humberside Collegiatet
.E.A.n.icCann, Principal, Jarvis Collegiate (retired, Dec. 1974)
A. Shilton, Principal, Jarvis Collegiate

.RUth Stglberg, Head of English, Heydon Park Secondary
*E. Keller, Librarian; Harbord Collegiate
Carol Hess, N.C. Teacher,' EastemBigh School of Commerce
R.T. SpIllane, Riverdale. Collegiate Institute

**Ari Oral Brief subMitted on behalf of a West End Secondary School.
E.S.L. Teacher by Trustee Leakie.(Report written by TrUstee Leckie)

A Brief written by two Oakwood'blaak students, submitted through.77 0

their School Principal.
Committee on placement,(Toronto.Sedondary SOOols Vice Principals'

Association

9
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Briefs received as ofApril 23, 1975
t

\. CENTRAL

Guidance
F. Stanley Hendra, Assistant Director of Guidance.and

Counselling
Heads of Guidance Awsociation
*Dr'. D. Clemens and S..Hendra 4...

Social Work and Associate Social Workers
**Johr\Boys, oral presentation
**Christor Antoniou, Sdcial Worker
Area l' SOcial WOrkers and Social Work Assockates

*Area 2 Social Se ices:MentVnii0
Apaa 5 . Social Work Staff
Area 5 Social Work rs and Associate Social Workers
AlXene Agor, Sbcial orker
Marylea Gay, Student, OI,.Social Services. Programme I;

40.Setsuko Thurldw, Social' Worker Area 6.
**Dorothy Simonson, Social Worker Area 3'
Maria SotlroPoulos, Associate Social Worker Area
Man WO Lam (Mrs.); Interpreter Counsellor ).
A..Georgevich, Associate Social Worker
Carmen Nepa, Interp'reter CgAnsellor

PsycholooicaOtand Psychiatric Services
Florence'Scott; Chief Psychiatric Consultant
An Employee, Toronto Board, Student SerVices Department

Curriculum Denartment
Area t 1- Curriculum Council

"janies Henderson, Director, Language Study Centre (oral)
*P. Vickery; Assistant Direttor, Language Study Centre
Heather Burt, Niagaxa Reading Clikic
*D. Rutledge, Director, Curriculumtouncil

° Special-Committee on Curriculut Review
* *M. Lennox

New Canadian Department
*Miriam DiGiuseppe and -Harry Phillips, Consultants, N.C. Program'
*Joseph Sterioff, Director N.C. Programs, 2 documeents,

dated Sept. 20, and Oct. 15, 1974.
Brief from Vprincipal instructors in the New.Canadian

Programs ...

\Mike Spillane and John Longfield, N.C. Programs, Bickford
Park Adult Centre

*Jones Avenue, Adult New Canadian Day Centre
Shirley Street Public School, The Wogking English Program

**Chri orevich -.
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Central. Briefs cont.

Principal Officals
w **Report of meeting with Area Superintendents

Research
.

**Dr. B. Wright, oral presentation
**Dr. S. Shapson, oral Presentation
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Briefs received as of April 23, 1975

Community - Individual, Groups, Organizations

Black,
*The Black Education : - Project
*The Liaison ComMittke between the Black Community and the Board
0akwOOd Collegiate Black Students' Organization

A

Chinese V
Chinese Parents' AssociatiOn, Orde-Ogden Public Schools
Ching Cheung Hoh, Chinese Gospel Church
Wing S.-Chu.
Winnie.Wai,.Woodgreen Community Centre
Fred Kan, Chinese BuSinessmen's Association

East Indian'
Hindu.Prarthana Samaj

Greek
The Greek. Canadian Cultural and Educational `Association
Dr. L. Polymenakos, President, Greek Community of Metro Toronto
Mr. C. Lambrigopoulos, Consurtant, Greek Community Organization
Protypa Ekpa'edefteria Angela"Kalogeropoulos

Italian'
Italian Community DeyelOpment Council and F.A.C.1.

Japanese
*Japanese Language Schools
Kazuo Miyahara

Lithuanian
Lithuanian Canadian Community

Native People
Ahbenoojeyug Inc. (Education Division)

Polish
t

Polish Section - Ontlfrio Modern LangUages.Teachers' Association
Canadian Polish Cong ess - TorOnto District

' The Polish Committee on Multiculturalism
Polish combatants Association in Canada and Canadian Polish

Women's Federatio
Polish Teachers' Association

.PortugUese
The First Portuguese Canadian Club of Toronto, Damiao Costa
Luis Carlos de Freitas, An analysis of the situation of

of the Portuguese parents Of children attending
Kensington Community School

E.P. Silva, An dxploratory study of Kensington Community
School

4
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Community Briefs Con
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O

Serbian
The Canadian Serbian Club

Slovak 4

* Slovak Can'adian, J.V.-;Stephens,

Ukrainian
Ukrainian Canadian Committee

President.

School Community Organizations
Argeptina Public School Parent Rep4esentative Association

* Oakwood Collegiate Community Council
Huron Street Home and School Association

Others
*Alexandei..Epstein ( Lawyer ). taped oral presentation and Letter.
H. Kravitz and R. Marino, an analysis of the Social Service

Dellvery, Immigrants and the School System.
Helen Cram, Eastern Branch Head,"Toronto Public Library
W.White, Regional Director, Central.bufferin, Family

Service Association.of Metro Toronto.
Mr L. Adams
Eas minster-Community Services, Eleanor Christopherson

**DT McDiarmid, O.I.S.E., Report of a meeting mith
Dr. McDiarmid.

61

OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOUTH (0.F.Y.) PROJECT BRIEFS

,*Kensington Summer Studio
*project "Contact'!
*Operation Head Start
*Ward Six Awareness
*Tubman Centre

%.
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WORK GROUP VISITS TO SCHOOLS

The Woik,GroUp, either as individuals or as a group, visited samples

.of all Board New Giiadiarl,programsv

I. 4ammer7Program - Givins Program

II. Adult Day -r Jones Avenue.

III. Adult. Night - Bickford High Shool,

IV:- Regular New'Canadian Programs
'Greenwood Scbool
Clinton Junior S.chool
PeifrAvenue Jr. & Sr. School
BloorvCollegiate

- Oakwood Collegiate

V. School Staff Visits .

Members of the Work Group met entire staffs, or gboups of
teachers in each of the following schools.

A. Secondary *

Bickford Park
Bloor C.I.
Brockton H.S.
Lakeview S.S.
Oakwood C.I.
Parkdale
West -Toronto S.

B.
Elementary
Annette
Brock
Clinton
Fern
Hillcrest
Kent .

Lord Lansdowne
McMurrich
Pape
General Mercer
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THE 149AR'4,,OF EDAVATION. TORONTO
Members 0 he Work Group

Nemoranduin to .on Multid Ural Programs

from E. F. -Kerr

Re: Visit
'High Scho
to aistus

.

Present:

Topic:

pita February 20', 1975,
,

essrs. LaF64,,,ntaine arldKerr to lirrocki-on
on Monday", February 10; 1975, 3; 00. p ,
rocktoeS multi-ethnic community.

Messrs. Derr LaFolintaine, Glait (Principal).- Chai&ano
Hughes anit More (Vice-Principals), Heads and Assistant
Heads 'or,Departments.

Following's visit the previous week of Trustee Atkinson
to Brockton, Mel and. I were invited to discuss a
Brockton response to the Work Group.

Following the Principal' open_ ing remarks and introductions,"Mel
discussed the issues that had led' to -the formation of the Work
Group. In addition he talked about multiculturalism within the
Toronto Community. In my remarks, I discussed the Initiative taken
by the Work Grotip during the past six months. Folloiaing this
introduction the meeting was thrown open to a question and answer
Period.. What follows is an-outline of some of the issues raised by
staff members and the resulting comments.

1. A concern was expressed by some staff members
that in previous reiponses to Work GroUpS,
teachers felt that their views had really not
been listened to.

Over and over again various staff members
expressed their concerns about black students
ar,Broc,.kton High ',School. This was a very
intense discusSion. Teachers talked about
attendance,, an increase in violence, the
inability of some to profit from the instruc-
tiohal program in the school. Competency

s in the Language Arts area was a critical issue.

ItWas- also pointed out that far more needed to
be done in 'assisting English speakii.g immigrants
coming from India; Pakistan and the Caribbean

. area to integrate into our Toronto School system. _

Present programs, wheeavaila.ble, are not suitable.
00211
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,

5. TeAchers repeatedly stressed that although.new
programs and inttiatiVes in this area were
needed, they must not be funded out of the
regular instructional budget which was stretched
to the limits by Provincial'ceilings.

those present made a plea fdr the Toronto
Board to leek participationfrom other levels of
goi.rernment. They suggested that the Federal
Governmenz,- because of its responsibility in the
immigration field, needed to be involved.

00g18-
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TO THE MEMBERS_OF.THE WORK GROUP ON MULTICULTURAL PROGRAMS

FROM: MEL.LAFONTAINE

A VISIT TO BICKFORD PARK SECONDARY SCHOOL

On Tuesday, February 10, Mr. Ed Kerr and Mel LaFOuntaine visited Bickford
Park to talk to the staff_onthe question of education-in a multicultural
context. Mel Wountaine spoke. of the reasons forthe multicultural work
grouW.s existence and developed'alarief thesis on the-pressures for the
shift in the position-of the school in the light of a shift-of the cultural
base which supports it. qMr. Kerr spoke briefly on the prograM operation
Itself-, and explained the consultative process,the delivery of briefs to
the Work Group, meeting schedules,. he also highlighted some of the issues
and concerns:as well as recommendations and observations contained in the

brief.

DISCUSSION

Various staff members displayed asather intense concern, about the influx
of the children of immigrant parents into the schools, about the pressures
whiCh:that influx was generating in terms of school operation,- realization
Of_t4e:_normal curriculum and the need to adjust: urriculum:cOnienti

The,discussion tin led to-.the consideration of-Pros and cons associated
with the notion .of developing communication with parents in ethnic
communities, and the need for 'generating mutual understanding on both sides
about the culture which the school represented and the culture from which
the various youni people came. This led almost immediately. to a somewhat
heated debate about the question of adjustment which might be necessary for
the'student to make from his culture to.the culture of the school and vice

versa. At that point the discussionbecame,more specific and began to
-centre around considerations of the kind of psychological, neurological and
emotional damage that anlimmigrant student might suffer as a result of his
involvement in a school system or in a school:which represented culture

that was so different from his own. At that, point a debate begat. There

was some expression that the Anglo Canadian could not be expected to give

up all his values, his cultural position* those standard by which he lives

etc. merely to accommodate the values and the standard and the general

life posititin of the ethnic student. This clearly was not the intent of the

two"people who were speaking to the staff. Nobody intimated that other

people had togive up their culture in order to b to adjust to those

which the students- themselves represented. H ever, th= debate was very
strong for,a.short time, and it reached no con lusion. Ultimately the

discussion drew the Federal Government's Green Paper on immigration into focus:

A long and sometimes heated debate followed.
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Many of the staff suggested it would be advisable for the Work Group to respond

to the four basic possibilities for immigration control which the Green Paper

has listed. This discussion on the Green Paper and the Control of, immigration

provided it with a completely new direction toward the notion that some of the

staff brought-advocated. The notion was that we were dealing with the need

for some kind of class distinction, since obviously class and inate, or native

intelligence was somehow correlated, and that ought to be recognized wh'n the

school system was dealing with immigrant people. At that poirit the issue of

assimilation; integration and culturization became the centre of the discussion.

Some of the staff were very adamant about the student's responsibility to

adjust to the schoca,..---Th4s argument° rested on the notion that the school

represented the superioribsifion ih.tterms of,intelligence,development of

civilization etc.

It was obvious to some of the staff that the school coup not, therefore,

be expected to adjust tothe student.

00220
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APPENDIX G

TO: The Ghairwaman.and Members of the Wotk
Group Pn Implementation of French Programs.

FROM: The Work Group on Multicultural Programs..

A RESPONSE TO THE DRAFT POSITION PAPER"

;. ON

IMPLEMENTATION OF FRENCH PROGRAMS

Introduction:

The Work Group on Multicultural Programs has studied the Draft
Position Paper,;and its members are happy to extend their sincere
appreciation of the competent deliberation and scholarship and the
comprehensive"undertaking which the document-clearly represents.

. With a single exception; the Work Gibup finde(Itselfin agreement
with the social and cultural basis from which the presentation
and its recommendations derive. `Certainly. its members could not

in good faith ignore the concrete evidence which tells us that the
"Day of unilingualismsand splendid isolatiofl is'over", or that the

technological development in communication and travel "has made us

neighbours of many peoples whose mother tongue is not English". To

which one might well add or - FRENCH! What is remarkable in the. French

Program Work Group's quotation from the Hall-Dennis Report about
multilingual neighbours is that the phrase itself directly iden-

tifies the social and -cultural reality Which confronts the Toronto

Board of Education in this city at this moment. That makes the

observation an issue of somewhat more immediate address than
it ould be if it were left in Marshall Mauhan's "Global Village"
co text where the Hall-Dennis report originally placed it.

G ven the WOrk,Group on Multicultural Program's terms of referende,
it also cannot but endorse the statement of Federal- Provincial 2

Agreement which the French Program Work Group quotes in support of

its position. Assuming that "Canadian" refers to all people who
make Canada their home, it would appear just that all Canadians
should indeed 'enjoy "the OPPORTUNITY to educate' their children in

the official language of their choice'and that children have the

00221
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OPPORTUNITY to learn, as a second language, the other. official
language of their country".

The Work Group on Multicultural Programs is acutely. aware of, the
meaning which the terM,OPPORTUNITY imports to the discussion. It
is the Group's conviction ,that'the meaning b6comes mare intensely
appropriate for the.Toronto'Board of Edu9ation than it might other-
wise be since the community it serves qualifies as a true multi-
ethnic city as no other city on this continent can. It is ithe
term's appropriateness which introduces the Work Group's exCeption
to its general agreement with the Position Paper on French
Language Programs:

THE COMPULSORY CORE PROGRAM:

b
,SINCE THE POSITION PAPER DOES NOT ADDRESS
ITSELF TO THE PRESENT STATUS OF FRENCH LANGUAGE
PROGRAMS IN THE SCHOOLS; SINCE THE IMPRESSION
OF THE WORK GROUP ON MULTICULTURAL PROGRAMS IS
THAT"THESE PROGRAMS ARE, COMPULSORY, IT IS
ASSUMED THAT THE FRENCH-WORK GROUP'S INTENT IS
TO APPLY,THE SAME STATUS TO ITS PROPOSED FRENCH
LANGUAGE CORE PROGRAM

THE CONCERN OF THE WORK GROUP ON MULTICULTNAL
PROGRAMS CENTERS DIRECTLY MOUND THIS COMPULSORY
NATURE OF THE PROPOSED. PROGRAM, AND IT 16 BOTH
AGENERAL AND A SPECIFIC

I

The general concern is that there appears.,to be.a basic incompatibility
between the notion of a program which is mandatory foristudents and
the provision of opportunity for students; This response has no
problem with the proposition that the provision of opportunity for
students to participate in A French Language Core Program be mandatory
for all elementary.schools in the Toronto system. However, it does
find it difficult to reconcile the implications of a compulsory
program for students and the rationale 'with which the French Work.
Group's Position paper introduces the proposal. To propose thgt
any program becQfie available for -all students is one position. To
propoWthat all s dents, on the other hand must, perforce, become
available to the pro am is quite another,. That the two positions
are categorically opposed is self-evident.

II

Another completely different order of concern this response has with

the compulsory nature of the French Language Core Program centers.
specifically on its implications for the children of immigrant parents

00222
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for whom neither the French nor English Language is their first
language. Given the present demographic reality of Toronto, the
concern applies to something on the order of 50% of the Toronto
School. System's sttdent population. This specific concerr,is
not so much with the ethics,of contradictory propositions as it is

with the 'strong promise of the negative impact the proposal holds
for the academic life of these children whose linguistics and .

cultural origin are.neither Anglo nor French-Canadian. A compulsory
French Language Core Program would place these young people in a .

third language .learning context or, as one wag. obier7ed, they
would be involved in learning a second, second language.

The Effect on Student Capacity to Learn the "Target Languages"

While it must be conceded that a search of general literature in the
language learning field reveals a thin formal research base to
support the concern, there is ample evidence that very few students
in the field have addressed, themselves to the third language issue.
Still there is same-evidence that serious, comprehensive attention
to the question would more than probably .demonIstrate that the cause .

for concern iscsubstantial enough to sugpst a need for critical
inquiry. There are two concrete pieces of such evidence which it
is appropriate to cite here:

Mr. Robert J. Sweet, The Director of Fre h for,fhe Board has
submitted an abstract of a research docum nt contained in Edwards'
and Casserly's Evaluation of SecondLan ge Programs in English

Schools.* Mr. Sweee.s submission is as ollows:

"As mentioned at the recent meeting between
the French Wotk Group and the Multicultural
Group, I was in. the process of seeking research
data on the effect of third language 'instruction
on children in the lower socio-economic situation.
The document requested has arrived and bears
directly on the issue discussed. I am therefore
passing on to the members of both groups
Dr.,H.P. Edwards' and M.C. Casserly's summary of the
research document.

Egyed (1973) suggested aution in exposing certain
third language groups to French immersion programs
designed for English-speaking children. In this
study of kindergarten children, groups of Italian-
speaking children were taught either in English

-
* (Egyed, C. 1973) entitled The Attainment of English Language Skills
as'a Function of Instruction in the Native Tongue of Italian Kindergarten

Children.. (paper presented at the Canadian Psychological Association
Conference, Victoria, British Columbil ici73)
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only for a full day, in Italian and-English for
a half day of each, or in French and English for
a half 'day each They were tested on measures
of English language skills. It was found, in
..general, that the group taught in French and
English obtained significantly poorer results than
the other two groups on several measures of English
language ability, and more specifically in auditory
functions. Egyed.suggested:that these children
might benefit more at the kindergarten level from
enriched exposure to the English language than
from the early introduction of French as a third
lapiguage in an immersion setting, especially when
the children are poorly grounded in both their
mother tongue and in English their second language,

Summary:

'Research reported here and elsewhere generally supports
the concept that the second language should be intro-
duced at an early age and will have few, if any, -

detrimental effect& on a child's mother tongue."

The second piece of eVidende is Susceptible to more conjecture and
"interpretation" than the first. The reasons that the study it reflects
was not yet available for examination at this writing.' The evidence
itself is a bibliographic entry, in the form of a desciiptive
abstract, which Education Daily published in its December 13th, 1974,
issue. The abstract title is Study Suggests Early French a Waste
of Effort.and it announces a report which the British National
Foundation for Educational Research released on the same date. The
foundation's study covered a ten year period which extended from.
1964 to 1974 and invollied 18,000 students from 125 British Primary
Schools in a longitudinal study. The study covered students from
all socio- economic strata and from both rural andurban schools
including schools in Wales. Some of the conclusions reported in
the abstract appear to be relevant to this response's concern. The study

"showed girls scoring significantly higher than.
.boys, And high scores on French Tests coincided
with high parental occupation and vice versa.
Students in small rural schools did better
than those in large urban schools."

Translated, what we are looking at is a significantly higher
achievement of Upper-Class Country Girls in school generated French
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language courses.. What strikes alaignificant note in the sparse-
information-avatlable.from the study 'is that the lowest scores..
came from "large urban.schoale. Mpst large urban centers. in
England are, in fact,. high density ethnic areas, and for a large
segment of students in English schools from those areas a French
Program at the Primary Level it certain to be of,the Third
Language Variety!* 4

The Possible Effect on the Student's Original Language and Culture:

This response does not limit its concern for the effect of a
compulsory French' Language Core Program 'upon target language learning
in the context of the third language issue,. There still remains the
problem of its effect upon the ethnic student's original language
and identity. There isn't any questiOn that the impact of any ethnic
student's attendance at regular schools on this continent is that
s/he not only very quidkly loses a great deal of competence in h/er
original language, but that a diseolution of the original culture
which generated the language is an. integral factor in the language.
loss process itself.

As members of the French Work Group are,no doubt aware, the Greek-
English and Chinese-English programs which the Board is attempting
to establish in four schools have devloped out of.the recognition,
which the Board and the'communities involved, share; of this linguistic
and cultural deterioration and of' the negative social, cultural and
academic implicationsit imports. When 'one coniiders that the
deterioratton in the student, of.h/ermothei culture and language
occurs as a result of h/er involvement in. a school which represents
a culture and a an age alien toh/er own, one need hardly speculate
on what could ti4pen if the system were to introduce still another
language and, by extension, another culture into a' condition which
Already mitigates against Wet general growth and deyelopment as
hell as. h/er academic progress. 4,

Byvand,large, the Multicultural Work Group's own discussion with
various ethnic communities and groups within those communities
indicates that the ethnic population itself has serious apprehension
about the implication of introducing a compulsory-core program in
French instruction. The exception to this generalization Invariably
occurs in what may be'termed the established ethnIc groups.( The'
majority of .people from thepe groups are 4 or 5,generations distant
Iran their ancestors who originally settled in Canada. The Polish

* The NFER hasonly very recently made the repor
study available. Both work groups will receive a
arrives. E.C.L. is unable to predict when 'it will
working for acquisition-as soon as possible.
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ethnic organizations are good examples of such groups. However, it
ahould.be understood that there is by no means any community in
these establighed groups; that the approval of a core French Lanvage
program, usually comes from a minority segment within the larger

group. At best, the gtoup would be divided on the French as a
third language issue.

Another Specific Factor to Consider:

Tilos far this response has projected a direct negative academic
probability for,the ethnic student who is faced with the necessity
.atienrollmen-in a cbre French Language program.' The chances of
optimum achievement/in both "target" languages are slim while the
chances of maintaining the mother language and culture are virtually
nullified.

However, it becomeO necessary to/consider another negative academic
probability which,/ though not as direct as those registered here,
may well prove to/be more potent. The position is a simple one.
Oven the anxietyiand pressure of inter-family alienation, competition
for cultural all giance, loss of cultural identity, etc. which
invariably acc anies a student's high-speed transfer from one culture
to anothet, it s almost axiomatic that the shock of the transfer f
itself will pro oundly and negatively affect all dimeusions of h/er
academic life or some time to come, if ,not permanently. It is the
impression of he Work Group on Multicultural Programs that there
should be some concentrated inquiry into the ways in which the intro-
duction of a ampulsory French Language Core program into the school
career of suc students amplifies and intensifies this partigular
shock experie,ce.

A Question about Priorities at the Local Level:

It is clear that budget allocation for the proposed Core French
Language Program to already available. Obviously, this means that
if any additional cost were to result from the implementation of
the proposed program, it would arise from elements other than the
core elemet.

Apart fraM that possibility, which is of course worthy of consideration,
daissue f costs in other than budgetary terms immediately arises.
These ar costs which express themselves in time and energy
displac ent terms. Both. are relatively fixed in any given school.
In addit on to a concern about the relation of the proposed core
program o other programs any given school and its community may
conside a priority in the time-energy context, the Work Group on
Multicu tural Programs w particularly interested in the kind of drain
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on a local school's time and 'energy the implementation of the core
program represents,foruplticultural programming itself.

Experience with the Chinese and Greek Bilingual/Bicultural PrOgrams
has delineated theconcrete seriousness of this issue. With French
Prommalready. occupying a priority position-in the schools
involved, the actual placement of such programs in the school
curriculum has proVed to be a problem of inordinate and unreasonable
proportion. .-This is to say nothing of the impact of 'a centrally
developed subsequently fiXed priority upon the range of program

.Options open to local school-community- decision for. programming which
would be-uniquely compatible with the educational requirements of die
'children of a given local community.

it'is obvious to the members of the Work Group on Multicultural
Programs that the proposal to establishTa compulsory core French
Language Program in the elementary schools of Torontimports a
problenrof almost innumerable diMensions for.education in'the
extra -Anglo and French Canadian multi-ethnic communities. This
response paper records same 'of those dimensions as a basis for its
concern, It submits one recommendation as a consequence:

a' .-

That the WOrk Group:oh-the implementation of French Program' rescind
the compulsory nature of The Core Program segment of-its propoSed
model program and make provisions in its final paper to
ensure that the-program exist as an option for all students.

DadjLeckie
°Chairman
for Work Group on
,Multicultural Programs

January 15, 1975
rls
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APPENDIX H

REPORT TO THE, WORK GROUP ON MULTICULTURAL PROGRAMS
From: DAN LECKIE .

RE: OTTAWA TRIP, JANUARY 28,.1975

1. Cord. Cressy. and I met with Stewart Goodings, Michael Andrassy

and Phyllis Fien. They represented officials of the Federal.
Government's Multicultural Program:

2. They requested that they receive copies of all briefs and
supporting data. (To Michael Andrassy)

3. We discussed the possibility of a meeting of large urban school

Boards to discuss multiculturalism.

4. We discussed present negotiations between provinces and Federal
Government re: payment, for
a) Teacher training.
b) Materials
c) Instruction ,costs

for E.S.L. programs.

5. We expressed our concerns re:
a) 3rd. tanguage.and culture programs
b) Orientation
c) Multicultural support services
d) Difficulties with-financing and provincial legislation

'e) Impending difficulties with ethnic communities if they
are not treated adequately.

6. They expressed concerns, re:

a) Provincial jurisdiction and need to consult there firs

b) Culture bias in curriculum content.
c). Need for Meeting with Faulkner and Munro.

FOLLOW UP:

a). Meet with provincial people.
b) Meet with 'politicos'.
c Send them our materials.

Calculate completely cost breakdown of present E.S.L. and
directly related programs.

P.S. I also received materials on present Multicultural Programs of
the Federal Government. These will be forwarded to Ed Kerr for

consideration.
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To the Chairman and Members
of the Board of Education:

Preamble
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.IPPOIDIx NoVernber 18, ,1974

-A REPORT ON A VISIT TO THE
THE NEW YORK CITY sctioau SYSTEM

OCTOBERS Ec 9 1974

4

This Fall, the Work Group on Multicultural Programs examined and
discussed over 200 United States reports on bilingual and
bicultural programs. The majority of there were from California,
the south-western states, New York City, and ChiCago. The Work
Group felt that it was important to see some of these prograths,
to observe them in operation, to talk to teachers and adminis-
trators, and to try to assess their relevance to the Toronto scene,

New Yotk City was chosen because:

1. It ha4, excepting-Teihac3ps the City of Los
Angeles, the greatest number and variety of
multicultutal_programs on the North American
continent.

From a financial point of view it was the
most accessible to the Work Group.

3. Trustee Gordon Cifessy had visited New York in
the Spring of 1974 and felt that we could learn
a good deal. His previous contact with a,
number of senior officials proved to be most
helpful in expediting our task over a very
busy two days.

The visiting team was composed of, the following:

Trustees - S. Meagher, D. Leckie, G. Cressy
Staff - G. Stewart, E. Kerr

What follows then is an 'account of that visit.

00229
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The New York School System, the largest in North America, has
a population of 1.2 million students and a budget of ovr 2
billion dollars. As a result of legislation enacted by the
New York State Legislature in June, 197pesponsibility for
elementary and junior high schools is shared by a city: vide
board of educacion and 32 'community school boards. Decn-
tralization app red to be further deyeloped than,in the City
of Toronto. The community school boards are elected and each
nsists of nine,non-paid members. The city-wide board, which

retains control of the acondary schools, consists of seven
salaried members who are appointed - one by each of the five
boroughs and two by the mayor.

The breakdown by population and school district in the Fall of
1973'was as follows:

Manhattan Bronx Brooklyn 'Queen's Richmond Total

1,109,453

32

Students 170,606 232,825 399,Q24 250,176 56,821
o

School District 6 6 12 7 1

Focus Over Two-Day Period

Throughout our time in.New York we had outstanding co-operation
tfrom all the people with whom:we came into contact.

During the two days e:hpthe opportunity to:

Tuesday, October 8

10.00 a.m. - 3.15 p.m. Met with theDirector of the office of:
Bilingual Education, Mr. Herman Lafontaine

3.30 p.m. .- 4.30'p.m. Net with Mr. Alfred Mathew, Jr., the
Executive Director of the Division of
Community School District Affairs, and
his colleagues.

4.30 p.m. - 5.30 p.m. Met with Ron. James Regan, President of
the Board of EducatiotZ of the School,
District of New York,- members of the City
Board, and senior school staff.

8.00 p.m. - 10.30 p.m. Attended community school board meeting
in District 32, Brooklyn.

00230
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Wednesday. October 9
4

'9.30 a.m. - 11.30-a.m. Net at P.S. 81 with Dr. Theodore Miesenthal,
Superintendentlebf Community School District
10 in the Bronx, and members of his staff
to discuss the implementation of bilingual
bicultural programs and problems related
to funding.

11.45 a.m. 12.10, p.m. Visited J.H.S. 118 to see a bilingual
Spanish program in a junior high school.

12.15 p.m. - 12.45 p. . Visited P.S. 211 Bilingual Elementary
School, observed classes and had a diScussion
with the principal.

2.15 p.m. Visited Brandeis High.School, to observe
Haitian bilingual piogram and to discuss
it with the Co-ordinator, Maria Martinez.
Brandeis has an enrollment of 5,400 students
attending day s hool in two shifts.

1.00 p.m.

Observations

I. Bilingual Education

4

The, program began in 1968 in one school on an experi-
mental basis. It giew out of an expressed concern
from the Puerto Rican,dommunity that the New York
School system was faili to meet the educational
needs of their children. In June 1974, there were
22,000 students enrolled in their bilingual programs.
Although the majority of the programs are designed
to serve Spanish-speaking students, programs have
been introduced in Chinese, French (Haitian),
Italiani-and Greek.'

Thee bilingual program had four components:

1. Native language as a medium of instruction;

2. The teaching of'the Native language;

3. Teaching English (E.S.L.);-

4. Mqintainiitg dultural integrity.
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The intention is that the classes in the primary grades
begin with 85% of the instruction in the Native language.
Instruction iii English is increased each year so that by
Grade 6 half of the instruction is in English and half '

in the Native Language and the student is bilingual.

Bilingual programs that began in the elementary,schopl
are continued in both the Junior High and in the Secon-
dary Schools. Two bilingual universities have been set
up to provide continuing biltngual education at the coll-
ege level.

The 1973/74 bilingual budget was $6,000,000. In
1974/75 it was increased to $11000,060 (83%). As
a result of the Consent Decree issued by the United
States 4strict.Opurt, August, 1974, acceleration' of
bilingual education must continue at an increased tempb.
They intend. to increase their 1975 bilingual budget to
$25,000,000 (127%).

7 '
4 I

The Office of Bilingual Education was in
August 1972. It has central responsibilities in all
matters relating to bilillgual education, supports the
work of the CoOmunity School Districts, employs a staff
to provide assistance and guidance for lion-English
speaking pupils and their parents. In addition, it
trains para-professionals to-aspist teachers in instruc-
tional progradas.

Each of the 32 District Community Superintendents has,
as part of the staff, a bilingual education team of 2
to 4.persons.

II Staffing

Unlike the rest of New York'State, teachers hired by
New York City are examined and licensed by the New York
Board. Legal decisions, the need for bilingual teachers
for the bilingual programs, as well as community.involve-
ment have caused serious staffing problems; in the
classroom as well as at the principal and superinten-
dent level. Decentralization provided a modus operandi
for increasing the number of bilingual staff', both at
the classroom and at the administrative level. Each
Community Board has a specific set of adopted procedures
for involving communities in staffing. For example,in
1968, there was only one i'uerto Rican principal (Hernan
Lafontaine). In June, 1974, there were 38.

O ,Z3?
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The demand by the community for a quota system was
rejected by the Board. When the communities threateVed
to close the schools unless they got reasonable,represen-
tation, an affirmative action program was initiated. A
strong teachers' union has made implementation of this
program difficult. In addition, it is not easy to
find suitable and qualified bilingual teachers.

A positive action program reaching down into 'the guidance
departments of secondary schools has been helpful in
encouraging bilingual students to enter the teaching
profession. b

It is interesting to mote that approximately 50% of
all elementary school principals are women.

The use of para-profession4s is widespread. It seems
that every primary clasSro has at least one such
person. Para-professionals re hired by the principal,
usually -from the aphool's ne ghbourhood. They are
categorized as follows:

1. Teacher Aids - generally Dave a secondary
school certificate;

2. Education Assistants - geneally have two
years college training;

3. Education Associates - college training
plus successful experience in the school
setting;

Bilingual Professional Assistants - have
a college degree, but no teaching certi-
ficate;

School Aids - used in office, on hall duty,
in lunchrooms, etc.;

6. Security Staff -; at least one such person
in each school.

III Decentralization

In the early 1960's, the New York System was jolted by
staff strikes, student boycotts, near bankruptcy, riots,

,C10,233
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and, in general, ther.estrangement of the schools from

their communities.
.e

In 1970: as .a result of the state legislation, discussed

on Page 2, the New York System entered a new era of
community-schdol relations; a period that has produced
much frustration, much uncertainty, but also many good'

experiences that are encouraging for the future.

On the evening of October 8, we visited a Community
School District meeting held in a school in an' old and

rather run-down residential area in Brooklyn. We were
surprtsed to find approximately 350 people .L attendance;
students, parents and a considerable number of teachers.'

The main ethnic groups appear to be Italian,. Puerto Rican,

Black and Jewish. Although the agenda contained a consider-
able .number of items, a significant one was titled
"Required Procedures and Standards for Selection of Acting)

Supe :'ors (vice-prin2ipals, principals, superintendents):

in nity District .2".

The meeting was well run, productive, included audience

participation and dealt expeditiously with all agenda

items.

The final half hour, 10.004- 10.30 p.m.. was an open forum.

Anyone present was able to bring any matter of concern

to the trustees. This was followed by coffee.

As Canadian visitors, we were introduced, warmly received,

and had an opportunity to visit with Board members and

parents,during the coffee period.

Except for legal and contractual obligations, the

Community Boards control the educational function in

their respective districts. Decentralization has pro-

duced increased credibility of the central adminis-

tration in the New York City community. District

offices appear to be efficient and very productive.

Each district superintendent had a large professional

staff. For example, in District 10, Superintendent
Theodore Wiesenthal has a total clerical and profess-

ional staff of 39. W

The "Goodman Report", June, 1974, titled "School Decen-

tralizationc.in New,Yqrk"City" is a comprehensive asaess-

ment of the historYr nature, achievements, and problems

of school decentralization. A copy of this report ii

available from the Work Groupon Multicultural. Programs.

00234
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IV Program

The Community School Boards have been given the respon-
sibility for the development and implementation of
prog.ramd that meet the particular needs of their
District.

Standardie d tests, both diagnostic and evaluative
are extensively used.

At the beginning of the year, each school and each
superintendent set specific goale which they them-
selves evaluate at the end of the year: The goals
are classified under 5 headings:

1. Improvement in Basic Skills;

2. Parent and Community Participation;

3. Staff Development;

4. Pupil Personnel Services;

5. Innbvation and Experimentation.

Reportsfram all 32 Districts are published annually.
In-service for staff is a contractual obligation.

(46r
V Reflections

1. The bilingual education program in New York
offers some exciting possibilities. Dug to the
urgency of the New York problem, and encouraged
by massive state and federal funding, the New
York Board has made considerable progress in the
development of educational programs that appear
to be producing positive results in the New York
copmunities. 'The Toronto Board might well monitor,
-man annual basis, bicultural andtilingual
developmepts in the New York jurisdiction.

2. In view of our dropping enrolments and the increase
in the number of Metro Separate School students,'a
joint effort in bilingual education might be
explored.

00235
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The New York system has developed some inter-
esting practices that have enabled them to
respond positively to community pressures in
area of hiring and promotion ofjptaff. .

4 .

4.
The Toronto Board could benefit from a
examination of strategies for local ogram
development in,fhe-Cammun c ool Boards.

This report is made a a result of a single brief
visit and with such imited resources that its
conclusions can only be teative. The inter-
views conducted and sc ools visited cannot do
justice to the complexity of the issues.

. These reservations notwithstanding, we believe-
that the New York visit was productive and pro-
vided for each of the participants a deeper
perception of the educationalfhallenges facing
Toronto today.

In conclusion, the members of the visitation team wish to express
to the Chairman, the Director, and the members of the Board their
sincere appreciation for providing us with the opportu ity of
participating in this visit. Each of us would be DID willing to
discuss any of our observations with any member 4 e Board.

Gordon Cressy
Trustee, Ward 7

Dan Leckie
Trustee, Ward 6

Sheila Meagher
Trustee, Ward 9

dip
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GordonStewart
Superintendent, Area 3

Ed Kerr
Staff, Work Group on .

Multicultural Programs


